


BestBelgian W
caps for our guns

Finest .44
bowlegged

mould, double
cavity, best made,

just like original

Co It·type flask
Army size spout $15

"Enjoy new fun with a black powder gun"NOW BETTER AND. IMPROVED BY THE MOST RIGID
INSPECTION OF EVERY MANUFACTURING DETAIL
PROOF TESTED WITH MAXIMUM LOADS.

Complete
With

Detachable
Carbine
Breech



RELOADING EQUIPMENT

C-H CASE TRIMMER insures per
fect uniformity from 17 cal. thru 45 cal.

ONLY $13.50

C-H CHROME PLATE DIES
are available in over 500 calibers.

ONLY $13.50

Your best
insurance for
a successful
hunt! Of all the things that

insure a successful hunt, nothing is

more important than your ammuni

tion. When you want real accuracy

and economy, too, smart shooters

reload and recommend C·R Reloading

Equipment. This precision line of

reloading tools is engineered to give

you the ultimate in reloading pleasure,

accuracy and performance. With

C-R you can choose your own

components and loads, get the type

of accuracy and smashing power

ONLYcustom loaded ammo can deliver.

Shoot more, shoot better •••

reload with C-H! See your sporting

gOQds dealer or gunsmith for

FREE demonstration.

C-H DIE COMPANY, DEPT. G-5

P. O. Box 4384, Terminal Annex
Los Angeles 54, California

In Canada: 1310 W. 6th Ave., Vancouver 9, B. C.

MAIL COUPON

C-R DIE COMPANY, Dept. C-S
P. O. Box 3284, Terminal Annex
Los Angeles 54, Calif.
Gentlemen.: Please rush me FREE literature.

NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY & STATE _

Name of my sporting goods dealer or gunsmith is:__

-------------------



AT THE BERETTA

M/1915.19 PISTOL
By SHELLEY BRAVERMAN

~~ 'o.d'."moe•••,••

1127-SWORD-CANE, RIDING-CROP WHITC0
Beautifully made, hand platted, genuine leath
er riding crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden in
side. Practical collector's item: attractive for
den or patio. $5.00 PP.

THIS remarkable automatic pistol in
troduced features that have sur

vived four model changes durin9 the
past 40 years. The Beretta Models
1925, 1931, 1934. and current models
are all based on the ori9inal 1915-19.

The disconnector-sear system results
in a very smooth let-off, and is charac
terized by the linkage of a lon9 sear
coupled to the hammer sprin9. In the
1915-19 model. disconnection takes
place by the sear plate. the bottom of
which pushes the tri9ger bar out of
en9agement as it pivots. Later models
used the principle of a vertical exten
sion on the tri9ger bar.

Characteristic also are the barrel
desi9n which uses a dovetail for reJen
tion, and the combination of safety and
barrel retainer. Grips are of pressed
sheet metal, and were virtually unique
with Beretta.

The pistols are encountered all over
the world. The current Beretta catalog
claims, "Beretta is the Official Sidearm
of: South Africa, Liberia. Philippines.
Burma, Indonesia, West Germally, Den
mark. Siom, Pakistan. Costa Rica, Iraq.
Argentina. Italy, Syria, Israel, Lebanon:'

In this (and other) models that have
a "hold-open" effect upon the discharge
of the last cartridge, a trick may be
used to aid in the removal of the ma9
azine. If the safety lever is placed on
"Safe," it will hold the slide away
from en9agement with the ma9azine
follower (after sli9ht withdrawal of the
slide) thereby allowin9 easy ma9azine
removal.
TO FIELD STRIP:
1. Rotate safety lever to "safe" posi

tion (tail to rear);
2. Retract slide until cau9ht and held

open by safety:
3. Remove ma9azine;
4. Tap muzzle of barrel with (or

a9ainst) wood; it will slide out of
en9agement with frame:

5. Remove barrel throu9h top of slide;
6. Disen9age safety. and ease slide for

ward and off frame.
This is sufficient for c1eanin9.
In reassembly, the safety lever must

be in the "safe" position to allow in
sertion of barrel. The replacement of
parts takes place in reverse order of
field-strippin9. but keep in mind that
the safety aets as a barrel-lock when i.
the "fire" position.

In replacin9 9rips. caution must be
exercised as to the 9rip screws. An
extra-lon9 replacement can 'interfere
with proper action of the sear-bar.
which is positioned directly under the
screw hole.

The illustration is of a 7.65 mm (,32
cal.) 9un. Strangely, we have never
encountered this model in 9 mm "Corto"
(,380) caliber. Later models were made
in both calibers.

© The Firearms Encyclopedia.

P. O. DRAWER 1712
BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
lining. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, cal1ber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set avallable @ $13.95 PP.

NEW IDEAS IN TOP
QUALITY HOLSTERS

THE HIDE·A·WAY
HOLSTER

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
inside trousers
band; conceal
ed but avalla
b'le; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 2~~ oz.
top grain soft
cowhide, rivet

ed nickel cUp ...... $2.95 PP.
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-a new prestige. model of the
world's most useful gun!

A BEGINNER'S BOOK OF
SPORTING GUNS AND HUNTING

By Milton J. Shapiro
(Julian Messner, Inc., New York, 1961. $3.95)

Written in a light vein, the author has
made no attempt at being profound, but he
does succeed in driving home certain basic
facts about guns and firearms safety. As the
title of the book implies, it is written for
the beginner and primarily for the young
one. Because technical details are touched on
but lightly and then in a manner that any
youngster will understand, this book should
do much to further a youngster's interest in
shooting.-R.A.s.

THE BIG GAME ANIMALS OF
NORTH AMERICA

By Jack O'Connor
(E. P. Dutton Co., $10.00)

A big book 00" x 13",264 pages) and a
beautiful one (20 full color paintings and
more than 150 black and white illustrations),
at a price surprisingly below what you'd ex
pect from appearances. But this is more than
just a big, handsome addition to your library;
it's a storehouse of information about ani
mals, their habits and habitats, and how to
hunt them. Jack O'Connor ranks near the top
among American hunters in point of experi
ence, and he\adds to that a writing skill that
makes this book a sure-fire treat. Great to
get or give.-E.B.M.

GUN ENGRAVING REVIEW
By E. C. Prudhomme

(Gun Engraving Review Publishing Co.,
Shreveport, La., 1961. $15)

Gun engraving is a matter of personal
taste, and of money. Prudhomme, master
American engraver, has gathered the besl
of the engraver's art in this volume, and if
you cannot afford to have your favorite gUll
engraved, then the next best thing is to gel
this magnificent book. Some of the many
contributors have done outstanding work ill
thc gun engraving field, and the photographs
show details clearly. If you are interested in
engraved guns, or just in guns, this volume
is worth the money.-R.A.S.

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FIREARMS
By Shelley Braverman

.(Published by Shelley Braverman,
Athens, N. Y. $11.25)

A truly monumental work, published or
iginally at $22.50, "The Encyclopedia of
Firearms" comes about as near as any single
book could do to living up to its all-embrac
ing title. Hundreds of photographs and
drawings, including "exploded" drawings tl)
show working parts and assembly, combine
with tight textual specifications, descriptions,
and instructive data to cover at least a major
sampling of the handguns and shoulder arms
of the world, ancient and modern. An in
valuable book for the man who likes to see
how things work, as well as for the student
of firearms development. Only a limited
number of copies available.-E.B.M.

upper barrel
.22 caliber

(j
lower barrel

Sal/aie
MODEL

24DL

Savage
breal(s

w'onderful
news

It's here - the new Savage 24-DL, a handsome, de luxe version
of the Savage 22 rifle/.4lO shotgun, long acknowledged the most
useful, versatile gun in the world! Loaded with custom features,
the 24-DL rates a place in the gun racks of the most discriminat
ing sportsmen. Satin-chrome frame, trigger guard, top lever.
Gold-plated trigger, checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock and
streamlined fore-end. White-line pistol grip cap and butt plate.
Rifle barrel in your choice of .22 long rifle or .22 Magnum
rimfire. Grooved for instant scope mounting. For pride and
pleasure, at modest price, see the new Savage 24-DL at your
sporting arms dealer.
And remember - the standard Savage 24, same gun without the
de luxe features, is still available at just $46.50
FREE! Colorful, illustrated. 28-page catalog of Savage,
Stevens, Fox firearms. Write Savage Arms, Westfield 4.
Mass. Prices subject to change. Slightly higher in Canada.

$59.50
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r-------------------------.
I FREE CATALOG, INFORMATION I
I To: The High Standard Mfg. Corp., Hamden 14, Connecticut II Please send me FREE "Great Guns" catalogs and literature. I
I Write Dept., B-562. I
I NAME I
I ADDRESS I
I I
I CITY STATE I
~-------------------------~7

When frontiers could explode into action in seconds, a man
saddled-up with carbine in scabbard. The rifleman trusted his
short-barrelled, quick-sighting gun ... for meat, match or medal.
One-handed or two, its light weight favored fast-shootin'! NEW
HI-STANDARD SPORT-KING Carbine has it all-over the old
frontier favorites. Firing on autoload, NEW SPORT-KING
Carbine swallows all 22 caliber Long Rifle, Longs and High Speed
Shorts mixed or interchangeably without adjustment . .. spits
'em out as fast as you pull the trigger.
Price complete as pictured $49.95

• Solid Brass butt-plate; golden-finish trigger and trigger-guard.

• Beaded-post Front Sight, Rocky-Mountain Patridge Rear Sight
with stepped-blade for elevation.

• Receiver dove-tailed for all standard telescopic sights.

• Convenient golden-finish manual thumb-safety, right-hand side.

• Length over-all 38~", weight about 5~ pounds.

RiflesShotguDsRevolvers

fastest
handlin'

•
fastest shootin'

INTRDI? UCIRG ...THE ONLY .22 AUTOMATIC CARBINE
WITH TRUE WESTERN STOCK

The High Standard Mfg. Corp., Hamden 14, Connecticut

~
HI-STANDARD
Pistols

• "Authentic," 18% inch all-steel barrel.
• Tubular magazine loads 17 HS Shorts, 14 Longs, or 12 LR .22

cartridges. New side-loading port (instead of bottom-load as
with others) prevents fumbling, speeds reloading.

• Full-length genuine Walnut stock shaped to "authentic"
Western pattern.

• Front barrel band, swivels and genuine leather adjustable
sporting sling-strap.
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new

bullet
for

R,OSSFIRE'.'

Try Red-Jets
today! They're
at your
shooting goods
dealer no'w

indoor
shooting

Retl:7et:.
BULLETS

Big News for indoor shooters!
Now you can load and shoot
indoor target ammo for less than
Ie per round.
A unique manufacturing process combines
plastic and high-grade wax into accurate in
door bullets, NO POWDER TO LOAD!
CCI Primers and Red-Jets produce in ex
cess of 250 feet-per-second velocity. Little
noise (about like BB Gun report).
Red-Jets are not messy, will not melt in hot
climates and arc reuseable up to 15 times.
Efficient reloading tool sells for $5.95 or
use your own press. Bullet trap takes just
five minutes to make using paperboard car
ton. Loading instructions and bullet trap dia
gram in each box.

3 ·75
Just Box of 500

+0
cascade cartridge. inc.

P.O. Box 282, Lewiston, Idoho

Score 10 For Reeves
Bully for Harry Reeves! His article on

the .45 1'111911 (Marc4 '62 issue) is one of
the best I've read in any gun publication. I
agree, having carried one myself in two of
the three wars it helped fight, that the .45
Auto is, without question, the best "hand
cannon" ever issued by the military.

I've been familiar with Mr. Reeves' career
in the gun field, but I never suspected that
he was such a fine writer. Please give us
more of this champion's literary "bullseyes"!

Maj. Williaqt J. Dempsey, USAF
Glendale, Arizona

Winchester Model 1886
In your March issue, with the article

"Guns That Rode With the Daltons," the
rifle pictured is a Winchester Model 86. YOIl,
state the caliber to be .44-40. I think this is
a mistake, as I believe these Model 86s were
made only in calibers .45-70, .45-90, and
.50-110. Could this rifle have been made on

•special order? I doubt it.
W. C. Taylor Jr.
Nogales, Arizona

We doubt it too. According to the book,
"Winchester," by Harold F. Williamson, the
Winchester M86 was made in the following
calibers: .45-70 Government (405 or 500 grain
bullets), .45-90-300, .40·82-260, .40·65, 38·56,
.50·110 Express (1887), .38·70 and .40-70
(1894), .50·110·450 (1895), and finally .33
(1903). "The Winchester Book," by George
Madis, adds five calibers: .40-75, .45·82,
.45-85, .50-100, and .50 Smoothbore. (Madis
omits the .50-110-450.) Anyway, the rifle
pictured is a .38-56. The photographer goofed,
and so did we.-Editors.

Challenge To Fast Guns
I get hold of a copy of your magazine once

in a while, and have noted your "Fast
Draw" write up. Being pretty much of an
old timer who wore and used an iron some
50 years ago, and the son of a real old timer,
these fast draw boys make me sick! When
they wear their iron up on their hip, where
it belongs, and not strapped to their knees,
and can draw and hit what they shoot at,
I'll take notice. The young fool in the lower
right hand picture, page 28, fanning with his
eyes shut wouldn't have lived long enough in
the old days to think about shooting any
more. Dee Woolem, on the next page, with
his belt strapped down around his crotch, is
another laugh. Imagine climbing on a half
broke bronc in that kind of leather goods!

And in the first place, speed doesn't mean
a thing in a fight; the fastest, fanciest
slingers usually missed their first shot, and
the bucko who took time to aim and hit
was the one that lived to tell about it. Too

damn bad that I'm so damned old and stiff.
Just wonder how many of these young
"wonders" would take me on for "keeps"
when I was riding Wyoming and Montana
in the old war days? Wear your smoker up
.where it belongs, kids, then see how good
you are.

Jeff Maxwell (Arizona Kid)

It's a Funny World
Those two letters about the difficulty of

buying handguns in Chicago struck a remi
niscent chord. About 1953, I was heading
homeward from a fracas in Korea and
stayed a few days at Ft. Sheridan while
they figured whether to pay me off or keep
me for amusement purposes. I went down
town to view the scenery and so forth.

In a well-known Chicago store, I came
across one of the Sheridan Knockabout
pistols. I asked him about buying one and
sending it to my home address by express.
"Sorry, sir. Store rules. You can send it to
someone else, but we do not sell pistols to
uniformed military personnel."

Funny. I was in charge, more or less, of
a 5000 ton corps ammo dump in Korea, and
here in the US I couldn't order a single
shot .22 pistol in my own name!

John P. Conlon
Newark, Ohio

Snipers
There are more magazines on the market

today devoted to firearms than ever before,
but none gives much space to the collector
of modern military long arms. It was with
much pleasure that I read and enjoyed
"These Rifles Killed Yanks," by Lt. Wm. H.
Tantum IV in your January, 1962, issue. The
photography was well done, and the article
itself very interesting. I sincerely trust that
space will be allocated in future issues along
these same lines. My compliments to you
and 1'111. Tantum for the very fine work you
are furnishing the arms enthusiast.

Ronald C. Berkeley
Avon, Massachusetts

See page 19.-Editor.

Question, and Answer
Regarding Bert Popowski's "Pheasants On

Snow" (Feb. 1962), how come Popowski
gets to fill his gun with five shells when
federal law allows only three?

Wesley K. Roberts
Secona, Arizona

Answer, by Popowski (greatly condensed.
That Popowski is a wordy man!-Ed.)
"Popowski gets to fill his gun with five shells
because he's a damn poor shot and needs
that extra fire-power! . . . Seriously, Mr_
Roberts, the three-shell federal law applies
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PER 100 $7.50
s 6.00

8.00
17.50
10,00
8.00

17.50
10.00
10.00
8.00

10.00
10.00 •
5.00

12.50
17.50
17.50
12.00

100
75c

MILITARY
CARTRIDGES

Cal. .41 RF Short for Derringer-
SO rds••••••••..••••.••••••••

.351 WIllellester Self-Loading Metal Patch
P.. ~ 100-Valu~ 514.00 ..••••••••

250-3000 Savage Soft Point
Per 100 . . . ....•....•• , •••••••

6.5 Italian Rifle Cartridges
Military-per 100 .••• • •••••••

8MM Mauser Military Cart.
Per 100 ..........•..••••••••

.35 Remington Soft Point
Per 100 ..........•.•••••••••

.45 Automatic Pistol Cartridges
Factory loads. per 100 ••••••••••

762 Russian Military Rifle
Cartndqes, pet 100 ......••••••

.25·20 RepeatHlg Rifle Cartridges
Per 100 .......••••••••••

.303 Savage Rifle Cartridges
Per 100 ...........•.••••••••

30·40 Krag Blank Cartridges
Per 100 .....•..••••••••••••

32 Long R F Cartridge.
Per 100 .•••••••••••••••••••••

32-40 Soft Point,
Per 100 .•.•...•.•••••••••••••

270 Winchec;ter Soft Point.
Per 100 .........•.•.•••••••••

30-40 Kra9 Silver Tip,
Per 100 .........•....••.•.•••

32 Remington Soft Point.
Ppr 100 .........•..•....•.•••

Ear Defenders MSA for the Shooter. Brand
New. Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid .•
Bore Scopes .50 Cal. Govt. Surplus; Post-

paid .••••.•..•.....••.••••.

30.06

RUBBER

RECOIL BOOTS
$5 DOZEN

75c each

'AMMUNITION

varmint hunters
Tiny targets at long range demand the
best a scope can deliver. Lyman ax
or lOX (lower photo) new All-American
Perma-Center Scopes give brightest pic
ture, best target definition under all
conditions ... fine Perma·Center reti
cules stay dead center to limits of
windage and elevation adjustments.
Super-Targetspot (top) serves double
purpose ... super·accurate for range,
deadly to varmints. Choice of 10, 12,
15, 20, 25, 30 power. Send for full
information, or have your Authorized
Lyman Dealer demonstrate. No obliga
tion either way, of course.
Manufactured and Guaranteed for life
against mechanical or optical failure ..•

.. Send for New Catalog. Dept. G-5

¥!!!!,!,!!
~ " ,LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORP., MIDDLEFIELD, CONN.

z,'§§:: ~

Russell S. Preston
Detroit, Michigan

Liked "Long Shots"
Congratulations on the article by Colonel

Askins, "Long Shots Are for Bad Hunters"
(Feb. 1962). Every word is gospel, and a so
l·efreshing. change from the phony <;lap·trap
appearing more and more frequently. To
day's average hunter is not only a lousy
estimator of distance, he is also a poor shot.
How could he be otherwise? If, in a year's
time, he shoots as much as one box of am
munition between s'easons, he is an exception.

Good shooting ability comes close to being
an exact science. Yet the average hunter hits
the field with equipment not necessarily of
the best. If he be a deer hunter, in well
over 50 per cent of the cases, his rifle is not
even decently sighted in. His knowledge of
basic ballistics is very scanty, his actual
shooting ability the same. Yet, hopped up by
the type of article Colonel Askins decries,
our hunter is all set to blaze away at any
and all ridiculous distances not only far be·
yond his own capability as a shot, but beyond
the actual hitting and killing capabilities of
the gun he carries.

Bill McCandlass
Napa, California

Having been a ~egular subscriber to your
magazine since its inception, it was with
considerable extra pleasure that I read Col.
Charles Askins' "Long Shots Are for Bad
Hunters," in the February edition. How this
article was needed. I have been a gun nut,
hunter, and collector since 1905 and down
through the years, particularly since the use
of high velocity, have read countless stories
by the experts of their phenomenal long
range kills. Col. Askins has removed a bit of
the tinsel from the Glamour Boys of the
hunting fraternity, and is to be deeply
thanked for so doing. In that connection,
may I take this occasion to thank also you
and your co-workers for the high quality of
GUNS Magazine.

Al Johnson
Washington, D. C.

This Letter Drew Fire!
The only reason I c~n see for publishing

the "suggestion" by one P. Hatch of Sierra
Madre, Calif. (March "Crossfire") was for
laughs. His objection to people firing sport
ing ammo at red rats is that, "any type of
projectile designed or improvised or modified
to break up or expand on impact should be
made a separate crime!" He further suggests
military action "be left to the military, etc."
Wonder what he thinks the military will
throw at 'em? Civil War round shot? Wonder
what he thinks of napalm? Flame-throw
ers? Incendiary bombs? Anti-personnel mines
and booby traps? Or even fragmentizing
shells and grenades?

Where has P. Hatch been the last 35 years
if he thinks the Geneva Convention cuts any
ice in modern warfare?

And, lastly, since when is a commie col
laborato~ a "fellow countryman?"

Paul F. Potter
Villas, N. J.

Plug For Russ Annabel
I really enjoyed the story about "The

Killer Cat of Jug Mountain." An article has
to be pretty darn good to top the other
excellent material you present in each issue,
but in my opinion, this story did it.

I have only one question. Would it be
possible to bring back the "Guns in the
News" column? I enjoyed this column very
much. Other than that, GUNS is still tops.

Kenneth Kashmarek
St. Paul, Minnesota

only to migratory birds, of which the ring
neck pheasant isn't one. When I use that
Ithaca on ducks or geese, it wears the regu
lation plug to make it a three-shooter."

Challenge
If the man who dared me to publish his

comments regarding a letter which appeared
in February "Crossfire" will give me his
name and address and tell me what he is so
mad about, I'll answer him. Meanwhile, I
don't accept dares from people who do not
dare to sign their names.-E.B.M..

If I walked up on a person looting my
home and he was to fire on me and I was
armed, I certainly wouldn't fire back at him
with a "saltshaker."

In a national emergency, where the United
States was attacked and it endangered our
freedom and the freedom of the world, I'm
afraid that the use of soft nose or hard nose
bullets would not make much difference if a
life or a family's safety was at stake.

This letter is not intended to belittle any
one's personal opinion. We should all appre
ciate living in a country ~here we are free
to express our opinion.

Mr. & Mrs. Milton C. Raven
Lake Stevens, Wash.

But You Can't Please Everyone
Let's keep GUNS a gun magazine and not

turn it into an Annabel Fairy Tale Book.
You were doing fine until now.

GUNS has filled a long time need for a
truly gun magazine with factual information.
Many of the older magazines have yielded to
fiction to fill their publications.
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Potter Lead Tester
How hard is a swaged or cast bullet? No

matter how much experience a man might
have testing lead hardness with an educated
fingernail, no one can make up precision
ammo by guessing at lead hardness. The
Potter Lead Tester takes all the guessing
out of the hardness question, and the scale
of hardness is close enough for anyone who
casts or swages bullets. Since a core ex
tractor is now becoming available, more
loaders will be using assorted scrap lead, ann
it will be important to know the hardness of
the lead mixture that is being used. The
Potter Lead Tester will take the guessing
out of mixing various batches of lead and
alloy, and also will do away with a lot of
the alibis on the range when shots won't
group.

Sights for the 03·A3
A number of good 03-A3's are being fired

in the original condition, simply because the
owners don't feel that they want to invest
too much money in changing the sights,
especially if scope mounting is desired. The
Wilpac Manufacturing Company, Gun Divi
sion, 203 N. Johnson Ave., El Cajon, Cal.,

(Continued on page 12)

Bullet News
Speer Products have hit the market with

two important new developments. One that
should appeal to all handloaders who are
working up loads for a pet rifle, is the Speer
Sample Service. Just mail Speer 25 cents in
coin, and tell them what caliber and weight
bullets you'd like to try. They will ship you
five bullets of your choice. This means that
you can work up a number of loads without
having to buy boxes of 100 bullets that might
not be used up and only clutter up your
loading bench.

Right in step with this thinking is Speer's
new "50 Pak." Budget priced 50 Paks :ire
available in all calibers with the exception
of .22's and pistol bullets. This will be good
news for handloaders who load for a number
of calibers and who do not care to tie up a
lot of money in the customary boxes of 100
bullets. The 50 Pak is now on the shelves
of your sporting goods store, and the Sample
Service is working full time.

should be cleaned every so often between
shl?ts, and we found when using max. loads
and not cleaning the gun, patterns were
affected adversely.

It might just be that we will take a muzzle
loading shotgun afield one of these days
just to see what it feels like to hunt in a
fashion that our grandfathers were accus
tomed to.

Black Powder Shotgun
An increasing number of shooters are be

coming aware that burning black powder
can be fun, though shooting is a bit on the
slow side. Since shotguns of the muzzle
loading era in good shooting condition are
hard to come by, and many of 'them are too
valuable to be dragged through the field,
Century Arms is now marketing a double
barrel 20 gauge muzzle loader of Spanish
origin.

These guns have been proofed with full
loads, and we checked the test gun not only
with field loads but also with heavy proof
loads. The right barrel of our test gun is
full choke, the left barrel gives improved
choke patterns.

Our loading started with 16 grains of FFG
and worked up to a ftill charge, wliile the
shot load was started with 290 grains of
# 7% lead shot and was boosted to one
ounce (437.5 grains). Small pieces of news
paper served as wads and were seated tightly
with the ramrod that comes with the gun. It
is well to remember that black powder guns,
especially those of the muzzle loading variety,

Slide Action Air Rifle
The V-350 is the latest offering of the

Crosman Arms Company in the air rifle field,
and the little pump gun does make it pos
sible to hold an indoor shoot without noise
and at almost no cost.

It is certainly surprising what Crosman
was able to built into this little slide action
gun that retails for only a nickel less than
13 dollars. By pumping the barrel back, the
gun is cocked, and trigger pull, though not
outstanding, is good enough to make it pos
sible to stay in the black at 25 feet. The gun
accepts copper-clad steel pellets, and can be
loaded as either a single shot, or with up to
22 pellets. There is no safety on the gun,
but the loading port, on top of the barrel, is
easily visible and one glance tells if the gun
is cocked and loaded.

Though a bit light, our test gun produced
fairly consistent 1l,i inch groups at 25 feet,
and the backstop, a corrugated cardboard
box filled with newspapers, stopped the
pellets easily and without damage to a back
ing of soft pine board. The pellets, by the
way, do travel at 350 feet per second, and it
should be impressed on young shooters that
pointing a gun down-range is the only safe
way.

The V-350 is easily handled by anyone, and
the accuracy of the gun is such that even
untrained shooters can score, thus giving a
new shooter encouragement to continue shoot
ing. For experienced shooters, the V-350
makes it possible to practice snap shooting
indoors without noise and very inexpensively.

Now you can buy Speer Bullets
in the budget priced 50 PAK in
addition to the standard 100
PAK. NEW smaller package
means less cash outlay ... more
money for other components ...
and most important it means you
can test your rifle with several
Speer Bullets without investing in
the larger 100 PAK.

Speer 50. PAK is the answer for
less frequent shooters . . . ac
tually saves money ... you have
less invested and fewer rounds to
store until next season. New
Speer 50 PAKS are at your dealer
now. Available in all bullets except
.22 caliber and pistol.

HAVE YOU MADE THE SWITCH
TO SPEER? THOUSANDS OF
OTHER RELOADERS HAVEl

BUY SPEER BULLETS IN
THE THRIFTY-FIFTY PAK!

TEST-FIRE SPEER BULLETS
BEFORE YOU BUY!

Shooters often want to test-fire a
few rounds of a particular bullet
(type, weight, caliber) before in
vesting in a full box. NEW AND
EXCLUSIVE SPEER SAMPLE
SERVICE makes it possible. Send
25c in coin, to cover cost of han
dling and mailing. A five (5) bul
let sample of your choice will be
sent to you by return mail. Why
not try several different ones? Just
send 25c for each five (5) bullet
samples wanted.

CANADA, 1310 W. 6th Ave., Vancouver 9, 8. C.

SPEER

@CQPAK
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Balance $6.24 a Week
For Only 22 Weeks

$119~'
CREDIT

With RECOIL PAD..SWIVELS

~~~~_~~::-; SLING .• PRICE CUT $25.07!
TH I 5 I S FOR YOU: For every man who knows a

solid $25.07 savings on the most wanted lever action rifle
madel ••• and you not only get big savings but given with every rifle are

factory mounted swivels! ••• a factory mounted recoil pad ••• and a fine sling!
. . THESE MARLINS ABSOLUTELY BRAND NEW, factory packed latest 1962 models with fuU

. Marlin v.:arranty. Famous Marlin fast short throw lever action. Tubular magazine holds 7 shots.
_Select Ol~ed Wa!nut pistol grip stock. Famous Marlin M!cro·Grooved barrel. Hooded ramp front sight. adjustable

open rear Sight, receIver drilled and tapped for adapter mount (furnished) for tip·off scope bases. 20" barrel,
38112" overall, 7 Ibs. Included FREE: factory fitted recoil pad, sling swivels and oiled leather sling with brass $6988fittings. State choice of 30/30 or .35 Remington caliber.
C20·T773. Certified $94.95 Mfr's List. Pay only $1.00 down, balance $3.60 a week for 22 weeks. or •••.•••
MARLIN 336C WITH 4X SCOPE-Mounted .•• Ready to shoot! Well known. fine quality 1" diameter 4X Scope with hard
coated magnesiu'!' fl~oride I~nses. click stops for. windage and elevation. adjustments. Tip-off mounts for quick. simple scope
removal. Scope IS nitrogen '1IIed to prevent fogglOg. Leather lens caps Included

~2"o~~~~4~3-:'~~~~.~~06:';'n~c;.~~9iS~~~~~lfLot;:'wC;::s~Y~~~.~~~~~'. ~~I.~~~~•••~~~~~r~.~~ ~.1~~:~~.~I~~~~~r.e.! $94.88
FRONTIER DERRINGERS PRICES CUT! SPECIAL WAR SURPLUS PURCHASE!

FLASH! 38 Sp. Reduced from $39.95 to $27.50! SM ITH & WESSON
::i~~~aINRe~ing~~~ci.s~c;:?De~! .38 S&W or .38 Special Caliber!
ringer. Quality made in Ger. INRA VERY GOO L O

° ° $2988many with tWin floating firirg D Imlted Quantity
pins. Best German Derringer TO EXCELLE.'!!.... Order Today! Up
made! Pay $1.00 down. Dollar for dollar no revolver can touch the

E20·TI0.•22 Blued ..•••.••. $16.95 Smith & Wesson Military and Police Victory
E20·T11••22 Chromed $19.95 Model for dependabilitx. trouble·free performance

E20·TI2•.22 Magnum, Blued . $21.95 :~10rc::~c~~~~y~ge~cf::o:~~e4~f y~~~sri~~rKa';e"~~?~:
E20·T13.•22 Magnum, Chromed $24.95 ited supply in NRA Very Good to Excellent Condition-rifling

IE20-TI4. Chromed .38 Special Derringer. Certi.\ sharp and mechanically perfect. Square notched rear si~ht.

~~d80 $a3~:~k f~:I~~. we~~~OOor Down, $21.50 ~';~~~~d ~c;r.:~i. oV;~~~.n~~r4~O:;f~ ::~ ~~t:::tIY~~I~~:rt~IPtS~
. , . • . . . . 21/4" barrel length and equipped with fixed ramp front sight.

E20·T994. .38 S&W Cal iber. 5" barrel ..•..•..•••.••.•... $29.88
E20·T99S.•38 S&W Caliber, 21/4" barrel ••••••.•••..••••.. $32.88
E20·T996. .38 Special Caliber. 5" barrel ..•...••..••..••. $32.88
E20·T997. .38 Special Caliber (Illustrated). 21/41/ barrel .•••. $34.88

GREATEST SHOTGUN BARGAIN IN KLEIN'S 71 YEARS!
NEW MATADOR 12, 16, 20 & 410 GAUGE DOUBLES!

$
Every gun absolutely first quality. the very latest model. Low prices are

SAVE SO 00 NOWI possible only because of min,or modifications on forthcoming 1963 models.
• • Made for Firearms Internahonal by the world renowned house of AVA

Spain's foremost quality shotgun maker •.• the Matador is respected and praised by men who know and
appreciate fine guns. These are all latest 1962 models!
CHECK THESE QUALITY FEATURES: Selective automatic ejectors; ••• single selective trigger; •••

~o.m~I~:~n:a~~~s~~:~~r:U::l.yA~:~rng&~oe;~~~~Y.st.e~cr~:~ :~~i~':c. uhnadne:I~~~~ke'red'F~:~~hervg.:.':.':,e:t 5~~~:i~e:J
beavertail forend; ••• action proportioned for each gauge. All are chambered for all 23/4" high.velocity
Magnum or slug loads except for 410 gauge which takes either 3" or 21/2" loads. '
CHOOSE FROM THiS BIG SE.LECTION OF GAUGES AND BARREL LENGTHS: ••• (;ttC20·T456) 12 gauge
-28" or 30" barrel; ••• (:C20·T4S7) 16 gauge-26" or 28" barrel; ••• (itC20.T458) 20 gauge-28"
barrel; ••• (itC20.T459 ) 410 gauge-26" or 28" barrel. 26" barrels are Improved Cylinder and Modified
Choke (410 ga.-Modified and Full), 28" barrels are Modified and Full Choke (410 ga.-Full
and Full). 30" barrels Full and Full Chokes. State catalog number and barrel length. $11950Immediate delivery. Certified $169.50 Value!
PAY ONLY $1.00 DOWN, BALANCE $6.24 a WEEK for 22 WEEKS, Or ••••••••.•.•••...

~,,;;::orC;~.~~:~. ~:y ~~ .~gg;~':n~~:?~:~es~a~~7~h:i~e:e:~;;"°;23~:e~::-r:;~'. ~O.d~~~~ .a~. ~~l~ $129.50

SPRI NGFIELDUMl~03~~~~Qut..l~tY!~~~t&poP.
ular military rifle for sporting use of thern all! ..• and this

lot are all Model 1903·Al's with high number Nickel-Steel
receivers, milled working parts. Made in Rock Island Arsenal

not commercially assembled. 30/06 caliber. S·shot magazine. Adjustable
rear leaf sight, blade front sight. 431/,\" overall. 8.69 Ibs. American

~2ari~~~5s~~C~~y;ol~O~oD~:~~ :;.~4 ~o~~~~O~~r 22 Weeks. or $39.95
C20·T856. Springfield in Select Condition $44.95
E20-T1000. AMMO••30/06. 156 gr. in 5 rd. clips. 120 rounds in 60
rd. bandoleers, only $7.20

SALE! New Matador 10 Gauge Malrnum
SAVE $60 NOW! Brand new famed Firearms Interna·

tional MATADOR If?·gauge (31/~" shell) M~gnum Shotgun.
Deep cut price due to slight change In forthcoming model. Made

for F·I by Aya of Spain. Perfect for ducks and geese to 100 yds., for
fox and varmint. Shoots either 27/8" or 31/2" Magnum shells. 32" full
choked barrels. Engraved receiver, selective automatic ejectors, .double
safety underlocks. Checkered French Walnut sto<:k and beavertail fore-

~~o:Ti::' c~~~i~~ iil9~~O Mfr's List. Pay $1.00 down, $12950
balance $6_ 72 a week for 22 weeks, or .

E20.73. 10 Ga. 31/2" Magnum Shells, specify BB, #2 or #4 shot.
$7..20 for 2S.

~
• Single Selective Trigger
• Selective Automatic Ejectors
• Checkered Walnut Stock
• Beavertail Forearm

$189.50 Value!

6.5 ITALIAN CARBINE
Only 36" overall. weighs only 51A!·lbs. Shows only slight

use, lightly oiled. test fired and head spaced, ready for shoot·
~ng. Turned down bolt. thumb safety, 6~shot. clip fed. Rear sight ad·

~~~~~;~~~r;~:~~::~;'pr~:~t ~~a~in"I~.a.n.d. ~~~t. ~~i.n~: •••••• $11.88
~~/';;~~~~e~:;.bia".e i~~t~r::=~. ~~~. ~~~ .~~~I~t.y. ~~.~~o.p~ $19.95
E20·T7S1. 6.5 mm Italian military ammo with free 6~shot clip,
J.08 rds•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $7.50

U.S. M1 .30 CALIBER CARBINE-1S SHOT
Semi-automatic

SPECIAL WAR
SURPLUS PURCHASE!

ENFIELD SPORTERr-NRA EXCELLENT I
AVAILABLE WITH OR WITHOUT SCOPES •••

Amazing low price due to huge special purchase !rom British Air Min·
istry! The finest lot of Enfield No.1. Mark IV Rifles .we've seen •••
.and possi,bly the last of this qual ity that may be avalla!:>le for a long,
-Ionu ime! Buy with complete assurance your gun Will be mect:-an.
ically ~erfect ••• with clea.n sh~rp rifling '.' . with ~mooth, Oiled
fine.gralned Walnut stock With !Ittle appreciable wearln~ of wood.
Sporterized stock has ~ood clean lines, balances well-permits fast han·
dling. Rear sight adJustable for windage and elevation, blade front
sight. Turned-down bolt handle. solid brass butt·p'late. 10·shot remov·
able clip, sling swivels. 441/2" overall. 303 British Caliber. Leather

:~r~~::e~t~.~6~;~~~~R~~~no~it~e.~~ ~~~~r~~.~~t.h. ~~~c.o. ~/: . $11.88
ENFIELD RIFLE with FLEETWOOD 4X SCOPE. 3/4" diameter, Mounted-

:~~:r :o~e~=o;:;nii ~~~k~~::: .~~y.•~1:?~..D.o~.n:. ~~~a.n~~.$21.88
ENFIELD RIFLE with new TAsca 4X SCOPE, ill~strated, 1" diame~er,
crosshair reticule ... Mounted, Ready for Shooting! Leather CarryIng

:t~:e~n~~~~e;!";e~~~~9o~~·.~~~ .~~.~~. ~~~.n: . ~~I~~~~ .$.2:~~. $44.88
E20.T999..303 Sr. Military Am"!'o, per 100 rds•••.••..••.•. $8.88



(Continued from page 10)
markets a peepsight-riflescope base that is
unique and highly serviceable. The peepsight
is incorporated into the rear scope block.
and the unit makes a very neat appearance.
The base is designed for use with Weaver
rings, and the number 55 Weaver block fits
just dandy. The peepsight is fully adjustable
and can be folded back when not in use.
The sight carries the code number DSM 400
and sells for $12.

Red Jet Bullets
The Red Jet Bullets, made by CCI, are

made from a specially prepared mixture of
plastic and non-melting wax that allows you
to shoot safely indoors with most of your
handguns and .30 caliber rifles. Bullets are
seated by hand, the decapping and priming
can be done on any of the standard loading
tools with the appropriate shell holder, or
with a special tongue tool that is available
for this operation from CCL It is suggested
that the flash holes of the cases being used
for Red Jet bullets be enlarged with an 8116
or 9116 drill, thus insuring longer life of the
bullets. The bullets can be used up to 15
times and the barrel of the gun should be
cleaned every 25 or 35 rounds.

Red Jet bullets are available in .44, .45,
.38, and .30 caliber. A cardboard box with a
canvas insert is an adequate back·stop, and
instructions for building such a target carrier
can be found on every box of Red Jet bullets.

These bullets are just the thing for indoor
practice with a favorite handgun, and ac
curacy of the loads is more than expected, if
loading instructions are followed. If your
handgun scores can stand some improving,
the Red Jet bullets could well be the answer.

New B&L Monocular
If you carry binoculars to spot game, big

or small, as who doesn't, and if you have
ever found those binoculars a weight around
your neck or in the wrong place at the wrong
moment-well, you'll want to try the new
B&L Balscope Ten, a monocular scope that
carries in a neat hip holster.

This is not a telescope with sliding tubes;
focusing is fast and smooth by simply ro
tating the eyepiece. Ten power, with six
color-corrected lenses, Balscope is light, com
pact, shower-proof, handsome in streamlined
green plastic-and the price is an almost
incredible $9.95. (Lest anybody entertain
qualms about the price, B&L assure all con
cerned that "this is an entirely U.S.-made
product, using B&L know·how and skills
formerly restricted to highest grade ophthal
mic lenses.")

Ophthalmic or what, such brief testing as
we have done here indicates that this is an
efficient, thoroughly acceptable hunter's or
outdoorsman's tool, giving a bit more magnifi
cation than many of us carry in binoculars,

(Continued on page 65)

Visit showroom
while in N. Y.

area 4 mi. from
N. Y.·

20 minutes from
Times Sq. to

Plus the world's
largest selection

of shooting ammo

NAVAL CARBINES

$3995

single shot carbines
with detachable angular

bayonet. Interesting MILl·
TARY arms at a price that would

maul Mussolini's moustache! only

select

$9.95

Special 43 SPAN ISH Jack
eted Hollow Point Sporting

$5.00 per 20 rounds
10 Gauge Star Shells_avail_
able in Red, Green, White

2Sc ea•
37 MM Star Shells-limited
supply •....... $1.00 ea.
25 MM Flares .•.. SOC ea.
New Dominion 11 MM Mauser

$6.00 per 20

Send for new CATALOG listing thousands of
guns, ammunition and accessories for the col
lector, shooter and sportsman. Price ...... $1.00

CLINTON CORNERS, N. Y.

CHRONOGRAPHING
LOAD DEVELOPMENT
SEND 25c FOR COMPLETE

CATALOGUE OF SS PRODUCTS
PLUS LOADING DATA.

~~OOTERS

~E:RVICE, INC.

32 AUTO COLT $1 75
PISTOL MAGAZINES

*

,. EXCITING Original type 1822 French
Naval rifled carbines designed to fire the pop.
ular parchment wrapped S8 caliber conical ball
with powder attached. These fast shooting
guns are available for .

YOUR CASES $6.00
OUR NEW CASES $10.55

BRASS BULLET MOULDS

$995

I(l"TWEIGHT e£RC~~~ION S:~~H RIFLES ..:

f ~~>..,~ ~ ~,::>~~~

H~ " ~ ~A _:l:'A'A AA'*-:i~

LOADED WITH JUGULAR
JACKETED' POWER BULLETS

.44 MAGNUM AMMO

Brass bullet mould for 44 cal.

conical bullets or round ball. For
the price of its wght. in brass-

FROM 180 GRAINS TO 270 GRAINS

PER BOX
OF 50

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED!

~a service armament co.
'4~ 689·G Bergen Blvd. Ridgefield. N. J

!!! ANOTHER " PRODUCT!!!

$1 00 ALL $750
EACH EIGHT

AVililable in 8 different time lengths
-packed 5 to il packet with instruc.
tions for using.

We have the only non-corrosive

:~~ ~e:~~:t~i:~J~~~~lef;.r;~~tr;..e..t caps on the
l,l~ _i,l;- factured for us by R.W.S. in
~:.¥' Germany. Percussion caps 75¢ pO'

-- available at 100

ROLLING BLOCK OWNERS
•43 cal. SPANISH AMMO. Let's

:'~¥r~~~t~6t~;~hGt~tS~c~~.~~:~ 81 000 ~~~
anteed to Shoot Fu II metal Jackets.

i
FAMOUS PINEAPPLE GRENADE
-used by the U.S. & Great Britain

6
in W.W. 1 & 2. Completely inert.

Price $3.00
GERMAN ZF-41 sniping Scopes

~ complete with mount -
close out ...........••. $12.95

; Rifle Grenade Parachute Flares .. $1. ea.
• COMPLETE Grenade Launching Kit

with gr. launcher, gr. launcher sight
and spare parts ......••...... $3.50
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MARLIN ... symbol of accuracy-@-sinCe 1870

.#.

Model 57·M, $56.95, gun alone. Save$4.95-buy rifle, 4X scope, mount together, $66.95. (Prices slightly higher west of Rockies).

~~I shoot to hit ... I shoot a Marlin 57-M"
You have to shoot fast - and sure! - when you're hunting
fox and other varmints. That's why you need a Marlin
57-Magnum. Short "Levermatic" action gets off 15 shots
fast. And exclusive Marlin Micro-Groove barrel gives you
more than 25 per cent greater accuracy! What's more, this
powerful Marlin .22 Magnum gives you side ejection and
low, centered scope mounting.

When you shoot, shoot to hit! Get a Marlin 57-M - or
new Marlin 980 bolt action .22 Magnum - at your gun
store today. Send for free new 1962 Marlin Catalog, too.

In Canada: see the Royal Marlin Canadian Guns

New! Model 980 bolt action .22 Magnum
repeater, $39.95 (with scope, $49.95).

r----------------------,
I FREE! Just off the press! New 1962 Marlin Catalog... 1
1 Marlin Firearms -Co. I
1 Dept. K-S, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A. 1
1 Send me the free new colorfully-illustrated 1962 Marlin 1
1 Catalog that gives complete information on all Marlin I
1 .22's,high-power rilles and shotguns. I
I Name ,.......... ·1
I Address......................................................................................... I
1 City , Zone State.............................. 1
1 For a quick, slick shave Marlin Micro-Edge Blades· I
~----------------------~
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eoa er
By KENT BELLAH

"Precisioneered "I

Save $510 on the
ReDS JR. PRESS

News & Tips
If you switch from flat base to boat·tail

bullets, be sure they are seated deep enough
to be held friction tight. Failure to do so
might cause an extracted round to leave a
bullet in the bore, filling the action full of
powder. Chambering another round might
drive the bullet into the case, resulting in
a wrecked rifle if you pull the trigger. The
same trouble can be caused with any bullet
from a sloppy sizer or oversize expander.
Bullets should be tight enough in cases that
they can't be pulled out easily with your
fingers. Always use quality dies.

Don't overlook neck reaming and case
trimming for both safety and accuracy. Pres
sure increases greatly with long cases or
thick necks. Reduced charges are not a
satisfactory solution. Bullets should always
drop freely in fired hulls, that should take a
gauge .002 larger than bullet diameter.
Reamers for straight line trimmers, such as
the excellent Forster, are .002-.003 over bullet
diameter, proper for safety and best accuracy.
If hulls accept a .004 gauge you may have a
sloppy throat, thin, or non·uniform necks.

A lad got lousy accuracy with my rifle
loads using .30 caliber 100 grain C-H Swag.
O·Matic pills. The trouble was traced to his
loading press, that was badly out of align·
ment. QU'ality dies are a "must," but align-

(Continued on page 61)

Ruger's Deerstalker Carbine bagged two
bucks, both clean kills at around 50 yards.
One fell to a neck shot with a Norma bullet
in a Norma case, backed with 23.5 grains
2400 and a CCI Magnum No. 350 primer. It
made a 2" exit hole, blowing out pieces of
bone. The other was a raking shot through
the lungs, equally deadly. This load about
equals Norma's excellent factory fodder.
Both group well, in about Ph" at 50 yards,
using a Weaver K-6 glass in Weaver mounts.
The little carbine is a honey for fast shots
on running game at moderate range. The
fast firing big bullets make a large entrance
hole and have adequate punch in either a
rifle or revolver. I like the Norma bullets
very much.

Norma·Precision does much more test
shooting than most individuals. Mr. E. H.
Sheldon, President, told me their Detroit
Magnum Bullet Trap had severe metal dis
tortion after firing several thousand Norma
.44 Magnum loads in it. Welding a piece of
lh" boiler plate on the angles eliminated
the trouble. The big Detroit trap is a good
one, but the heavy .44 Magnum abuses it
something terrible, if it isn't reinforced. The
Ruger Carbine shoots completely through
the Standard (.22..38) Model, that wasn't
intended for such use.

Includes: Jr. Press, primer
catcher, removable head
type shell holder, universal
primer arm, and one set of
RCBS reloading dies. Avail
able in following calibers:
222REM / 243 WIN / 270
WIN / 308 WIN/ 30-06
WCF / 30-30 WCF / 357
MAG / 38 SPEC / 44 MAG /
45 ACP. Ask for RCBS Re
loader Special and specify
caliber. Reg. $45 value ...

now o~ly $3990
Buy from your gun dealer and be sure!

The Buck Busters

R EPORTS FROM deer hunters are al
ways interesting. The Buck Busters

had a good time in this area this past sea·
son. A few uninformed lads used inadequate
rifles in the .25-20 and .32·20 class, I'm
sorry to say. Roy Proctor, 14, bagged a buck
at less than 10 yards with a 16 gauge shot
gun slug. A perfect shoulder hit, the slug
expanded well, and stopped just under the
skin.

The tree sitters had their share of hard
luck. A 12 year old lad blasted at a deer
with his .30-30. Recoil knocked him off the
limb. He wasn't injured, but missed his first
deer. Monroe Thomas had a tree limb break,
resulting in two broken ribs.

Troy Doyle bagged two deer with a
.308 Winchester. Loads were CCI Magnum
primers with 44 grains 4064 behind 130
grain Speer H.P. pills. At 65 yards, a heart
shot in a running doe made a 4" exit hole.
A buck going straight away dropped in his
tracks with a shattered spine at 50 yards.
Troy says the velocity, about 2700 fps, is all
that he needs.

A handgunner took a nice buck at about
60 yards with a S & W 4" .44 Magnum, dead
center in the chest, for a clean kill. His load
was a C·H Swag·O·Matic 225 grain .pill
backed with 23 grains WoW 295HP Ball, in
a Super-X case and a CCI Magnum No. 350
primer. Tissue destruction looked like the
work of a rifle.

A chap with a Browning .264 used 70
grains 4831 and a CCI Magnum primer with
a 100 grain Hornady pill. A shoulder hit at
75 yards made a 4" exit hole, with terrific
internal damage. He also dropped a doe at
a bit more than 300 yards with a spine shot
that clipped the backbone for a clean kill.
The range was estimated.

R. 1. Maxie used his Winchester .264 to
bag a running buck at over 200 yards. Max
used a 100 grain factory load for a perfect
lung shot and clean kill. Max said he was
manufacturing hulls for reloads. The exit
hole was made by the bullet core, as the
jacket, curled back and split, was found in
the venison.

My shooting pal, Kenneth Shackelford,
used his Browning .264 on two deer. Shack
swung about "two bucks" ahead of a run·
ning buck at close to 300 yards and dropped
the hammer. The deer ran 40 yards and
dropped dead. Another one got the same
load at about 200 yards, with the same reo
sults. Exit holes were about 3% inches with
the lungs destroyed. Loads were 140 grain

DEPT. E-t7, P.O. BOX 729 Speer pills backed with 62.5 grains 4831 and
OROVILLE, CALIFORNIA CCI Magnum primers. This load is very ac-

•
••••••••••••••••••1curate, expands well at all ranges, and

causes great internal damage.
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AIMED RIFLE FIRE WILL STILL BE A

DECISIVE FACTOR EVEN IN A NUCLEAR

YET TODAY'S ARMY MARKSMANSHiP IS AT LOW EBB

Even in nuclear war the rifle must play a vital part.
Units kept small to reduce losses from nuclear blows.
will fight patrol actions with standard infantry arms.

By COLONEL CHARLES ASKINS

T HE AMERICAN SOLDIER these last years, whether in
peace or-war, is no great shakes as a rifleman. The

reasons are neither obscure nor numerous. Above other
considerations, our trooper is poorly motivated, admits to
little ambition to be a crack shot, is multitudinously in
volved in nuclear-warfare training, and suffers in a shooting
program which is in a fluid state of transition at this time.

We entered WW2 with the idea that we were a nation of
riflemen. This was a holdover from the first world war,
~hen a lot of tales were bandied about as to our skill with
the rifle. Such was our hurry in training for the next major
holocaust, we didn't give our soldiers much grounding in
marksmanship. What was even worse, we failed to give 'em
the proper motivation. A newspaper reporter, S. L. A.
Marshall, found when he interviewed several thousand
combat riflemen after the great war that these buckos
sometimes fought for a couple of days during a big push
and did not burn up a clip of cartridges. This failure to
fire got so bad that a brand new school of thought entered
the training picture. This was marching fire.

The infantry during the advance was instructed to take
no particular aim but just to point the musket toward the
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front and trigger off a shot every five or six paces. After
WW2, the army took stock of that one and heaved it out
the window. It was decided to go back to aimed fire.

About this time, a gent by the name of Service, no
relation to the poet, wrote the Department of the Army and
said he thought the business of potting away at shiny,
black bullseyes superimposed on a lovely sheet of clean
white paper at a distance known to everyone from the
colonel down to the latrine orderly, was sort of stupid. He
thought it would be a lot better if we fired at targets which
looked and acted like the enemy; targets that were man·
shaped, and were partly hidden, and fell when hit the way
an enemy does when he takes one amidships.

The D/A thought Mister Service had something. Down
at the infantry center at Fort Benning, was a research
group known as HUMRRU (Human Research Unit), and
among others was a college professor by the name of
Jones who was on loan from the University of North
Carolina. With the Service letter before him, our college
professor evolved a shooting system which he very aptly
dubbed, "Trainfire."

This new system was to be a revolutionary short-cut to
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M-14 rifle (left), official US arm though
still in short supply, holds 20-shot clip
instead of 8 in M-I (right). But M-14 has
stock still too short for today's soldier.

This Vietnamese, much taller
than most, finds short rifle
too small. US recruits today
have same trouble with an MI.

Two-inch reduction in stock
length (above) paid off for
5'2" Vietnamese, who prefer
squatting (left) to sitting
for better shooting comfort.

the trammg of the combat rifleman. A lot of the
old preliminary rifle instruction, the monotonous
business of learning the shooting positions, correct
sight picture, trigger squeeze, the use of the sling,
and rapid reloading, was to be slighted.

The new marksman would shoot his rifle.the very
first day of instruction. This was going to give him
confidence. Directly after that, he would shoot
groups at 25-meter range; and with almost the same
alacrity he would move on to the 300-meter field
firing range. Except at 25 &eters where the gunner
shot at a half-bullseye (the upper half), the targets
all resembled the enemy. That is, they were man
shaped, and when str_uck by the bullet they tumbled
in a realistic manner.

This latter idea was good, and certainly was a lot
closer to combat than plugging away at a shiny
black aiming spot beautifully silhouetted on a
square of white paper. It was planned that the new
targets would be camouflaged somewhat, and thus
target detection would be combined with marksman
ship. Target distances were unknown to the firer
and this, too, would force the shooter to make some
quick decisions as to the gun-to-target range. This
was Trainfire.

Trainfire was hailed as the final answer. But
somehow it has not worked out quite up to rosy
expectations. It has been around several years now,
but there has been no noticeable up:swing in the
shooting skill of our soldiery. Two things have
mitigated against its full success.

In the first place, the recruit gunner has been
rushed along too fast. There are no shortcuts to the
development of a basis for shooting skill. You can
not innoculate the tyro marksman with the hold
and-squeeze virus. He must be put through a course
of sprouts which includes many days of learning
how to hold the rifle and how to mash the trigger.
The instructor can tell him, but that is as far as he
can go. It is up to the recruit, through tedious
repetition, to achieve a reasonably steady aim.

Beyond this, from the standpoint of cost, the
Trainfire range seems to resemble the down pay
ment on an ICBM or a super carrier. The army first
planned optimistically to build the -ranges at all
army installations, but the price tag was found to be
too high. To date, Army has relatively few of these
fancy-dan layouts.

Recently, the Continental Army Command
(CONARC) directed the infantry school to assemble
a board of combat officers to consider future rifle
marksmanship training. Reading between the lines,
it was plain to see that CONARC has some pretty
grave doubts about the efficacy of the new Trainfire.

The board, among other things, sent out more
than 400 questionnaires asking for advice. These
went to all army and corps commanders, the five
training centers, the four combat divisions here in
the ZI, to the Guard and reserve divisions, to the
adjutants general of the 50 states, and to two
classes in the infantry school. The board caused
research and tests to be conducted; old and new
firing reports were carefully scanned; magazine
articles (including those appearing in GUNS these
last several years) were (Continued on page 39)
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Mosin-Nagant, top, with 4X PE
scope. Tokarev M1940 with
3.5X PU scope. Both guns
chambered the 7.62 mm ammo.

THE RED ARMY sniper is as dark and mysterious as
Russia itself. Many fantastic stories have come out of

. the mists that shroud the U.S.S.R., but none are more
fantastic than those about the Russian sniper and his arms.

Only in the last weeks of the ill-fated Finnish campaign
did the military and civilian world begin to see a definite
outline of the Red sniper and his arms. Undoubtedly, the
importance of real sniping was uncomfortably impressed
on the Russian troops when they encountered the Finnish
snipers who were equipped wIth superb rifles and excellent
telescopic sights. Add to' this the fact that these snipers
were all hunters, trained and skilled in handling guns and
in estimating ranges, and there is little wonder that the Red
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soldiers were, to say the least, discomfited by their ex
periences.

Russian Army snipers get their early training in the
Ossviachim rifle program. There they are furnished with a
sporter of 5.5 mm caliber (approximately .22 caliber).
These rifles, known as TOZ8 and TOZ9, are fitted with
peep and open sights. If and when a student becomes a
qualified marksman, he might be fortunate enough to
receive a telescopic sight. Basic firearms training is held
indoors on the 25 meter range, and once this step in train
ing has been mastered, training continues outdoors. Here
the student sniper must learn to get tight groups at ~O

meters, and as. rifle proficiency (Continued on page 57)
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ARE YOU
Over-Gunned?
By RAY CAMP

I T MIGHT BE SAID that the three Ms-Magnums, Magnifi
cation and Maladjustment-are largely responsible for the

aches and pains of many shooters today.
Reducing this to English, it merely means that we are shoot

ing heavy loads in the scatterguns because we tend to over
estimate the range at which we kill birds; we mount the gun
badly because we are in a hurry; and, finally, most of us use a
gun that doesn't fit us in the first place. That makes for more
"kick," and that makes for more "flinch." A lot of shooters,
and this may include you, are missing birds that should go in
the game pocket because you are awaiting-unconsciously per
haps-the jolt your shoulder will get when you pull that trigger.

Flinching is not only the most common ailment of the shotgun
shooter, but the one that is most difficult to cure, possibly
because many shooters suffer from the disease and don't know
it. We do know the cause, at least in about 99 per cent of the
cases.

Several years ago, a friend of mine, an enthusiastic upland
game shooter who turned in really fine scores on grouse, quail,
doves, and woodcock, decided he was missing something by
ignoring duck shooting. He was a one-gun shooter. That gun
was a fine Parker sixteen with 28 inch barrels bored modified
and full. In his hands it had subsisted on a diet of low-base
shells, for these were all he needed for the shooting he did.

His first duck shooting trip was to the St. John River in New
Brunswick, and he became an ardent wildfowler. When I met
him in late November, on the Outer Banks of North Carolina,
the Parker had given way to a magnum twelve. At this point it
might be well to explain that he stood about five feet four
inches in his sox, and his build was what some might term
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WHICH OF THE "THREE EM"S" IS CAUSING YOUR MISSES?

HERE ARE SOME TIPS THAT COULD IMPROVE YOUR SHOTGUN SCORES

"Try gun" being adjusted by Winchester
gun fitter Paul Doane, tells stockmaker ex
act measurements needed by gun owner.

Shown above (left to right) is the British
low-base load used for pheasant and grouse,
an American low-base, an American hi-base
express load, and an American 3-in. Magnum.

Planting gun against boney structure of the
shoulder in overhead shot (left) inevitably
results in bruising punishment ~rom recoil.

"slight" and others "scrawny." I shot with him two days at
Mattamuskeet, and when he touched off that magnum I could
feel it myself.

A few weeks later, I spent a day with him on a shooting
preserve. He was back with the old sixteen, but it was not back
with him. He was burning twice as much powder for half the
results. I could see what was wrong by the time he had made
three or four shots, but it was none of my business.

An hour before we were to call it a day he missed a bird that
should have been a set-up, and looked at me with misery in his
eyes. "What am I doing?" he asked. .

I tried to figure out an easy answer, and an idea occurred
to me. I handed him the light 28 gauge double I was shooting
and took his sixteen. "Hold it out," I said, "with the muzzle a
bit up and with your elbow bent."

He did as I suggested, but giving me a puzzled look.
"Push off the safety and pull the trigger."

. He followed orders. The recoil bent his arm a bit but the
muzzle hardly wavered.

His glance was still puzzled.
"Give me the empty shell."
He broke the gun and handed me the empty.
"You still have one shell in the chamber," I told him. "I'm

going to toss this empty in the air. You hit it."
, When the gun cracked, the empty shell spun away in a
whistling arc.

He looked at me with a grin that showed full comprehension.
"You really think that's it?"

The next two birds he flushed proved it.
He had let his mental process (Continued on page 48)
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Shooter's awkward position forces gun butt out
of shoulder pocket, increasing effect of kick.
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IF IT'S THE LONG SHOT

OR NO SHOT, BE SURE YOU HAVE THE

Terrain and animal wisdom may put top trophies out of reach of all but the best of skill and equipment.

By CLYDE ORMOND

them-right rifle and load, and the essential skill to use
them-and then only when the long shot is the only shot
possible. Let me give you some examples.

This past deer season, Jack Slack, sales manager for
Leupold Scopes, and I were hunting during Wyoming's
late-late hunt. The deer from the Hoback-Jackson Hole
drainages were drifting towards their winter range near
South Pass; and the country where they moved to was all
sage-brush and rolling hills, covered with up to a foot of
fresh snow.

As Glidden McNeel, our outfitter from Alpine, herded

T HE BEST WAY to make a long-range, flat-shooting,
and highly accurate rifle out of the average medium

powered deer rifle is simple: sneak a hundred yards closer
to the game.

However, this can't always be done because of the
terrain, wind conditions, or other factors, and then the
hunter is faced with the choice of either passing up the
chance or taking a long shot. Not long ago Colonel Askins
(GUNS, February, 1962) wrote that long shots are for bad
hunters. I would change this only a little and say: long
shots are only for hunters who are perfectly equipped for
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In country like this,'
the skilled marksman
with a super-special
long-range rifle may
score a hit where an
average hunter would
be wise to hold fire.

the desert-equipped truck up the drifted road (largely a
couple of coyote tracks), we spotted a big 4 point buck.
He'd already seen us and was bounding off at maybe 500
yards, with just his p'rized antlers showing above the snowy
crest of the knoll.

Quickly, Glidden and Jack left the truck, skirting the
under side of the opposite hill, and tried for a stalk. The
wind, in that high plateau country, kicked up a virtual

.blizzard. When they succeeded in reaching the crest of
their hill, the buck was already standing near the skyline
of the next one, ready to bolt.

"You'll have to try him from here," Glidden said. "And
quick."

Jack shot from solid sitting position. All he got was a
spray of hair from the buck, no hide or meat, and some
added experience. It wasn't that Jack couldn't hold on
that buck. I've watched him bowl over chucks at over 300
yards. And he used a custom-made .30-06, with maximum
handloads and gilt-edged accuracy. But the wind, at ap
proximately 400 yards, was just (Continued on page 45)

Here are some fine long-range cartridges compared
with some good standard old-timers. Left to right,.
.25-06, 7 mm Mauser, .270, .280, .30-06, .264, and
a 7x61 Sharpe & Hart. Handloads offer many choices.
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Two of the author's fine long-range rifles are the 7x61 Schultz
and Larsen with Leupold 6X Mountaineer scope (top), and custom
stocked .264 Magnum with Weaver 6X scope in Weaver top mounts.
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FAMILY

Proud mother (champion riflewoman) and father
(champion pistolman) plant kisses on cheeks of
daughter Lenore, champion riflewoman in her own
right, following one of the latter's victories.

The shooting Drivers don't believe in keeping
shooting skills all in the family. Mrs. Driver
is shown _above coaching a class of Allen Park
High School girls who may seek Driver laurels.

team in history (over 50 records set, some of them only
now being equaled), long-time chairman of the NRA pistol
competition committee, and perennial Chief Range Officer
at the national pistol championships-what was Marv
Driver doing not only openly consorting with smallbore
rifle shooters but actually carrying three highly professional
looking .22 target rifles?

Well, even the best pistolmen have their weaknesses, and
Marv has three. They' are three of the loveliest and most
charming women you can find on any rifle range, or any
where else, for that matter: his wife, Marianne, and his
step-daughters, Lenore and Candy Jensen. These were the
three owners of the three rifles. And the rifles were not
mere window-dressing. With their owners, they added up
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to what thousands of competitors at all of the better rifle
matches have come to know as "the Michigan wrecking
crew." Wherever they appear, hopes of victory dim in the
hearts of most competitors, male and female alike. For
these three are no respectors of age, gender, reputations, or
records-and I do mean records. They shoot with the
Masters. .

Of course, this story would be less than accurate if it
left you with the impression that Marv Driver had never
had a rifle in his hands before that day at Perry. He was a
sniper iIi World War I-though this has been a closely
guarded secret until now. But pistols were his real love,
and as a Detroit police officer and star for 20 years on the
Detroit Police Pistol Team, he had little time for other
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No jealousy here, even though sisters often compete against one another,
and sometimes with their mother also. Driver home is filled with trophies.

Smiling over high scores all three recorded in 1959 Championship Matches
at Camp Perry, Mrs. Driver poses with daughters, then 14 and 18 years old.

daughters win the most incredible
array of rifle shooting championships
in history. He died of a heart attack
in May of 1952. But surely, in the life
after this, his heart is warmed by their
doings and by the support. pistol
shooter Marvin Driver has given his
girls .and their mother. The affection
that all three rifle shooting beauties
show for their new husband _and step
father is warm and unmistakable. And
it explodes 'forever the myth of the
incompatibility of rifle and pistol
shooters, despite the amazement of the
competitor at Camp Perry.

. There are not enough pages in GUNS

to list every individual and team shoot
ing achievement of Marvin Driver,
Marianne Driver, Lenore Jensen, and
Candy Jensen. Marvin Driver's twenty
year captaincy of the fabulous Detroit
Police Department team would suffice
for one issue alone. As a hint of what
has been and what is to come, let it be
known that it takes the entire basement
area of the Driver home in Allen Park,
Michigan, just to contain the medals,
trophies, placques, and prizes, stacked
in piles upon piles.

Ironically, -the treasure trove of
trophie~ would be larger yet, if rules
did not require that, in many tourna
ments, mother and daughters must
compete against each other for the
same championships. Not one ounce or
drop of envy can be detected, however,
from this direct competition. Mrs.
Marvin Driver and her daughters are
each invariably delighted and proud
when victory falls to anyone of them,
and gracious losers when it doesn't..
They do, however, on the rare occa
sions of defeat, go home and devo.te
some serious thought and extra prac
tice to the proposition that it shouldn't
happen again! That was Max Jensen's
way and Marv Driver's way, and it is
theirs.

An amusing tale is told concerning
this blend of regal bearing and royal
shooting ability in Marianne Driver.
After Max Jensen's death, while she
was employed by Standard Oil Com
pany in Ohio, a story relating her
remarkable accomplishments with the
rifle appeared in the company maga
zine "The Sohian." One of her fellow
employees read the story and, on meet
ing Marianne, said gravely, "Here you
are a rifle shooter-and I always
thought you were such a lady."

Lenore and Candy, too, confound
any remaining few who do not associ
ate shooting with ladylike demeanor.
Lenore was a (Continued on page 60)

States, and he took his bride to count·
less tournaments where she was ex
posed to the fascination and comrade
ship of competitive marksmanship. The
bug bit, and within two years Marianne
set a national woman's record of her
own in an individual any-sight match
at 50 yards.

Two daughters blessed this union of
shooting skills; and, from this point
on, there are not enough superlatives
in the most complete of dictionaries
to describe the shooting successes
achieved by this mother and her
daughters.

The only sad note in the story is
that Max Jensen did not live to see his

kinds of shooting. But his three girls
have given Mr. Pistol some new .en
thusiasms. Where he used to toe the
firing lines for pistol trophies, he now
watches them bring the trophies home
with rifles.

The story of that transformation
really begins around 1929, when a
comely young miss, Marianne Deutsch
lander, came. with her Lutheran min
ister father to the United States from
Transylvania, once a part of Austria
Hungary. Marianne met commercial
artist Max Jensen at a sports group
dance, and they were married in 1936.
Jensen was then one of the top 50
small-bore riflemen III the United
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Picture at right shows unidentified members of Mosby's Rangers.
Lt. Wiltshire's Colt lies across braided sleeves of CSA jacket.

T HE ARMY of Northern Virginia had surrendered at Appomat
tox Court House two days before, but the news hadn't reached

two companies of John S. Mosby's Confederate cavalry in the field
near Manassas. It was noon on April 11, 1865, and the war-worn
Rebel raiders were crossing the old Manassas battlefield, where
mighty armies had reddened the pleasant fields with blood in '61

,and '62. All was quiet as the two Confederate companies rode up to
Bull Run, swollen by recent rains.

Suddenly the air erupted with a staccato roar. Blue-coated riders
of the. Eighth Illinois Cavalry Regiment had spotted the Rebels and

opened up with a murderous burst of carbine and pistol
fire. The Southerners plunged their horses into the stream
and, by the time the Yanks reached its bank, all but three
had found safety on the other side.

Two of the remaining Confederates, Lieutenants J. G.
Wiltshire and Frank Carter, had been covering the column's
rear and so were the last to cross. The other man, Private
Howard Kerfoot, was having trouble with his horse and
was in danger of being thrown off and drowned in the
surging stream.

"Carter and I wheeled and (Continued on page 43)
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LAST SlaT AT BULL RUN
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Lt. Wiltshire's three-screw 1860 Army Colt
is kept in Confederate Museum in Richmond.
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To clean or load a replica muzzle loader, follow instructions sent out
by Col. Colt with originals. First step is to set hammer at half-cock.

HOW TO
CLEAN

AND LOAD

Muzzle
Loading

Revolvers
By WILLIAM B. EDWARDS

YOU NEED to add up a number of
factors to account for the current

popularity of black.powder guns
rifles, muskets, and pistols, on the
target range and in the hunting field.

Many of the guns are accurate, as is
frequently proved when some modernly
buckskin·clad D. Boone cuts the notch
charcoaled on a pine shingle, or when
some 1962 Mountain Man circles his
group with a "string" so short that you
wouldn't believe it unless you saw it.
But accuracy alone does not explain
the way increasing numbers of people
feel about these guns.

Along with the results and the fun
of the shooting, today's muzzle-loader
addict gets, from the spoonful-by.
spoonful consumption of a cannister of
FFFg black powder, a better under
standing of history and of the pioneers
who made it. Call it "Mr. Mitty-ism"
if you will, but there's a sentiment
about it that adds to the fun.

But today's shooter finds that the
very number of his comrades limits his
use of the old guns. There just aren't
enough to go around. Most of the old·
timers are eagerly snapped up by high.
paying collectors; and, anyway, it is
almost criminal (sentiment again) to
wear out a genuine relic with fun
shooting. In a typical Sunday after-
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noon target shoot, a gun may get more
use than it got through its entire par
ticipation in the Civil War. Parts
brittle with age may break, thus wreck
ing both its cash and sentimental value.
Hence the modern interest in replica
guns-new guns on the old patterns.

Most popular caliber in the old days,
when a fine Remington or Starr cost
just $1.65 from Bannerman's, is the
.44 revolver of Civil War type. Copies
of both Remington and the popular
Model 1860 Colt .44 are available. The'
Colt-type "Centennial" .44 is a close
facsimile of Colt's own, though there
are minor detail differences that clue
the knowing collector in to the fact it
is a replica. Most obvious, of course,

are the barrel marks, "NEW MODEL

ARMY 1960," and the Belgian proof
marks, for this gun is crafted in Liege
by the great grandson of one of Sam
Colt's own licensed contractors of the
1850s. Inside are other differences.
The bore, which is tight and takes
Lyman's No. 451 round ball, is rifled
with a constant right-hand twist, seven
grooves, but unlike the Colt gain-twist
rifling that is straight for at least 50
per cent near the breech.

Using such a revolver is not more
complicated than ordinary hand-load
ing, and is often done with less atten
tion to details than cartridge reloading.
First, take up the pistol and set the
lock at half-cock. This permits the

cylinder to turn freely. Place a per
cussion cap on each nipple. The best
caps in all makes are said to be the
No. Us. Either these or No. 12s work
on the Centennial .44s. Alcan makes
some pretty good caps, but among the
best we have tried are Belgian caps
from Centennial Arms. Winchester
used to make Staynless caps-good to a
point, but we preferred the old Reming
ton caps, even though they were cor
rosive. Both U.S. makers have dis
continued making percussion caps in
spite of their superior quality, so the
shooter must turn to foreign caps now.

By then cocking the pistol all the
way and snapping the six caps in
succession, (Continued on page 44)

Explode a cap on each nipple to burn off oil and dust.
Then draw hammer back to half-cock so cylinder is free.

Place ball; then force ball down with rammer enough to
let cylinder rotate freely. Repeat until all chambers
are filled. Finally. place percussion caps on nipples.

Next, place charge of powder in each chamber. leaving
room for the ball. Some cover with wad; others do not.
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Big .30-30 bull gun is built on standard Marlin action, with heavy barrel.

HERE IS SOME LIGHT ON WHY THE .30-30 LEVER ACTIONS HAVE OUT-SOLD

OTHER RIFLES. THE RESULTS MAY SURPRISE YOU

Loading on testing bench (above) saves time. A
Sierra 168 grain boat-tail match bullet (left)
is shown with a Remington factory load and one
of author's handloads. At right, the 168 grain
Sierra International bullet· is seated in case.
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DON'T SELL THE

By BOB WALLACK

SHORT

Groups like these would please any rifleman, regardless of the
make, caliber, or type of action used. Five shot 100 yd. groups
measure .375", .473", and .504", averaging less than 112 minute.

•

M ORE HAS BEEN SAID and written about the .30-30
lever actions than about any other caliber group,

and this is not strange considering their longevity and the
number of people who own them. What always surprises me
is that most of the tales told about them, good or bad, are
false. Those tales range from the one recently quoted in
this magazine-"She shoots flat out to about 400 yards,
and beyond that the bullets rise a bit"-down to the com
ments of the know-it-all modern who calls the .30-30 "a
pipsqueak."

They tell you, too, that the .30-30 cartridges are inac
curate; and they tell you that, even if the cartridges were
good, the lever action rifle just won't produce accuracy.
Remembering some of the shooting I've seen with lever
action .30-30s, I doubted this conclusion and set out to
prove or disprove it.

The .30-30 cartridge was produced by necking down the
older .32-40 case, and blowing out the body. It was used
first in single-shot rifles. The Winchester Model 94 was
the first sporting repeater to be chambered for it, with
Marlin and Savage lever actions following soon after. It
was the first sporting cartridge to use smokeless powder,
and it was pretty powerful for its time. That accounts for
its popularity then. But if it is such a lousy load, why is it
that more than 25 per cent of all centerfire rifle ammuni-
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tion sold today, more than twice that sold In any other
single caliber-is .30-30?

Such tremendous popularity must have a reason. After
all, there are many "better" cartridges. Take the .30-06
for example. Sporting rifles have been made for it since
about 1906. It too has enjoyed wide popularity, but
nothing like the- old .30-30. Many newer cartridges are
faster, more powerful, more versatile than either the '06 or
the .30-30, but none is nearly as popular. Why?

I don't know why. But I was determined to find out
just how good (or bad) the ancient .30-30 really was ...
and in a lever action rifle. Tests were set up for accuracy
shooting as f~llows: first, a standard factory rifle was to be
obtained and tested with factory loaded ammunition from
bench rest at 100 yards. In order to reduce aiming error, a
4X scope would be used. Second, a "bull gun" should be
made up as a special bench rest rifle but using the same
make action with no changes and nothing "special" added.

.The bull gun would be identical with the factory rifle from
the action to the butt, but would have a heavy barrel and
correspondingly heavy forearm. Since the bull barrel would
have the same rifling as the factory sporter, the only real
difference in the two rifles would be weight-a ten pound
difference!

Once the tests had been figured (Continued on page 42)
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READY
FIRING
LINE
By BOB TREMAINE

FOR
THE

to that of the Model 39 (20 0 except for the very slight
differences caused by hand finishing), the M52 seems to
hold and point more naturally. The gun can be converted
to double action shooting by simply turning down the
double action cutout screw. A feature of real value for
practice is that, by putting the safety on or down, the gun
can be dry-fired without wear on the firing pin. A bar
shields the pin from hammer impact, and the pin itself
is locked against inertia firing. The barrel is of the
recoiling type, and the specially designed barrel lockup
is positive and tight, assuring proper realignment of
the barrel after every shot. The slide locks and reo

T ARGET-PUNCHING pistol shooters all over the nation
will have a new .38 caliber automatic to fire this season

-the new Smith & Wesson Model 52, or as the facto.ry
calls it, the 38 Master.

Based on the action and design of the S&W Model 39,
the 9 mm double action automatic, the Model 52 is de
signed for one and only one purpose: target shooting.
From exhaustive tests given this gun, I can state that it
looks to me, and other shooters who had the opportunity to
fire the new gun, as if Smith &Wesson have a winner. This
is a sweet looking, sweet feeling, sweet shooting pistol.

Although the angle of the Model 52 stock is identical
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Stripping. re-assembly of M52 is simple. Remove magazine. move slide rearward until slide stop can be pushed out from
right to left. Note that barrel bushing ring must set into the half-circular notch (indicated by arrow. right) in assembling.

SUPERB ACCURACY AND SMOOTH FUNCTIONING ARE BUILT INTO THIS

.38 MATCH AUTO-SMITH AND WESSON'S MODEL 52

mains open automatically after the last shot has been fired.
In shooting better than 300 rounds of Norma factory

loads and special wad-cutter handloads, there were no
malfunctions, no failures to feed or extract. Each gun is
fired from machine rest at 50 yards before being shipped
and must be capable of shooting 10-ring or better groups
with factory loads. Shooting over an improvised rest in
almost zero weather, and later on an indoor range, verified
this. The accuracy of the gun tested was exceptionally good.
Technicians at S&W rightly claim that accuracy is built
into the Model 52, and that expensive customizing by the

- shooter is unnecessary. Extensive tests by myself and
'several crack pistol shots verified this to a very large extent.

Five-shot groups produced by the test gun were excellent,
and improved markedly when the shooter had the oppor
tunity to fire several strings. Typical was the case of one
man whose first three groups averaged 3 inches, and who
later fired over the course and produced a low Master
score. Comments from shooters who fired the gun went
from the awed to the profane, and the general consensus of
these hard-nosed target shooters was: "Wow, what a gun!"

The gun is chambered for the .38 S&W mid-range wad
cutter with flush-seated bullets only. The magazine holds
five rounds. Barrel length of the Model 52 is 5 inches;
over-all length is 8% inches. (Continued on page 51)
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Gun was also put through paces by Lee Schultz of the
H. H. Harris Co.• largest mid-west distributor of S&W.
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ONLY

ONLY

KAR M98
MAUSERS!

A trim, light (Only 1
lbs.) fast - handlinJ
genuine small ring 91
~"flll<:er in the poten
8MM caliber. The per,
teet ritle for target 0'
field and one of till
few Mamers with thl
sporter type, straigh
tape!' 24" harrel. AI
milled oarts ant
turned down bolt han
die. Each rifie ha
been flllly ARSE~
AL reconditioned am
cnmes complete wit!

arsenal target. ~

rare opvortllnityUu
VOli ('an f11 alTor
to pass up a n
at an nnprecedente
low price. Less thl
thirty thousand Ie
~o don't be cangl
short. Be slIre
IIIace order toda:

Cal. 8MM
(Ammo in Stock)

One of the most ex
pensive ~fausers ever
made. Manufactured
in Gennany during
the per i 0 d when
craftsmanship was
earmark of produc·
tion. The special
model with the late
turned down bolt han·
die and the smooth·
est of the smooth.
Special for YOU who
insist only on the fine
conventional M95 with
all the great COllien·
tiona 1 features. and
in good or hetter con-

dition. Used slings
50c and ?\E'W Ger·
man Bayonets with
Scabbards $1.95!!
The perfect rifle to
e a 5 i Iy sporterize I

Cal.7MM
(Ammo in Stock)

CHECK THESE FEATURES:

IFROM A'

ONLY

• Genuine M98 Action!
• All milled parts!

• All matching number.s!
• Commercial type hinged Floor P

• Four Groove Rifling!
• Genuine select Walnut Stocks!

• 7.65 MM (.30) Caliber!
• Graduated Rear Sight!

• Bayonets with Scabbard only $2.4!

A special, exclusive
deal with the Shah!
Your choice of the fa
mous B R N 0 VZ24
with either original
B R N 0 markings or
those with the beauti
ful, rare PERSIAN
SUN LIO~ crest. The
Mauser 98 without a
peer as an)' real gun
smith w i I I confirm.
Smooth. with unequal·
ed machining and in
totally good condition.
One of the finest finds

of atl times-don't
lo~e out on this
super bargain! 8MM
M.e. ammo $4.00

- Sporting am·
munition 0 n 1 )'
$5.90 per 40 rds.
Orl~lnal M98
Bayonets 0 n 1 y
$3.95 complete
with scabbards I

M95 (SS)
MAUSER

CARBINES!
Cal. 7MM

(Ammo in Stock)

Cal. 8MM
(Ammo in Stock)

The perfect little
Mauser Carbine com
plcte with a genuine
18t,4" carbine barrel
alul in absolutely good
or bettcr condition.
The Special SS
( Sup e r Strength)
model with the third
saft:ty lug behind the
bolt handle. And at
a weight that per
mits you to t a k e
your son or wife hunt
ing. All these mode!!
ha\'e the beautiful
Chilean crest on the

receh'er for full
aesthetic Cascina·
lion. New bayo·
nets with Scab.
hanls only $1.951
Order your ammu
nition WIT H
rifle to save trans·
portation costs.
See the special
7lHM ammo prtc~

es in ammo boxl

ONLY

WHA'r A FIND I The
ultimate, ultimate. ul
timate Mauser 98
Carbine at an unprec
edented low price. rrhe
strongest. yet trimmest
carbine c\"er a,"ailable
-forerunner of VZ33
and almost identical
to the famed G33 / 40
Mauser. In top shoot
ing shape and fn ~ood
or better condition.
complete with PElt-

SIAN Sl;N LION
CR~;ST AND 181'''
barrel. S 0 M E
BRAND NE'V IN
ORIGINAL FAC
TOR Y CONDI
TION O~LY $15.00
ADDITIONAL AN

TNCRROlRLF.
OPPORTUNITY I
Bayonets wit h
scabbards $3.95!

PERSIAN M98
MAUSER

CARBINES!
Cal.8MM

(Ammo in Stock)•

CANADIAN BUYERS:
Write direct to our Cana
dian Distributor, Albion
Arms, P. O. Box 628.
Petersboro, Onatario.
Free Canadian Hunters

h~.ge ::~lrOJlyan:r:~:~
and courteous service.

Incredible Ammo Bargains

RELOADERS SPECIAL. Full case of 1400 rounds 8MM Mauser C'3rtridges with wooden training bullch
(Not for Shootlng) ONLY $20.00-IMAGINE LESS THAN $1.50 per 100 ROUNDS. Sold in case lots only.

Minimum order (except Soft Point) 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft Point) per 100
rounds. Shipped RR. EXPRESS. SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT. Sensational New pricesl

NEW REDUCED PRICES
PI5TOL CARTRIDGES ,30-40 KRAG (M.C.) ..•.••••••••••••. $5.00

7.62 TOKAREV (PISTOL) (M.C.) •••••• • $5.00 :~g~ :::~:~~ :-lk't.T:S
RY

.::::::::::: :~~:~g
7.63 MAUSER (PISTOL) (M.C.) .••••••• $5.00 8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE .••••••• $4.00
7.65 MANNLICHER PISTOL (M.C.) ••••• $4.00 8MM LEBEL (M.C.) ...••...•••••••.. $6.00;::r::: t~g~: ~~~:'~B:6~~c~)R~~'~i~E)':: ~::gg ~::~J1L !tAB~~-olf:: ERRI F'L'E' CM:C.)*: : : : :$f~:gg
~4~~ ~~~'t~:I~~?L. ~~:~'!.::::::::: :~;:gg i~3MJ.,lI::JN't~~~~~Tr":.lT:~·'>~.::::: :~~:gg
••F'L. CARTRIDGES 20MM LAHTI A.P. (10 rds.) .....••••• $9.95

~r:=MMl~~~':~M.lr}~~'.P.S. :~:~'.>~.::: :~~:gg :g:'T
M
p~~~~T~~:;"~D:'E~10 rds.} ••••• $9.95

~:~~ ~TA\\:A(~3J~ ~~~~SJ~·.~·~ciN:COR:$5.00 ~:~ ~'U'€J~sNHS~cflTp,?JrJT ~~g ~~::!:: :~~:;~
ROSIVE, NEW (1960) FACTORY PRDN.$12.00 7MM MAUSER SOFT POINT (20 rds•••. $3.45

7.62x39 RUSSIAN SHORT (20 rds.) .•.. $4.95 7.35 ITALIAN SOFT POINT (20 rds•... $3.45
7.62MM RUSSIAN (M.C.) ...••••••••. $6.00 7.5 SWISS SOFT POINT (20 rds.) .••.. $4.45
7.65MM (.30) MAUSER (M.C.) ...•••.• $6.00 7.62 RUSSIAN SOFT POINT (45 rds.) ... $6.65
.30 CAL. Ml CARBINE (MC.) ...•••••.. $6.00 7.65 MAUSER SOFT POINT (20 rdS.! ••• $3.45
.30·06 U.S. M2 BALL (NON·COR.) .••.. 56.00 .303 BRITISH SOFT POINT (45 rds••.. $6.65
.30·06 BLANKS •..•••••.•.•...•..•• $4.00 8MM MAUSER SOFT POINT (40 rds•••~$5.90

(Thou few wi~h a8terid, (*) above are partiaUIi 3hoo~abLe but fully COntponen~able.)

REG ISTERED DEALERS Write on your official busi ness letterhead for new sensational
discount lists. Visit HUNTERS LODGE or YE OLD WESTERN HUNTER during
weekdays for greatest Dealer bargains EVER.. Also many choice unadvertised Items!

Ye Old Hunter is all heart!
Ye Old Hunter illustrate. aU lOeapon. b., actual unre·
touched photOqTo.."h. 80 IIOU can ue how thev REALLY look!



WESTERNERS I Sa~~ trouportation t:od.-.order diret:t Ir__
Ye Old W~.t~rn Hunt~r. Servit:e that now .JMU'. 11 ccmti"n"

(171 the heart 01 ,h. Golden Stat•. J

ONLY

MODEL 1909 M98 MAUSERS! I•••
CAL.7.65MM

For those who appreciate ONLY the finest-a huge new shipment
of the fabulous Model 1909 (M98) German made Argentine Mauser.

This exotic treasure garnered only through a strategic Ve Old Hunter "end run",
while his intrepid competitors were combing the Peruvian Andes in search of
an atrocious lot of catQgory C & D (reject) Peruvian Mousers-all of course hope..

lessly lacking the desirable "09" features. Remember our deathless motto ... "Always keep a' least
one eye open" and insist only on Mousers that qualify for the "YE OLD HUNTER SERIES OF FAMED
MAUSERS". Guaranteed AT LEAST in NRA good condition at a steal $34.95. (Some select only $5.00
more) Order yours today complete with original bayonet & scabbard only $2.45! 1962's most exotic find!

'G:ENTINA

tel

LUGER OWNERS!
Brand new Ger
man maDufaC'-
tured 4" 9~1M
Luger Barrels, threaded. finish cham
bered and blUed and only $9.95! Your

~~~rt~~~9: ~v~~~~ Only $9.95
Luger! Stock an extra! (Add 50c Post.)
Brand new Ger- ---., ~ '"
man produced
Luger Maga- ~~

zines for the 7.65 or 9MM Luger.
Finest in precision workmnnship.
Your chance for that.
extra maJ:azlnE> now at Only $5.95
lonl': last. Top quality! (Add 50c Post.)

THE MONTH (AREA G-7): "JET.
HUNTER BY A CROOKED BOOT."

lot of rare, exotic ammo
samples at price Which others have
charged for anyone!
1. German 20MM Rhelnmetall. (AP)
2. Danish 20MM Madsen. (Wlde-

rimmed) (AP)
3. 20MM Solothurn "Short." (AP)
f. Soviet 12.7MM. (AP) Ultra rare!
5. British .55 Cal. Boys. (AP)
6. Soviet 7.62 X39 (Ball). The NEW

Russian 7.62 Short!

ALL (6) FOR ONLY $4.95!
(Not sold individually)

M98
PARAGUAYAN

MAUSERSl
Cal.8MM

(Ammo in Stock)•Another in the Ye
Old Hunter Series of
Famed Mausers. From
l'araguar-the great
Mauser 98 'Model
1927, sporting the
unique (ultra rare)
Paraguayan Receiver
Crest and in the pop
ular 8~Dl Caliber.
All in superhly good
or better condition ...
a collector's dream in
SHOOTIKG condition
and at a BARGA~
vrice. Some in select.
very good condition
only $5.00 additional.
Another exotic Maus-

er frontier pene
trated to the an
guish of our less
vioneering competi
tors. Under 19.637
lett so rush your
order today and be
sure to include a
genuine M98 Bay
onet with scabbard
at only $3.95 todaY!

ONLY

S2995!
ONLY

ONLY

Heralded World \Yar
I Model 98 Mauser or
famous manufacturers
such as Spandau. Am
berg. etc. Special
7M1\! barrels. for spe
cial use make these
a unique addition to
any collection and top
rate for most North
American game. This
special shipment from
a special arsenal. in
a special country has
Ye Old Hunter's com
petitors absolutely
seething with livid
ra~e due to failure to
sol're Septemher's
crypto~ram in time.
Plenty of 7M)( target
ammunition in stock

at only $6.00 per
100 rounds and
orig-inal ):198 Mau
$er Bayonets with
Scabbard $3.951

Cal. 7.65MM
(Ammo in Stock)

mID
The LOW price bar
rier broken at last.
The absolute finest
ever in workmanship
and on a Mauser to
boot. This really must
be seen to be appreci
ated-ask the man
who owns one! NO'"
at thIs reduced price,
it is the rifle steal or
all tLnie without ex
peption. All in VERY

GOOD or hetler con
dition. Some abso
lutely EXf:ELLE!"\T
or BETTER condo
only $4.00 additional.
Plenty of 1.65)Or
military ammuni
tion in stock only
$6.00 per 100 and
~oft point only
$.3.45 per 20 rounds.
~EW Ba~tonets with
.scabbards $1.951

M98
7MM MAUSERSl

Cal. 7MM
(Ammo in Stock)•

ONLY

ONLY

From Guatemala. a
stupendous shipment
of the world famous.
ultra rare, B R N 0
YZ 24 M98 :Mauser
wit h the beautiful
Guatemalan Quetzal
··FREEDO)! BIRD'·
Receirer Crest - and
in the ever - popular
7~OI Caliber. The ul
timate Mauser desired
h'," EVF.R YOI'E
there were relativelY
few 98 ?Iausers made
in the 1~n'{ Caliber.
All milled parts. tn
good or better condi-

tion only $29.95
. a few in select con
! dition a n I Y $5.00

.{ more. G e nul n e
Mauser 98 Baronets
with scabhards
~3.95. Order yours
today from thls ad!

M93
GUATEMALAN

MAUSERSl
Cal. 7MM

(Ammo in Stock)•Huge boalload or this
Central American
treasure just unloaded
and ready to gu! The
fine. compact Mauser
M~3 in your fnorlte
1MM caliber-becom
ing more popular bY
the day. Let this ac
curate, potent rifle of
the da}' solve ALL
your shooting prob
lems for ALL time to
come. Plenty of su-

perb 1)f){ )1:. C. am
munition In stock
at. only $6.00 per
100. Relr on this
TDH;-TICSTF.D ra
vorite. A1i in in
credihly 'rery Rood
or bctter condition,
and simple to spor
terize In whatever
length you <'Iesire.
Lon~ on Quality and
short on p ric e I

VI-24 .
j 'FREEDOM BIRD'
'!, M98 MAUSERSl

Cal. 7MM
(Ammo in Stock)

s. UNION ST. • ALEXANDRIA 2, VA.
033 WASHINGTON BLVD.• CULVER CITY 2. CALIF.
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By WILLIAM SCHUMAKER

Ready your bench first. Cases should be carefully sized and primed, scales zeroed, pow
der measure set, bullets miked and weighed. Then re-check manual to be sure you're right.

PART
• • IIELOADINGIS EASY.

To determine bullet seating depth, turn the seating
screw to give partial seating. Then turn the seating
screw down until press· stroke seats bullet to depth
to match hand-held factory or tested load. Lock die.

Hornady 150-grain round-nose .270 bullet is
measured against case to show that base will
be even with case neck when seated to crimp
groove. Note finished round in shell"holder.
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RELOADING PAYS OFF IN ,ECONOMY. ACCURACY. AND MORE

SHO.OTING. DON'T RISK "MAX" LOADS THAT ARE OFTEN LESS EFFICIENT

H ANDLOADING'S original purpose was economy and
better accuracy, enabling us to do more shooting for

greater enjoyrneI).t. The "souping 'em up" craze is often a
trouble maker, not only for the beginner, but also for
advanced handloaders who get carried away.

Many factory loadings, such as the .270, are already
"right up there." To attempt ballistic improvement on
them is pure folly. It can be done to some extent, with
some rifles, but in general, it should be avoided, especially
at the beginning.

Loading manuals list maximum loads and suggested
loads with a variety of powders. But just because a powder
is listed in the book, does not mean it is the best one for
the job at hand. Sometimes beginners and others insist on
trying to load to a velocity listing. Due to wide variations
in barrel lengths, chambers, throats, and other mechanical
factors, they are actually not getting these listed velocities.
Only chronographing that particular rifle and load will tell
the true velocity. .

They also read the top line of a list of loads, when they
, should start with the bottom one, or at least the middle one.

In the Speer handloading manual, the bottom load is usu
ally an excellent one to start with, and it won't hurt to
reduce this 5 per cent for the first try.

An easy way for a beginner to keep out of trouble is to
purchase his equipment from a gunsmith or component
dealer who is an experienced handloader. By experienced,
I do not mean a chap who loads a few boxes a year of one
or two calibers. A gunsmith-component dealer is usually
glad to take a few hours after work and demonstrate exactly
how to do everything, and why. If you do not understand,
ask questions. This free time given you is worth more than
any infinitesimal saving you might make elsewhere. In the
meantime, read, study, and learn as much as possible.

I start new handloaders with the slowest burning pow
ders in accepted use, which still give average ballistics. It
takes a few grains more of these powders, but pressures
run a little lower, and they are safer. For example, 4831
will, in most instances, harm nothing when a ·case-full is
used. Cartridges to which this powder is adapted are often
loaded nearly full or even compressed. It is a powder that
should never be used for reduced mild loads. When using
it, little or no air space in the case should be permitted.

Let us take a look at the Speer manual for 150 grain
bullet .270 loads. Since we are not going to use top (maxi
mum) loads of any powder, we will view them for knowl
edge-gaining reasons only. Out of eight powders listed,
greatest velocity on the maximum listing comes under
powder number 4831. Now look at the bottom loads of the
entire chart, and note which powder gives the best per
formance. Again, 4831 is in the lead. Obviously you
couldn't go wrong by choosing this powder.

There are several other good powders listed, such as
4350, 4320, and 4064. But you should observe that less
grains of these constitute maximum loads, as well as sug
gested loads. The charts show a definite pattern, are easy to
read and understand. There is no need for glaring errors.

So let's use 55 grains of 4831 and a 150 grain bullet for
those cases we left in the loading (Continued on page 53)

Pointer indicates badly flared bolt shroud, caused
by dangerous over-load in case shown below. Rifles
seldom withstand charges beyond what blow cases so
don't crowd your luck with loads that are too hot.

Shown left is normal fired case base. Center .30-0()
case base shows badly flattened primer due to heavy
pressure caused by normal load in brass necked down
for .270. A normal primer in enlarged primer pocket
leaves room for a paper match, as shown at right.

Above: normal case base compared with
enlarged base of case shown side view
at left. Note belting and torn brass.
Barrel, bolt, and action were wrecked.

This careless loading cost rifle owner
$75 for one shot. Yet ordinary caution
makes reloading safe even for a novice.
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outdoor and firearms writers, are getting in
the clay target act.

A column by the Chicago "Sun·Times"
columnist Wade Franklin, datelined West
End, Grand Bahama Island, describes a
skeet match between Franklin and Galen
Spencer of Denver. According to tJie Frank·
lin story, the pair broke 28 out of 50 iR two
events. In the first event, Spencer broke 24
and Franklin broke 4. In the second event,
Spencer went straight, and Franklin slumped
to a three.

The story goes on to point out that skeet
is one of 47 things to do at Grand Bahama
Hotel, a beautifully equipped resort 50 air
miles East of Palm Beach.

I gather that Wade Franklin may have
found some of the 46 other recreational
activities more to his taste, but at least he
has been exposed to clay target gunning,
and, who knows? This can be a permanent
disease. And, scores notwithstanding, the
account of the gala Spencer-Franklin skeet
match (for low stakes, I presume) got more
space than any of the other 46 recreational
offerings.

000
Since this month's column touches on

extremes of weather for clay target shooting,
it would not be complete without a mention
of a day's shooting I enjoyed during Febru·
ary at the Ludlow Fish & Game Club, in
Ludlow, Massachusetts.

To begin, this club must surely contain
the highest concentration of sub·small bore
skeet shooters in any skeet club on this
continent. I have never seen so many 410
skeet guns outside of an arms factory ware
house. And these guns were not just for
bragging purposes. The men (and women)
who call the Ludlow club their shooting
home, shoot 410 guns, with short shells yet,
and they shoot them in all kinds of weather,
including snowstorms. Show me a club that
records 80 rounds of skeet, mostly 410 short
shell, in a snowstorm, and I'll take back my
accolade for the Ludlow Fish & Game Club.
The boys who deliver Uncle Sammy's mail
through soup, sun, etc., have nothing on
the shooters from this club.

I felt almost conspicuous shooting one
round of skeet with a great big 12-gauge,
but considering my later scores (in a driving
snow) with short 410 shells, it was well to
establish that I knew something about break·
ing skeet targets, and that I could have been
a mite rusty with the little tubes, after my
years of trap targets.

What day did I visit the Ludlow Fish &
Game Club? I have asked the editors of
GUNS to set the following line in the smallest
type possible. If you can read it, it says that
I was there the day Catherine O'Connor
beat Bill O'Connor by one target. If Bill
O'Connor reads it, I hope that my many (I
hope) friends around the country will be
thinking of new joh opportunities for the
bright (?), young (?), energetic (?) con·
ductor of this column.

Please think of my oldest son, who was
there enjoying the skeet shooting with me,
and of my dear wife and youngest son, who
were home at the time, but who would have
been there grinding up targets (with 410
guns, of course) if school authorities and
home budgets would have permitted. Any·
way, shooting at Ludlow is fun, and they
are a great and fine bunch of dedicated~
shooters 52 weeks of any year. ~

I don't have the complete results of the
New Mexico state trapshoot at Albuquerque,
but by courtesy of Pardner Tellyer, who is
proud of his local shooters, and the area
newspaper clips (thoughtfully sent by
Pardner Tellyer) the world is informed that
three Las Cruces shooters brought home state
championships.

Tough little junior Dan Griggs, member
of the 1961 All-American team, won his
third junior title in as many years. John Van
Noy was hot every day and in every event
for the all·around trophy with 761. Joe
Peckumn, who has been shooting only about
a year, grabbed the AA trophy for a near·
perfe€t 99 in 16-yard class events.

000
From sunshine in Florida and New Mex

ico, we switch to lS·degree weather, a foot
of snow, and icy roads leading to the Whiting
Gun Club (Indiana) for the club's first
registered event in 1962.

The elements didn't scare seven squads of
sixteen·yard hopefuls, reports Elmer Bernard
in the Hammond "Times." Charles McClel
land of Whiting warmed up long enough to
break 98xl00 targets for the Class A trophy.
Class B went to John Kuelper of South
Chicago, with a 91. Herb Hutchins of Grif·
fith was just one target shy of the Class B
pace, his 90 winning Class C. Class D shooter
Gil Diekman from South Holland, Illinois,
won his class with a 92.

George Hancher of Calumet City was tops
in the 18-19 yard handicap division. Neil
Johnson came over from Chicago to win the
20-21 yard handicap division, and Richard
More of the host club was high in the long.
yardage group.

Bernie Kalapach from Highland, Indiana,
one of the 1961 Grand's handicap stars, was
too tough in the SO-target doubles race.

Although he won first in only one event,
Class D 16-yard, Gil Diekman was consistent,
and captured the High·Over·All trophy.

000
Even the travel writers, who are a very

select and elite group, as distinguished from

Percussion. Pistol.' .
Order Todoy!

ONLY $2495

This Charcoal Burner Is A Must
For Your Collection!

More Than Just An Ornament ••. Can
Be Used For Hunting, Black Powder Competition, Plinking!
Rifled barreL.uu.uu....mmmmmummmuuumu._.._u._...._...uOnly $24.95.

IKENTUCKY FULL STOCK RIFLE .36 CAL., $39.951
Used Gun Catalag $1.00.

E & M FIREARMS CO., P.O. Box 1248, Dept. 0, Studio City, California

000

"'PULLl" nominates Edgar Kuhlen·
schmidt of Evansville, Indiana, for

hoth the come-back and bright shooting star
awards of early 1962.

Edgar walked off with everything but the
clubhouse in the 1962 Daytona Beach Baby
(;rand, in the trapshooting "grapefruit
league" of Florida Chain shoots. He won
four first places, including two 100·target
handicap events, and two 16-yard events, one
a hundred target race and the other a 200·
bird wind-blown program.

His total loot for the sojourn in Daytona
Beach exceeded $800, six trophies, and an
imported shotgun. But, his shooting loyalty
still goes to a battered domestic pump,
vintage 1926, through 'which at least 100,000
hulls must have passed. He sold the glam·
orous imported over-and-under, and is stick·
ing with "Old Betsy."

Speaking of "Old Betsy," the gun is reo
lated to my nomination of Edgar Kuhlen·
schmidt for a come·back award. Way back
in 1949, I was present at a registered trap
shoot at the We~thaven Gun Club in Evans
ville, Indiana, when a young farmer walked
up with an old pump gun, and entered his
first registered shoot. The boy arid his old
gun were known as tough competitors on the
·'meat circuit," but both were completely
new to registered competition.

When the shoot was over, the boy and his
gun had won, but it was learned that he had
used shells heavier than regulation trap
loads. Club officials were confident that the
~rror was an honest one, but disqualified
him for the shoot. That embarrassing experi.
~nce drove the young man from registered
~ompetition for a period of eleven years,
until 1960. '

That boy was Edgar Kuhlenschmidt, now a
successful farm equipment merchant, 'and
still tough with a shotgun, even if using only
regulation trap loads. You can't keep 'em
down on the farm, or in the Farmer's Market,
when they are bitten by the trapshooting
fever.
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had sufficient accuracy to keep all its shots
on the silhouette of a man at 500 yards.
It was recommended that practice be limited
to not more than 350 meters hereafter.
Finally, the committee opposed the use of
the rifle sling from any firing position, The
sling should be retained, but only as a
carry-strap.

There is a stepped-up production of the
M-14 rifle these days, but no one predicts
when that output will attain such quantities
as to see the older M-l completely replaced.

, This is some time in the future. Right now,
the army must depend on the older weapon.
Production of this gun was halted directly
after the Korean war, and as a matter of
fact most of these M-l rifles in the hands of
our troops today are from 17-20 years of age.
These muskets have passed through the
hands of literally hundreds of indifferent
owners, have been fired thousands IIpon
thousands of shots, a great deal of the rounds
steel-jacketed armor-piercing. The accuracy,
quite needlessly to say, is stinko. You have
a situation, therefore, where you hand a
venerable shooting iron with a thoroughly
shot-out barrel to a recruit with precious
little if any interest in marksmanship. The
net result is some mediocre scoring indeed.

The military has a passion for collecting
statistics. Unfortunately, this penchant has
never extended to asking the recruit if he has
ever owned a firearm. It is vital to the prob
lem. A boy who grows to manhood without
ever having owned some manner of sporting
weapon canont be expected to display much
enthusiasm for the military hardware when
a musket is suddenly thrust into his hands
and he is told to make like an expert with
it. It's sort of like handing a man a harpoon
and telling him to go fetch in a whale.
Shooting irons and harpoons take some
cheek-by-jowl living before a feller handles
either with much real savvy.

The M-l rifle was adopted in 1936. At
that time, the average soldier stood 5'6]4"
in height and weighed 146 lbs. Presumably,
the length of stock of the M-l was designed
to fit this average trooper. Today, the averagc
inductee stands 5'8%" 1!-nd weighs 154.6 lbs.
Despite the fact that today's soldier is a
bigger man, the M-14 stock has exactly the
same dimensions as its predecessor. This
length is 13 inches. The average stock on
the commercial sporting rifle, made, if you
will, for the very same inductee when he is
in mufti, measures 13Y2 inches. It may seem
to the uninitiated that this is a minor detail.
But try shooting a stock which is too short
for you on a rifle which develops as much
recoil as our standard service load, and
you will quickly find out why it is im
portant that the stock be somewhere close
to a proper length!

We gave the Vietnamese, sturdy Indo
chinese allies of ours and presently -waging
a life or death struggle against the Commies,
the M-l rifle. This observer took a hundred
of the Vietnamese infantry and fired them
over a course, three times over with the
standard M-l and three times over with an
M-l with a stock which had been shortened.
These little people average 5'1 'VB" in height
and weigh only no lbs. They shot better
with the shopped-off stock. While the most

(Continued on page 41)
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painstakingly scrutinized, and the marks
manship programs of the United Kingdom,
France, and Canada were studied.

The questionnaires, when they filtered
back, showed that a surprisingly large number
of field commanders wanted to keep the old
KD (known distance) ranges and the long
familiar bullseye targets. Some others wanted
to combine the new Trainfire with the old
conventional courses; and a smaller number
said they would be happy to chuck all the
old methods and go whole-hog for the new.

The board elected to play along with
Trainfire. It did strongly emphasize that
there should be a lot more time devoted to
teaching sight alignment, the firing positions,
trigger control, rapid fire, and speedy re
loading.

Because so many of our military posts do
not have Trainfire ranges, the committee put
forward an alternate course of fire which
could be shot on the old ranges but would
be strictly limited to man-shaped targets.
The targets should be exposed for short
periods of time, some singly, others in incre
ments of twos and threes, and all of them
p'artially camouflaged so that the trooper has
to search out his mark before he lams away
at It. '

The committee was emphatic in its con
demnation of the bullseye target. It was sad,
they said, unrealistic, completely unaccept
able from the combat training point of view.
The board went on record as being un
equivocally opposed to further use of the
bullseye. The targets of the future must be
the size and shape of the enemy.

While it took this attitude toward the
venerable bull insofar as this target might
affected the general marksmanship training,
it did go on record as approving the present
competitive match shooting. This shoulder
to-shoulder competition firing commences
down at company level each year, and
gradually works upward from the smallest
units to include battle groups, thence to
divisions, on to the posts, and finally to en
tire army areas.

During June, the all-Army championships
are slugged out at Fort Benning. The shoot
ing is a sort of gigantic elimination during
which the army discovers its very best marks
men. These buckos, once selected, are moved
as teams on to the National Matches. There,
during these past two years, they have clean
ed up, both team·wise and as individuals.
The committee wisely kept hands off here,
had nothing but praise for this shooting.

The board pondered whether a return to
the use of .22 rifle would help shape up its
run-of-mill riflemen. The Marines were

, queried a)Jout this, and they said they'd tried
the .22 and it did not help. The British
admitted, when also sounded out, that they
used the 'two-two' but had reservations
about its worth. The board turned thumbs
down; did, however, opine that it might have
some small value for match shooting betweeu
local (battle group) units.

The committee opposed any 500 yard
firing. The Army Advanced Marksmanship
Unit (AMU), Ft. Benning, upon the in
sistence of the board, ran a long series of
tests firing from the accuracy cradle (ma
chine rest) with the new M-14 rifle and
with the older M-l, and found that neither
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"DOIN' WHAT comes naturally" was

never written for pistol shooters. I
have frequently stated, so far without suc·
cessful contradiction, that every dad-blasted.
thing you "do naturally" with a handgun
is wrong; wrong, at least, from the stand
point of the target shooter who seeks real
accuracy. Maybe there were (or are) some
"natural born" gunmen in the realm of
point-shooting, where a man-size target at
bar·room ranges was the objective; but when
you're seeking those hair·line differences
that win or lose target matches, you'd better
forget "natural" procedures.

This does not mean that pistol accuracy is
beyond the reach of the average person; it
isn't. There's no magic about it. A long-ago
manual of pistol marksmanship issued by
one of our Armed Forces included a Ques
tion-Answer section in which the Instructor
was asked, "Is it difficult to shoot a pistol
accurately?" The answer: "No. All you have
to do is point the gun at the target and
pull the trigger." Nobody can quarrel with
the truth of that answer, but a lot of pistol.
men would call it an understatement.

Any person with fair eyesight (natural or
lense·corrected) , with a usable set of physical
appurtenances, and without an advanced
nervous disorder, can attain accuracy with
a pistol. Practice will do it. With enough
practice, you can even do a number of
things wrong and still score well. You prob.
ably do just that! But you can score better
(not immediately, but eventually) if you do
it right.

Everything anybody knows about shooting
a handgun for accuracy can be divided into
two categories: what is true, and what ain't!
Plenty of what is told, and written, ain't!
An exaggerated (but existant) myth-monger
is the man who tells you that "you have to
chop a pistol down on the target-to over
come the kick when the gun fires!" If you
believe him, you may win a place as a cow
boy actor in Hollywood, but you won't win
any medals at Perry. You may not win any
medals at Perry if you believe me, either;
but you can have a lot of fun trying.

What's true about handgun shooting can
be told under four headings: Position of the
gun in the hand; position of the shooter;
sighting; and trigger control. Let's take them
in that order. .

You say, "I know how to hold the gun.
Let's skip that." Maybe you do; maybe you
don't. Pick up an (empty) pistol with your
left (or non-shooting) hand. (From now on,
we'll assume you're right-handed and name
hands accordingly.) Now, with your right
elbow on your hip, raise your forearm to
point upward at about a 45 degree angle,
wrist straight, thumb and fingers extended
to form a U with the web between fingers
and thumb as its base.

With the left hand, set the gun firmly on
the web between thumb and fingers, barrel

exactly aligned with the forearm, with the
vertical (hammer to trigger-guard) plane of
the gun exactly parallel to your palm.

Position the gun as low in the hand
that is, with the hand as high on the stock
-as is possible without interference with the
operation of the gun. On revolvers, the hand
must be low enough to permit cocking; on
automatics, low enough to prevent contact
with the backlash of the slide on firing. But
the higher your hand is on the stock, the
more directly your forearm is lined up with
the barrel, the better. Most handguns rock
up and back in recoil because the barrel
(and hence the direction of recoil) is above
the resistance to recoil, which is the shoot
er's grip. High hold reduces this tendency,
lessens gun movement, permits holding the
front sight nearer to the target.

Leaving the thumb and trigger finger ex·
tended, close the other three fingers around
the stock. Now bring the thumb in against
the gun, not around the stock but against
the side of the gun, alongside the hammer.

Now comes the tricky part. Pull the
finger-tip back until the knuckle at the base
of that finger is pushed away from, out of
contact with, the gun. Keeping the pad in
the palm and the base of the trigger finger
away from the gun, curve the trigger finger
in until the trigger crosses the center of
the first joint of the finger. • • Now firm
your grip.

How tight should you grip it? Most top
pistolmen say, "Grip it hard!" Asked how
hard is hard, they'll say, "As hard as you
can grip it without causing muscle tremor."
If you're a top-flight pistolman, do as they
tell you. If you're less than that, do as I tell
you: grip it only as tightly as you would grip
a wet (filled!) highball glass to keep it
from slipping through your fingers.

Why am I disagreeing with the Masters?
Because the Masters, in order to become
Master~ have developed muscles you prob
ably don't even know you have. They can
grip a gun hard, without tremor. You start
my way, and let the hard grip come later.

Look down at the top of your hand. There
should be air (no contact) between the top
(trigger finger) knuckle and the side of
the gun. This is assuming that your gun is
equipped with standard "stock" grips. Later,
you may buy custom-fitted grips, and you
may (though I don't think you should) fill
in this gap with a bulge of wood.

The problem is exactly this: your trigger
finger has to move. No other part or muscle
or nerve in your hand should move as you
fire, but your trigger finger must move to
press the trigger back to set off the shot.
Each joint in that finger is a hinge which
can move in only one direction-to the left.
Your pressure on the trigger must be, not' to
the left, but straight back. Must be, because
pressure to the left will push the gun (and
the shot) to the left. The finger can exert
pressure straight back only by bending all
its joints-including the one where the
finger joins the palm. And even then, the
pull needed to depress the trigger will cause
movement in the base knuckle and movement
in the muscle pad on its palm side. With
contact, that movement will be transmitted,
however minutely, to the gun. And if the gun
moves, there goes your accuracy.

Practice this grip, and the grip alone, until
this grip and no other feels right to you. The
more you have shot with another grip, the
more practice this will require. But it's
worth-while practice. Yes, I know that there
are Master pistolmen, even champions, who
don't hold a gun in exactly this manner.
Maybe you won't, after you become a Master.
Pistol shooting is a highly individual thing,
and once you are shooting Master (or even
Expert) scores consistently, you are entitled
to do it your own way. But there is nothing
wrong with this grip. It won't hinder you,
in any way; and it may help.

The thumb up alongside the side of the
gun is another insurance against movement
as you depress the trigger. Don't over-do it!
Pressure of the thumb against the left side
of the gun can throw your shot off to the
right, just as pressure of the fingers or palm
against the right side of the gun can throw
your shot off to the left. The object of this
high thumb position is a negative one-for
prevention, not for cure. Using thumb pres
sure on the left side to offset finger or palm
pressure on the right is merely an effort to
correct one fault with another. Don't press
the gun with the finger or palm, and you
won't need to correct it with the thumb.
The thumb position is to lessen your tend
ency to squeeze the stock as you exert
pressure on the trigger.

Because, my friend, no matter what any
body tells you, a full-hand squeeze is not
(repeat, not) the way to work a handgun
trigger-not, at any rate, if pinwheel target
accuracy is what you're after.

1 can remember the widely used advice
of instructors that trigger-squeeze means
"squeezing with the whole hand, as if you
were juicing a lemon." But, whether you
take my word for it or insist on learning it
the hard way, squeezing with the whole hand
means moving (tensing) every muscle in the
hand; and every muscle that moves, if it
is in contact with the gun, will move the gun.
And that's bad! There'll be more than
enough movement when you level a handgun
on a target, no matter how good you get.
Increasing that movement is adding that
much to your problem. Reducing movement
is an end to be sought, at whatever cost.

And there are ways to reduce movement
-by proper grip, proper stance, proper
trigger manipulation, as well as by the de·
velopment by practice of those muscles you
never knew you had. Understanding the
problem helps to solve it, and this will ~
be the subject of more talk later. ~
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at the little badges dished out for marksman·
ship. He would not, you may be sure, evince
the same attitude if straight shooting was
put on a paying basis. The army, today, has
a proficiency pay system. Specialists who
hold down key jobs are given extra pay. This
incentive system should be expanded to
include marksmanship. It worked before,
and it would provide the incentive today to
a sharpening up of the skill of our soldier
marksman.

The next war will be a nuclear circus. So
that we shall not present a profitable atomic
target, our front-line units will be kept to
two-bit size, will be highly mobile, flexible,
and self-contained. It is visualized that these
battle groups will be distantly separated, one
from the other, and their flanks necessarily
will be wide open. Formations will throw
out a continuous patrol screen to all flanks,
not only to maintain a round-the·clock con
tact with the enemy but also to stay in touch
with sister units. Most of these patrols will be
mechanized, but not all of them. There will
be critical requirement for foot patrols, for
Indian fighting tactics, querrilla soirees and
ambush.

The enemy, you may be sure, will be every
bit as aggressive, and his patrols quite as
numerous as our own. Contact will generate
sharp scrapping, and the rifle, contrary to
a lot of erroneous thinking, is going to play
an extremely important role. Far from being
relegated to the sidelines simply because the
big war is a nuclear one, the infantryman's
primary weapon will be critically decisive.
The laddy-o who packs that rifle had best be
shaped up as a practical user, for his ~
skill is tantamount to the winning! ~

(Continued from page 39)
of us find the military stock too short, these
half-pint warriors found it distinctly on the
lengthy side.

The Canadians made and issued three
lengths of rifle stocks; a short, an average,
and a long. The idea is a good one. Our
army considered and abandoned the scheme.
Why? We are exceedingly careful these
days to see that the recruit's clothing fits
him. We want him to look sharp, and it
gives the new soldier a sense of pride to be
turned out in a neat, well-fitting uniform.
But when it comes to a rifle, he is tossed a
gun which has a stock made for his father,
a little guy, and we expect the son to make
like an expert with it. •

The army has artillery schools, tank
schools, parachute schools, and schools in
communications. It holds classes in driving,
classes in baking, in typing, in cryptography,
languages, explosives disposal, guerrilla war
fare, and auto maintenance. But does the
army have a school where it trains the soldier
to be a marksmanship instructor? It does
not. Every man in the army today is armed.
All are expected to fight. But the training in
marksmanship is not supported by an army
wide school anywhere.

Marksmanship is taught by NCOs who are
supposed to know their stuff through long
years of service. These veterans stand up
before their troops and tell them how it
wants to be done. Then the recruits are
paired oil, and one acts as the coach while
the other practices as the firer. After some
drill in this manner, the two switch jobs and
one becomes the marksman while the other
serves as coach. Maybe in theory this is all
right, but observation indicates it is not
so good.

In the first place, the sergeant-instructor
all too often does not know his stuff. It is
true that maybe he has a dozen years in the
army, but he was never taught properly in
the beginning. He was not bundled off to a
school of marksmanship and thus given a
solid grounding before he commenced to
instruct others. All he knows is what he
picked out of the manual plus his all too
brief annual qualification firing. Too, the
chances are awfully good that he has no
real interest in shooting and, as a result, his
instruction is prefunctory indeed. His dis
interest is soon apparent to his charges,
and they promptly assume a similar don't
give-a-hang attitude. .

Right here is where the lack of motivation
plays such a critical part in the failure to
make acceptable marksmen out of our recruit
soldiers.

The army hands out marksmanship medals,
expert, sharpshooter, and marksman awards.
These, all too frequently, are not presented
during a unit formation with all the formali
ties which are dear to the military heart.
They are passed. out by the company clerk,
and the recipient dumps them in his foot
locker and forgets 'em. No one gazes with any
particular respect on the soldier who wears
the expert qualification badge. As a result,
the shooting award falls flat.

The records show that the last time the
army really shot well was pre·WW2. That
was in the halcyon days when the common
dogface drew down the handsome sum of
thirty bucks monthly and was paid a few
additional dollars if he could qualify with
the old Springfield. The soldier today laughs
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out, I had a long talk with Tom Robinson, ventional rifling, produces considerably less
Director of Research & Development at Mar- deformation of the bullet.
lin. Why Marlin? Well, for a pretty obvious. A spinning bullet in flight is nO',different
reason: I have an "in" there. As an advertis- than a toy spinning on its point. We've. all
ing agency account executive, I help sell played with tops in our youth and we
Marlins. And, as any salesman should, I certainly can recall that a 10¢ top will spin
believe in the product I sell. If this admis- merrily for a few moments and then begin to
sion (call it what you like) precludes your wobble. What isn't generally known is that
belief in my conclusions, so be it; but I will a precision-made top can be made to spin
not "sail under false colors," and this is a for hours in the laboratory ... because it's
test shooter's report, not an advertising blurb. perfectly balanced! A toy top is unbalanced
That said, let's get down to the shooting. and, as it spins, its center of gravity is

The reasons why lever guns are not sup- revolving around its axis because the top
posed to be much good for accuracy are that is heavier on one side.
the breech block is locked at the rear, a When a bullet is not centered perfectly
two-piece firing pin is used, and a two-piece in the rifle barrel, it resembles the toy top
stock is also required. Bolt action rifles, in that its center of gravity is made to :rotate
which have the better accuracy reputation, around its true center. As soon as this bullet
have their locking lugs right behind the gets out of the bore, its tendency is to rotate
chamber, use one-piece firing pins and stocks. around its center of gravity, just as the top
All things considered, the bolt ought to shoot does. And the result is the same too. The
rings around any lever action rifle. bullet will soon begin to wobble. Tom Robin-

I have long thought of myself as a "know- son says, "Micro-Groove takes the imbalance
ing shooter;" after all, I have been pro- out of bullets because it puts such a firm but
fessionally associated with guns all my adult gentle grip on the bullet that it's more per-
life. I had accepted the opinion that lever fectly centered in the bore.
action rifles just weren't to be considered for I was fighting pretty formidable odds when
target shooting, chiefly for the theoretical I took the new 336 bull gun to the range.
reasons just given. On the other hand, I had Using standard benchrest techniques and
done enough shooting with old single shot resting methods, the gun began to perk with
rifles to know that they will deliver extremely the first target. My load was 31lh grains 4895
fine accuracy, which would seem to prove powder, Sierra 168 grain International bullet,
that a two-piece stock might not be so much with CCI Magnum primers. The Sierra Inter-
of a hindrance after all. It's also true that a national is a boat-tailed target bullet which
rear locking system need not necessarily be a is exceptionally accurate.
bar to accuracy, either. The Schultz & Larson, The very first target fired with this rifle
a fine imported bolt action rifle, has such a was a three shot group measuring only 3/16-
locking system, and it's very accurate. That inch at 100 yards. From this point on, the
left the two-piece firing pin as the only rifle averaged less than lh-inch groups at 100
questionable factor ••. maybe it wasn't worth yards. This is quite remarkable shooting,
worrying about. especially when you consider that the rifle

My talk with Tom Robinson convinced me is one of the "old" lever actions which has
that the Marlin 336 action .. - a modernized no business in any serious target shooting!
version of the famous 1893 design, with solid I had proyed to myself that a standard
top receiver and side ejection developed by lever action, fitted with a heavy barrel, was
John Marlin ... had very definite possibilities capable of extremely fine accuracy. As a
for super accuracy. The round bolt design, matter of fact, I am of the opinion that if
in spite of its rear locking, looked very much ten rifles were made up like this .30-30 bull
as though it would do the job, since it ap- gun and shot against ten .30-30 rifles made
pears to be as stiff and rigid an action as any on modern bolt actions, the lever guns would
bolt rifle. But the biggest factor of all, as average as well or very nearly as well as
far as accuracy is concerned, Tom Robinson . the bolts.
insisted, is the Micro-Groove rifling de- But my surprises weren't over. Another
veloped by Marlin in 1953. real shocker came when I fired the standard

Micro-Groove rifling is produced by forcing .30-30 carbine . _ . a Marlin Model 336 T
a carbide button through the reamed bore with 20-inch barrel and 4X Marlin scope.
to produce the lands and grooves. The button I know the gun wasn't selected, because I
is made with a reverse rifling; when it goes was there when it was taken from the factory
through the steel barrel it simply pushes the warehouse. It was handed to me right in the
lands and grooves into place. Many ad- sealed box. All I did to the gun was to push
vantages are claimed for button rifling; it .the grease out of the barrel and attach the
can be produced faster; all barrels are re- scope. This little rifle was fired with factory-
markably uniform, surfaces are smoother loaded ammunition . . . not handloads. At
and harder, barrel life is better, and so is 100 yards from a benchrest this short carbine
accuracy. The Micro-Groove process differs fired 5-shot groups measuring one inch or
from other button rifled barrels, but Marlin less!
won't say how! That part is a jealously The shooting reported here proved several
guarded secret. It is known however, that things-to me, at least. It proved that a
the Micro-Groove system uses many lands lever action carbine is a lot more accurate
and grooves, 22 of each in a .30 caliber barrel than I'd ever dreamed possible. It proved
. • • almost four times as many as in any that a basic lever action rifle will shoot on a
conventional rifle. barrel! Tom Robinson par with a bolt action. And it convinced me
claims that this multi-grooved system of that it's not time yet to write off the ancient
rifling gets a firmer grip on the bullet but, .30-30. It's still a mighty fine cartridge~
because the rifling is not as deep as con- ... especially in an accurate rifle. ~
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it is needed and how
it is done. Write today
for your copy. No
obligation.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Send check or M. O. Ship
ping charges extra. %
deposit on C.O.D.'s

ORDER
TODAY

K.1. Wells, INC.

• Accuracy guar,ilnteed to 1/10 grain.
• Chrome plated easy to read beam.
• Big 325 grain capacity.
• Hand honed tool steel bearings.
• Exclusive positive control, lock beam

design for faster weighing.
Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.

Heavy Duty.
semi-alloyed
steel frame.
For full length
resizi ng and
bullet swaging.
Intercha ngeable
Shell holders. Full
3'12 inch stroke with
favored downward leverage.,...........

PROVEN DESIGN
AND QUALITY FOR

TOP PERFORMANCE

FREE!
i
I
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SIGHT FOCUS READ
TARGIT tuRN DIAL so DISTANCE

• DOUILI IMAGIS _01 ON DIAL

INSTANT MARKSMANSHIP! Just focus this pre
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets yOU adjust sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrif·ie for varmint
hunters. Compact, lightweight. Deluxe set including
Rangefinder. Leather Holster Case. and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range focllssing-$29.95 com
plete. or you may order the Rangeftnder only for
$19.95. (Also avallable 250-yd. models from $9.95.)
FULLY GUARANTEED. Send check to:
Dealers: FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. HC-5
Write us. 92·60 Queens Blvd.. REGO PARK 74, N. Y.

Lee's surrender two days earlier. Never again
would Lieutenant J. G. Wiltshire, CSA, draw
his pistol in anger.

Wiltshire's gun, now in the Confederate
Museum in Richmond, is a standard three·
screw Colt 1860 Army Revolver. It is in
very good condition, but shows the hard use
given all weapons in the gun-poor Confeder
ate Army. Its barrel is worn thin at the
muzzle by long holster friction.

There is nothing distinguished about the
pistol's looks. But this is the gun whose final
shot on the banks of Bull Run echoes across
ninety-six years of stillness on America's
great battlefields.

The card beneath it in the Confederate
Museum says:

"With this pistol Lt. J. G. Wiltshire of
Mosby's Command fired the last shot ever
delivered at a foe by the Army of
Northern Virginia."

LAST SHOT AT BULL RUN
(Continued from page 27)

Even handling of prisoners was done
with aplomb by Confederate cavalry.

delivered our pistols into their faces," Wilt.
shire said later of the Yankee assault, "thus
allowing the men to pass over under cover
of our fire in safety." They controlled Ker.
foot's horse, which then scrambled with its
rider to the stream's far bank. Wiltshire
delivered a parting shot at the enemy, and
then he and Carter joined the others in the
safety of Bull Run's south bank.

In Lieutenant Wiltshire's words:
"We retired from the scene of conflict and

'our friends the enemy' to their camp. Here
a kind and merciful Providence let fall the
curtain over the last act of the army of
Northern Virginia in the War Between the
States."

That evening, Mosby's command learned of

AT YOUR DEALERS OR DIRECT
(ADD 50c/M PARCEL POSTl

• $3.00/M
. $1.85/M

SACDOME (12-16-20 GA.) .
SACORK (12-16-20 GA.)X"_5/,,"-%"

7/,,"- 'h" •.. $2.15/M
'/,,"-%"_11/,,"-%" ... $2.65/M

SACORK
lubricated

molded cork

CHAMPION SHOOTERS ARE SAC SHOOTERS
30% LIGHTER THAN COMPETITIVE WAD COLUMNS

NO SHREDDING-NO CONFETTI
MAXIMUM SHOT VELOCI"rV

MINIMUM RECOIL

SACDOME
molded plastic
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wad, and a .451 round ball, proved accurate
in one gun and had almost no recoil. After
18 shots, only two patches soaked in Win-·
chester Bore Cleaner, and one dry patch,
were needed to clean the bore and chambers.

Charges of FFg Black, 25 and 30 grains,
without the grease wads, caused fouling and
left several streaks of lead. However, a little
heavier charge of FFg, 27 'grains, with 3.0
grains Red Dot on the bottom to reduce
fouling, Ipco wad and .451 round ball, gave
smaller groups than the 22 grain load, and
recoil was not at all severe.

A graphite wad has been tested to reduce
leading: bullets fired without' the graphite
wad leaded considerably in 12 shots. Com
mon Crisco is also a favorite of the muzzle
gunners. The Crisco is placed over top of
the ball, which itself is loaded straight upon
the powder. The Crisco seems to somehow
smear over the bore surface and mix with the
powder smoke to keep fouling to a minimum.
Ordinary axle grease is also used, dabbed on
the chamber mouths after loading the bullet
directly on the powder.

If a round misfires because of bad powder
or grease in the chamber, all is not lost. By
punching out the barrel wedge, on Colt-type
guns, or pulling forward the cylinder pin on
the Remingtons, the cylinder can be re
moved. Using a properly fitting nipple
wrench, unscrew the nipple, gouge out the
inert black powder, and with a punch, drive
out the bullet from the chamber. If this
happened with an old gun, the nipples rusted
in tight for a century, you would have risked
damaging to the cylinder or breaking the
nipple, or you would have had to drill the
ball out from the front to unload it.

With the advent 'of modern facsimiles of
the old timers for shooting fans, one of the
hazards of black powder revolver shooting
has been avoided: double shooting. In the
old days, this occurred because of either
fissures in· the cylinder walls, too-long nipples
with caps flashing over, or possibly caps
fitting incorrectly and being set off when the
cylinder slapped back in the frame in recoil.
Today's guns are fully proof tested and
more tightly fitted, and there need not be
any duplication of this effect. When your
percussion revolver in mechanically good
condition is loaded properly, it is as safe
from firing more than one shot accidentally
as is a modern revolver.

Accuracy on these "old type" new guns is
good, though it could be better. The original
type conical bullets are worthless for ac
curacy. In spite of rammel'S fitting fairly
tightly in the barrel frames, guiding them
straight down in the chambers, there will be
a tendency of the bullet to tip a trifle. Also,
the heel-base bullet is shaved some on load
ing, and this is not always uniform, causing
the bullet to fly erratically. The spherical
bullet is best, because it centers best in the
chamber and bore. But, like all round bullets,
it is limited as to velocity and range.

Cleaning is easy with black powder
shooters, though wife or mother may suggest
you get the heck back into the bathroom and
clean up all that mess.

With handguns, I usually pull the barrel
and cylinder off and wipe the smoke ·from
the lock frame as carefully as I can with a
solvent-soaked patch. Then, every three
shooting sessions or so, -r disassemble the

CARE OF MUZZLE LOADING REVOLVERS
(Continued from page 29)

Regardless of potency of powder,
fill chambers so ball just fits.

powder, tends to make the powder fouling
soft and less likely to cake hard on the bore
surface. When it cakes up hard, it smears
off portions of the bullet, and the build-up
destroys accuracy and increases pressures. .

Place a round lead ball, cast of soft lead
and with the sprue spot upwards, on top of
the chamber, turn it under the rammer, and
push down all the way. Uniform compression
of the black powder charges will not injure
the powder if done lightly, so seat the bullet
as far down as it will go. As Sam Colt used
to say, "It will be safe to use as m.uch
powder as the cylinder will hold, leaving
room for the ball."

However, best accuracy is obtained by
charges less than maximum. About 27 grains
of FFFg Black in the .44 Centennial revolver
performs well. Flask spouts are available
cut to that length, though some prefer the
flask with the 36 grain spout, allowing them'
to weigh charges experimentally at first to
get the one which shoots best, and then cut
the spout to throw exactly that charge. Ex
periments have been made using Red· Dot
bulk smokeless shotgun powder as a non·
fouling agent, and 2.0 grains Red Dot, 22
grains FFg Black, one .046 Ipco colloidal

any oil remaining in the chambers from prior
cleaning is burned out. If yours is a new
gun, even after having wiped out the grease
and snapped a round of caps, do it again, to

. make sure. The slightest spot of oil in the
chamber will "kill" the powder, and remov
ing a dud charge is' not too simple.

Then, using a powder flask graduated for
the proper charge, throw a charge into each
of the chambers, with the lock again set on
half cock so you can turn the cylinder
freely. 'Hold the pistol upright so powder
doesn't spill out.

Grease wads can be used next, though
they' are not essential. The Ipco colloidal
wad is a good preventive against excess foul
ing. You can also take an old felt hat, soak
it well in bullet lubricant, and punch out
wads, using a deprimed .45 automatic case,
or a .30-06 case cut off short and sharpened.
After you have picked up three or four wads
in the punch, push a nail through the flash
hole to remove the wads, and continue cut·
ting. The wad, by being placed over the

Use any Herter tools or dies for
two months. Use them hard and
if in your judgment they are not
of better workmanship and made
of better materials or they do not
outperform all other tools, return
them for a full refund.

HERE
IS OUR

GUARANm
OfFER.

Unconditionally guaranteed to be .the
most accurate, powder measur.e made
in the world.

'Empties nearly upright, not 90· de
grees - prevents powder stic~in9.

Automatic powder knock. Only meas
ure .with bearing on drum. No long
tube to catch powder•..Double pow
der chamber.
Stand to work over table not edge.
Comes with 3 drop tubes for all siles

Shp. wgt. 6 Ibs. of rifie, pistol and shotgun cartridges.

HERTER'S MODEL 45 POWDER MEASURE

HERTER'S MODEL B POWDER SCALE
.Accuracy guaranteed to

1/10 grain. •.

• Mechanical dampener and~,...... ..~."",..
beam lift. ~

.325 grain capacity.

• Beam insulated against the
forces of galvanic action $625and static electricity. Super .
sensitive with large easy to
read calibrations. Patents Pending. Shp...wgt. 4 Ibs.

HERTER'S FAMOUS MODEL 3
SUPER RELOADING TOOL

WORLD'S LARGEST MAKERS OF AMMUNI·
TlON RELOADING TOOLS, MACHINES AND
COMPONENTS.

HERTER'S FAMOUS RELOADING DIES

STANDARD CONVEN
TIONAL TYPE MARK I RE-.4 lOADING DIES

." 19 Famous throughout the
world. Herter dies are
equal or better than any
reloading dies at any price.
Finest precision machined.
hardened, polished. ALL

Shp. wgt. 2 Ibs. POPULAR CALIBERS._11a_
• Price for any pistol or rifle cartridge 42¢. Shp.

wgt.· 8 01.

• Price for any shotgun shell 49¢ Shp. wgt. 8 01.

• Unconditionally guaranteed finest procurable qual.
ity guaranteed' for your lifetime.

• Available in white or red.

4Z¢
!:~tl:~~ ~o:o~~ fR:~1/ Send 25,. for giant:!
load by George ...-... 4(10 page reloade" .Jt,';:::
leonard Herter. " ..Jir ~atal~.9. Dept. 2AE ~.J

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY- ALL PRICES FO' WASE A, MINN

HERTER'S INC. SINCE 1893 WASECA, MINN.

HIGHEST QUALITY
AT lESS THAN JOBBER PRI([S.

AND FAR lESS THAN WHOlESALE PRICES!

Shp. wgt. 23 Ibs.•World·s largest selling reloadiog

~
tool, this really speaks for itself.t •Loads rifle, pistol or shotshells.

"Ji. •Full Io:ngth resiles and swages bul-
'" lets wIth ease.

• lathe bed cast iron frame· not
aluminum or aluminum alloys.

. .Complete with primer arm. insert
~lr~9£ and shell holder of your .choice.
~ ;} .New Prim~r catcher $1.37

M;lijijiijifIZ,t.).) ijCt·14-S1;·'ji':1t·\iiJjJ_
• Only measure of this type made with

genuine micrometer setting.
• Permits rapid precision adjustments.
• Has Heoter'. famous baffle powder

hopper that takes a II weight off from
the powder and prevents packing.

.Comes with three drop tubes that wiJ[ I .
take all rifle. pistol and shot shell.
cartridges. Patent Pending. Shp. wgt. 6 Ibs.
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lock entirely and wipe all parts free of
smoke. If you live in a damp climate, this
lock cleaning must be done more frequently,
or each time you go shooting.

But disassembly is easy. Remove the back
strap screws; then the handle. After turning
out the main spring screw to relieve tension
on the hammer, the' three trigger guard
screws detach the guard and plate. The lock
screws, inside spring, trigger, hammer, and
bolt, are removed, and their parts removed,
in that order.

Be careful in replacing the hammer with
hand attached that the hand spring lies
correctly inside the frame slot and doesn't
"hang up" and break. The hammer should
not be cocked under spring tension unless
the backstrap is installed, as the top of the
backstrap governs the hammer pull and keeps
it from compressing the main spring too
much. Reassembly is in reverse order, of
course.

Washing the barrel and cylinder is done
in hot plain water; or you may use soapy

water if you prefer. Mostly, it Ijllakes the
cleanup of the basin easier, later. Turn out
the nipples and clean them of cap flash
which might cause later corrosion; wipe the
insides of the chambers and barrel dry, and
oil thoroughly; then reassemble. If scalding
hot water is used, the metal will heat up and
dry itself, making your task easier.

The modern American has always had an
affection for the history of his country, no
matter at what point his ancestors may have
entered into that history. But a respect for
the articles from that past is a part of the
respect for history, and few shooters today
willingly remodel or wear out a good old
gun, now that good shooting replicas are
made. The replica boom has helped the
collector immensely by making sure there
will still be some good old guns left for the
showcase. And marksmen can now enjoy
black-powder shooting with new, safe, accu
rate guns at a fraction of the cost. In hand
gunning, it's the replica that's right ~
for the range. ~

Many of the World's Competitive Shooting Records
have been set by marksmen using .45 Automatics
rebuilt for greater accuracy by Pachmayr's expert
gunsmit.hs. If your .45 scores are not What you
would hke, then get your .45 Auto. accuratized by
Pachmayr. orIginators of this unique custom gun
work. Pachmayr's accuratized automatics have
established many outstanding records. All work is
guaranteed. Only $37.50.

Pachmayr
STOCK BENDING

SERVICE
FOR FAR TARGETS

(Continued from page 23.)

Address __ . h _. h 4 .

Name h .

..~,

'I'. ,
: .
I •

:. ~
I •, .· .· .· .

,
YOUR ",.
STOCK BENT UP 
OR DOWN AS MUCH
AS AN INCH-EVEN CAST
OFF OR ON AN INCH IF DESIRED

Marksmen discovered long ago that for
real shooting accuracy, grip adapter's
wide shallow curve cuts muzzle sway
and counteracts tendencies to flinch.
Developed by Pachmayr over 35 years
ago. Easy to install. AvaUable for
~~:g}~~~~lYO~\~ ¥g~~lar Colt & S&W

This stock has been bent upward from 3%" heel tc
2%" drop by Pachmayr gunsmiths. If you have a gun
with excessive stock measurements, let Pachmayr's
skilled gunsmiths correct the problem. Yes, con
trolled cast-off or cast-on, too. Prices for this exclu
sive service start as low as $37.50 for Doubles, Over
& Unders and some autos. $12.50 for Pump Actions.

City and State ..

~-------------------------.~

A final and somewhat unusual example
happened recently in Wyoming, again with
McNeel.

That year I carried a Schultz & Larsen,
full of factory 7x61 Sharpe & Hart loads,
and wearing a 6X Leupold Mountaineer
Scope, largely because I'd just returned from
Alaska where the outfit had taken my Dall
Ram and two trophy caribou bulls. This is
a fine, long-range outfit.

As McNeel and I returned to the road, in
the late afternoon, and in deep snow, he
spotted a big buck resting in some aspens
on the opposite ridge. The country was
semi-open, foliage sparse to the point of
barrenness, and the wily buck, with a long
view in every direction, had bedded down
feeling himself entirely safe. Again, it was
one of those situations where trophy-sized
game arranges the odds in its favor-and
those canny arrangements make it impossible
to get closer.

I wanted. that buck badly. He'd obviously
out-smarted enough hunters to have reached
his prodigious size, and just lay there "asleep
with his eyes open." The range, I estimated
to be a full 300 yards.

Sitting in the deep snow, solidly wrapped
in the sling, and holding on the spine, I eased
off the 160 grain Norma bullet. The buck
reared high, throwing snow, and plunged
downhill. On the third jump he collapsed
with a chest hit. He had at total of eleven
points and would have exceeded 250 pounds
alive.

These are typical examples of trophy-size
deer experienced in survival strategy and
living in open western country. If they are
taken at all, it sometimes has to be at ex
treme .ranges.

I am opposed to shooting at any game be
yond 400 yards; I am also opposed to game
shooting at any, even closer range which is
beyond the skill of the hunter. I'm against
indiscriminate shooting at game just in the
hope that one shot might connect; I dis
approve of shooting at moving game at any'
long range (and "long" means anything be
yond the sure skill of the shooter) -and I
am opposed to shooting at game, regardless
of the rifleman, with inadequate rifle-power.

deceptive enough to throw him off those vital
few inches. Later the same day, Jack busted
his two bucks in the same area, under similar
conditions, but at somewhat shorter range.

Or consider what happened in the Caribou
Forest of southern Idaho some years ago.

My son Ted and I were trudging up a
long barren ridge at sunup, headed for the
broken country above, where we'd always
scored on large muleys. It was early season,
the game should have been high, and we
were hardly hunting.

But as we stopped to huff and puff, we
looked westward. There, like two white
specks in the new sunlight, were a couple
bucks.

The bucks were standing, watching us, and
at just beyond that magic 300-350 yard range
which tells most game that it is safe from
riflefire. The canyon between us was steep,
and was filled with a mass of thick, quaking
aspens. There was literally no way to get any
closer unseen.

"Shall we try 'em from here, Ted?"
"Too far."
"It'll be our only chance at them."
Ted shook his head. "It's too far for me.,

Try one if you want and we'll see what
happens."

I carried a pre-war Model 70 Winchester
7 mm, scope-equipped, with sling, and full
of handloads .had been worked up especially
for that rifle. The loads consisted of 46.25
grains of 4320 with Speer's 130 grain spitzer
bullets and they would group iitto a postage
stamp (almost) at 100 yards from the bench.
With them I had dropped several deer,
antelope and yodeldogs in the past few sea
sons. The rifle was sighted for 200 yards.

Holding high, I eased one off. It seemed
seconds later, but the lead buck went down
with' a broken back-one of the luckiest
shots I'd ever made.

Ted is a fine shot, and carried his scoped
and sling-equipped Model 721 Remington
.270. In his handloads he used 130 grain ABC
bullets and a maximum charge of 4895. See
ing what happened to my buck, he quickly
sat down, wrapped up in the sling, and
started cutting loose. With the fourth shot
he rolled the other two-pointer.
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ORDER YOUR COpy TODAY!

excited whanging away at spooked and run·
ning game even at close range.
. Cartridges for the long shots must have

superb' accuracy and good bullet weight,
sectional density, shapes conducive to fine reo
tained velocity, and the capacity to open up
well at long ranges. Practically speaking,
this means high initijll velocity, bullet weight
of over 100 grains, sectional density of .230
and upward, spitzer type points, and jackets
thin enough on the forward end to permit
adequate expansion after high velocities have
fallen off. Caliber should be above .25.

The popular .243 Winchester, .244 Rem·
ington, .250 Savage, .257 Roberts, and simi·
lar cartridges, while fine for medium ranges
on deer, do not qualify for long·range shoot·
ing. At the opposite extreme, the big .30
caliber magnums are unnecessarily powerful.

Sandwiched between these are several
which approach the ideal. They are the .270,
7 mm, .280, 7x61 Sharp & Hart, and the .264
Winchester Magnum. All these, with proper
bullets, will do the job well. The ideal bullet
weights are 130 grains for the .270, 150
grains for the .280, 130·139 grains for the
7mm, 160 grains for the Sharp & Hart, and
140 grains for the .264. Good shapes include
the spitzers of long ogive, the spire-points
popularized by Hornady, and his latest spire·
ogive now available for the .264 and devel
oped especially for that caliber. As to con·
struction, the NosIer bullet approaches the
ideal for long-range shooting.

Rifles handling these cartridges, and com·
parable wildcat duplicates, will generally be
bolt·action guns, but may include any type
action which will consistently produce the
necessary accuracy. This, for the above type
of shooting, means close to 1112 inches at
100 yards.

Often, to obtain such accuracy, the indio
vidual rifle must be "tuned up." Loose
guard screws, sloppy bedding, a trigger-pull
with all the crispness of dragging a tom-cat
through a knothole by the tail backwards,
and similar factors can all spoil any rifle's
inherent accuracy. Such faults are easily
corrected by tightening screws, shimming up
or glass-bedding the barrel channel, or hav·
ing a gunsmith hone the trigger·pull.

Sights for the long·range deer rifle include
scopes, period. Open sights and evet:l peep
sights for over 300 yard game shooting are
useless. The best power is 4X to 6X, though
a lower power will suffice. On the two bucks
Ted and I bagged, we used 3X Weaver
scopes, not necessarily by choice for such
extreme work, but because we had them
along, expecting average ranges.

A sling is a must for this form of shooting.
However, its use is mainly for lugging the
rifle, but when support is needed, your sling
can save the day.

There are two good ways of sighting in a
rifle for long-range work in open country.
This applies, as do most of the other sugges·
tions, to the hunting of antelope, caribou,
sheep, and other "long-range" species. One
way is to sight in for the longest expected
range, such as for 350 yards, then learn the
correct over·hold for intermediate distances.
My personal preference is to sight in for 200
yards, then learn the hold-over for 300 and
400 yards. TJ:1is prevents shooting over the
game at shorter distances.

To become deadly on the long shots, the
hunter must get a concept of what 300 or
400 yards look like; he must acquire the
ability to estimate distances fairly well under

This does not mean that any game within
400 yards is within rifle range; it means,
rather, that only under optimum and rare
conditions is 400 yard game ever within
range..

Despite this, the hunter of trophy game
can take prized animals cleanly and con·
sistently if his skill, practice, equipment,
and the hunting condition all coincide to
make the presented opportunity reasonable
and if he'll turn down the chancy shots.
There are sound reasons. Distant game is
unalerted, often standing game. There is
time for a trophy appraisal, for a solid
shooting position, for range estimation, to
catch your breath and allow the heartbeat to
slow down, and for a target·like trigger
squeeze. For the skilled hunter and sea·
soned rifleshot, the combination becomes
vastly more deadly and sporting than the

Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels,
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
CN .. aLOTTI, N. c.

NEW 18 PAGE LIST EVERY 5 WEEKS

ANTIQUE & MODERN GUNS
PLEASE SEND IOc FOR YOUR COPY.

ALWAYS ON HAND: Win. Lever-Actions,'
Colt's, S&W's, Rem's, Muskets, and Win.
Parts. Will Trade.
(HET FULMER, RTE. 3, DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

ONLY $2

GUNS Magazine
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois G-5a
Send me my copy of the brand new 1962
Redbook of Used Gun Values immediately.
$2 enclosed to I;>e refunded if not com
pletely satisfied.

Name _._..

Address ..

City.. Zone__.. . State __ .

~-------------------

REVISED EDITION

1962
REDB'OOK

OF
USEDGUN

VALUES

BRAND NEW!

w.rb

From the publishers of GUNS Magazine·
comes the all new, 1962 Redbook of
Used Gun Values. Every price complete
ly revised and adjusted for the year. This
fact-filled guide. lists the latest, up-to-date
prices for more than 2,000 famous weapons
according to excellent, good and fair condi
tion. Every weapon described in detail as to
type, make and model. Gun stocks, inlay
designs, barrel, size of bore, year of make
and other unique features are listed for quick
identification.
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ACE DOUBLE-SET
TRIGGER $10.95

WITH KICK-OFF
Fitted to your Mauser or
F. N. Actiol1 (no others).
$4.00 more. Ace Single
Stage Trigger. $10.95.

GENUINE HORN

11t11,'s
ACE FINISHED
BARRELS AND

Barreled Actions
(White)

Basket Weave Butt Plates,
size 13,4" x 5", $2.50 each.

Solid Horn Blocks for Fore
end, size 2" x 1V2", Un·

polished, $2.50 each.

1. Fancy Oregon M1Irtle; 2. Rare Fa~
Oreuon Myrtle; 3. Rare Flaked Maple; 4.
Fancy Curly Maple; 5. Rare Birdseye Maple.
NOTE: In Mannlicher length, rifle blanks 01"
turned and semi-inletted stocks cost $5."
more than prices shown.

Ace 24"' or 26" Barrels for .338 or .264 Win. fitted I
to your action. (Win..70. Enfield. Hig-h No. Sprin~
field, FN or 98 Mauser-no others).

rt~e S£~~~~ha~~ ~~~u~~eicilon:: : : : : : : : : : $:~:gg
If we furnish FN Series 400 Action 89.00

Specify weight. caliber and twist when ordering Ace
barrels.

\

Barrel IDoam. atIDiam. atILgth. at I W· h'Breech Muzzle Muzzle e,g

Lightweight 11/8 .600 22" 2 lb. 6 02'
Sporter.Weiqht II/a .615 24" 3 lb.
Med. Hvy. Wgt. ~l/R ----:70-0- -26""---~

TWIST: Ace Barrels come in standard twists as follows:
Cal. 243. 257. 270. 7MM••25-06. 280. 338 and 30·0G.
1-10. Cal. 244. 250, 300 and 308. 1-12. Cal. 22·250_
220 and 222, 1-14.
F.N. Ace Barreled Action (White), $72.50-Add $5.00
for F.N. Supreme (Series 400) Action.
Fitting Service: Flaig-'s will fit any ACE Barrel to your
action. stamp caliber. headspace and test fire for $5.00.
Returned Lo.b. Milvale, Pa., unless postag-e and insurance
remittance is enclosed. '

STOP fLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended bY'
Ear Specialists as the best protection against harmfut
noise. Lee Sonic EAR·VAlVS let you hear everything:
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Onr~

$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, Los Angeles 27, Calif_

Sporter-weight 24"-3 Ibs.

Med. Heavy Weight 26"-4 Ibs. 40u.

------------------------------------ ------ -------------

95 Mauser Actions (all milled)
with issue 7MM barrels. V.g••
$20.00; Actions only in excel
lent condo $15.00; Actions with
our .Ace barrels in calibers
22-250. 220. 243. 244. 250.
257. 7MM & 308 calibers
$40.00; Polish and blue the
above unit $10.00 addi
tional

'98 MAUSER ACTIONS
& BARRELED ACTIONS

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
For most rifles, shotguns

and •handguns. $250
SpeCIfy gun.

RARE CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
(Imported, ·distinctively attractive. li~ht weig-ht, yet very close grained
walnut. Takes smooth finish and sharp che'ckerin2'.)

fgi~t.~\;;~~t::~;J;t:~C:"f: ~ ~:: ~:::::::~: ~::: :SiUi!~S!Ui
CLARO WALNUT (CALIFORNIA) .

~rA'~eglaa~s s.e~i:i~~~t~~~ .S~C.k~. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : $~~:gg i~ $~g:gg
Pis°to'F~riP ~?:i:kS (pair)' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: l~:gg:~ 2~:gg

Lightweight 22"-2 Ibs. 6 0•.
Made exclusively for Flaig~_ by a nationally known
barrel maker. Each barrel is best quality 6-groove with
smooth, hard-swedged Ubutton" patented rifling.
Threaded for '98 Mauser, F.N. Mauser, HVA, Springfield,
Enfield, Win. '70, Rem. 721 & 722, Norwegion Krag,
Mex. Small Ring Mauser, Jap 6.5 and 7.7. .
Chambered for all standard calibers, including the new
.338 Win. and-.264 Win.
~medium heavy, sporter weight or light weight.
Economically priced: Ace 8arrel (white), $24.00-except
264 and 338 cal. ($2.00 more for Enfield barreL)
Guarantee: Barrels are made to the highest standards
of workmanship and after a five day inspection period
customer has the privilege to return for full refund if
not 100% pleased: 8arrel should be head-spaced before
use by a competent gunsmith.

TURNED & SEMI-INLETTED STOCKS AND BLANKS
All our stock wood is both air dried and kiln dried to below 7% moisture content. All blanks are
sent subject to customer's approval. All grades are available in lots.

RARE CURLY & BIRDSEYE MAPLE

tri~i.~i~;~~~~I:~~:;J)~ t~c:7: ~,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s~Ui !~ Si~:U
OREGON MYRTLE

~ffi~~a~~~.s~r~~;~n~e.t~~~ ~~.c~~,. ~r.~~).::::::::::::: :$~g:gg i~ $~~:gg
~~t~~i~la~l~~ks'(pair)'::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~:gg i~ 3~:gg

FINEST PENNA. BLACK WALNUT

frj~~i.~i~;~~~:~~,~:~;;; ~:o:c~: ~ ~ ~ ::::::~ :::::::~ :~ 5 Hi!~ siUi

one, figuring it to be the last word in long
range guns for trophy bucks. I had a neigh
bor, Ike Ellis, re-stock the rifle with a fine
Fajen Aristocrat stock, fitted to my dimen
sions and glass-bedded the inside. Next, I
put on a 6X Weaver scope.

I set up a target at 200 yards and prac
ticed at that range. About then, Joyce
Hornady came out with his new spire·ogive,
140 grain. 264 bullets. u I began cooking up
loads with them, and stopped with 64 grains
of 4831, CCI Magnum primers, and bullets
seated to the cannelure.

The 140 grain bullet, with that charge,
gives around 2800 fps, according to Speer's
new Handbook. In my rifle, it is very accu-

• rate, and· represents a near ideal combination
for long-range trophy deer and deer-sized
game. With it, I practiced and practiced
some more, at 300 yards, and 400. I got real

adverse and varied field conditions; and he
must learn to hold most of his bullets in a
12 inch circle, from a solid shooting position,
at 300 yards.

All this takes <I bit of doing, but it can be
accomplished-and without firing a shot at
game.

First, under .the hunter's home conditions,
lIe should in some way establish a known
300 yard distance. Next, at every opportu
nity he should mentally say, "That's 300
yards," and sight his unloaded rifle at an
object at the far end of that distance. In
rural areas, these objects may include fence
posts, trees, and ditch-banks. The urban
fellow is more restricted, but his dry-practice
targets can be building tops, if nothing else,
sighted at through his window.

Gaining a conception of this "outside"
range is essential to the later utilization of
a known distance in the hunting field. Every
long-range hunter should establish such a
known distance and aim at the object at the
terminal end. Last comes the live ammo
shooting, at the same distance and with the
same type of ammunition as to be used on the
hunt, either on the target-range or in in
formal practice. Never practice while hunt
ing.

Maybe the way I do range-estimation and
dry-practice might offer some suggestions.
Our acreage is no yards wide. Adjacent are
two more acreages of the same width. The
acreage is 440 yards long; and with the
shooting bench and shop approximately 40
yards from one end of the land, this means
an established 400 yard distance. There are
fences at no, 220, and 330 yards in the
other direction-all measured from the
shooting-bench and shop. If I want to dry
aim a rifle through the shop window at a
rough 200 yards, it's simple to sight at the
second row of fence posts. Or, at 400 yards,
at something at the far end of the acreage.
Just beyond this 400 yard fence, cattle and
sheep graze in an adjacent field. The neigh
bors didn't know until now, but their sheep
and calves have been "shot" at least ten
thousand times by me, without the loss of a
single pound of steak or mutton. I still
make some beautiful field misses at deer, but
credit for tbe hits goes to this practice.

In 'Open deer country, where these long
range shots payoff, only two positions should
be used, and tbey should be practiced in
conjunction with the dry practice. These arc
the sitting position and what I call "prone
drape." The sittipg position, under the
handicaps the terrain usually offers, is the
most useful of all hunting positions. It
allows the hunter to clear brush and obstruc
tions, yet is nearly as solid as prone. Prone,
in the hunting field, hardly ever means flatly
bellying the earth, spread-eagled, and shoot
'ing at a target in the same horizontal plane.
It usually means draped over some blow
down, lava·rock, mahogany clump, or boul
der, and shooting at something below, above,
or sidewise.

Practicing the sitting position, in conjunc
tion with estimating field ranges will payoff
when that trophy buck stares back at you
from that craggy 350 yard sky-line. Provid
ing of course, you have a rifle-cartridge com
bination capable of laying 'em into his boiler
room, and precisely sighted in.

Often, however, a hunter's care, practice,
skill, and effort will backfire. When Win
chester's .264 Magnum came out, I acquired
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my own great buck was now long gone, we
started up to the dead deer.

Suddenly, out of nowhere, bounded my big
buck, then stopped. He was a little closer,
and the first shot from the tuned .264 reo
duced him to possession. How far? About'
75 yards.

But if I had not practiced long;range
shooting with a long·range gun, that 400
yard chance might have been the only one
of the season. You just never know ~.

how the cookie will crumble. L.-

ARE YOU OVER-GUNNED?

Join NOW! and receive
this gold-filled NRA mem
bership lapel button. Sells
regularly for $1.50-yours
at no extra cost.

~
MAIL THIS
APPLICAliON
TODAY!

confident. I was ready for that long shot.
The test came in Jdaho, as I hunted with

my son. We spotted a great 4·pointer at a
long 400 yards, moseying into the. timber on
a snowy sky·line. The temptation was strong
to sit down, hold a foot over his spine, and
let him have it. But you can over·do a good
thing. So I said, "Let's see if we can get a
little closer."

So we started the stalk. On the way up the
hill, Ted rolled his own deer at 125 yards
with a shoulder ~hot from his .270. Thinking

o $5.00 Enclosed

o Bill me please

:If You Like to Rant OZ'

Sh_t You Belong In the

NRA

ALL THIS FOR ONLY $5.00
A year9 s subscription to the world's finest gun magazine
-devoted exclusively to the fascinating subject of fire
arms. Read about rifles, pistols, shotguns, hunting, target
shooting, gunsmithing, gun collecting, reloading and re
lated subjects-every month.

Over 400,000 sportsmen invite you to join the NRA.
You'll get prompt answers from our Firearms Information
Service-gun law bulletins-low cost gun insurance-right
to buy government gun-equipment-eligibility for a year
around shooting program-marksmanship instruction
plus many other benefits.

'lfCU/*J -
THE AMERICAN
RIFLEMAN
MAGAZINE

KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS

1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C.
*Conjirming application & details will also be mailed.

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

iJ~.i ,

i

Please enter my subscription
to THE AMERICAN RIFLE- .
MAN, enroll me as an NRA
MEMBER and send my lapel
button,*

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 603-05

(ilL HEBARD (iUNS

, NAME _ ._..
n

..
n n

.

ADDRESS n .

CITY-STATE ..

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner, . Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White, Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords, all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachmayr, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, Hi-Standard, S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, Iver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
. ard reference book. No catalog like it! A

MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the biggest pistol shoot
ingvalueever for $1.00. Mailed Immediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00,

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

(Continued from page 21)

condition itself to the magnum. When he shooting weighs approximately 6%, pounds,
pulled a trigger, even on the 16, he· uncon· and the boring is what we would term modi·
sciously flinched in anticipation of the recoil. fied. Their normal load for this shooting is
Having reminded himself that the gun had lighter than our low·base hull, being 2V2
a soft recoil, he had touched it off without drams of powder and 1 ounce of shot. And
flinching. that gun has been fitted to them to the point

It takes very little flinching to toss accu· where it is as comfortable as an old glove.
racy to the winds, and in the case of the Now let's see what kind of belt they get
shooter who is flinching only mildly, it is when they pull the trigger. A 6%, pound
unconscious. twelve, with 2V2 drams of powder and 1
, Inevitably, it is recoil that does it-recoil ounce of shot, has a recoil velocity of 13.9

as it is felt by the shooter. It may result foot·seconds and a recoil thrust of 20.3 foot
from repeated recoil rather than heavy recoil. pounds. This means that the gun comes back
You may want to dispute that by citing the at a speed of almost 14 feet in one second.
case of the English shooter, who may burn up Foot·pounds, translated, means the force reo
from 150 to 200 shells a day shooting from quired to raise one pound one foot. When
a grouse butt. "You don't hear of these you work thIS whole thing out on the basis
shooters flinching, despite the fact that they of "kick," the Britisher is getting very little.
burn up more ammunition in a day than our Also, being fitted to him, the gun mounts
average shooter does in a month." properly and rests where it should on his

I can give you the answer to that, but you shoulder.
may not like it. Suppose we put the average American

The average British twelve used for this shooter in the grouse butt. His gun would

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=====~~============0be slightly heavier, probably scaling about
7 pounds. If he shot our normal low·base
shell, he would be using 3% drams. of powder
and 1VB ounces of shot. The recoil velocity
would be 16.6 foot·seconds and the recoil
thrust would be 29.8 pounds.

However, this would not be the average
American shooter. He would decide that, if
low·base shells were good, high hase would
be a lot better. After all, you want to reach
those high birds. So he would load up with
3%, drams and 1% ounces of shot. This
brings the recoil velocity up to 20.1 foot·
seconds and the thrust to 44.0. In effect, he
is taking almost twice the beating from his
gun every time he pulls the trigger. On top
of this, the chances are his gun is far from
a perfect fit, which means he is taking the
recoil in the wrong place.

If you wonder why my friend was flinch·
ing after shifting to the magnum, it might
be interesting to note the increased recoil
he was getting. With the 6%0 pound field gun,
he used 2V2 drams and 1 ounce of shot. This
resulted in a recoil velocity of 13.9 fs, and
a recoil thrust of 20.3 fp. With the eight
pound magnum, he was using 4V2 drams of
powder and 1% ounces of shot, which de·
livered a recoil velocity of 20.0 fs and a recoil
thrust of 49.8 fp. In brief, an object of
more than one·third his own weight, travel·
ing thirteen miles per hour, caressed his
shoulder each time he pulled the trigger.
T~o many scattergun enthusiasts have, the

idea that the heavier load, that is the high.
base shell, or the magnum, pushes the shot
pellet faster and harder, and that it will
increase the killing range. Actually, it does
none of these things. It provides a better

(Continued on page 50)
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Original

.22
DOUBLE

DERRINGER
ONLY $16.95-

..45 ACP COLT
Revolver

Western Styl&
6-Shooter

$1295·
Right out of the old West. Shoot9'
both .22 short and .22 loni:
ammo. Features single and doublil'
action with slide ejector. adjustable!"

hammer and tr'igger spring. steel rifled.
barrel, side gate loading. Terrific for plink
ing or varments. Has rich. blued finish with

contrasting ivory plastic grips. Made in W. Germany onlJ1'
$12.95. Fine leather basket stamped holster. • • $2.25..

Imported from Europe. It is an exad
copy of famous Remington Derringer
popular in the late 1800's. Valuable
collectors' item. Fine "old world" gun

craftsmanship has been employed to give you a superior
handgun & still retain all the features of the original
Derringer. Accurate. Shoots .22 short. long or long rine~

Checkered white grips. Only $16.95. Sparkling chrome
plated model only $19.95. Western hand tooled holste-r
$4.50..38 Special nickel Derringer $39.95. 22 Magnwo
Chrome (Nickel Finish) Derringer $24.95.

MAIL COUPON

Made in U.S. by Smith & Wesson, these fine
6·shot revolvers with swing out cylinder are
terrific b.Uys. Fine condo inside & out. Fixed
sights with blue parkerized finish and original
grips. Fires pop. American made .38 special
S&W ammo. Only $29.95. Holster only $3.95 •
•38 Special ammo box of 25 $1.85

S&W
.38 SPECIAL

COMMANDO 2" BBL.
REVOLVERS $29.95

Very good or better
Last known supply. Model 1917 Cal. 45 A.C.P.
Blued finish; tight aclion; 51/2" barrel. Free'
Box .45 Ammo. Free Holster! Add'l ammo
$1.50 for box of 24. Select models add $3.
Colt .45 ACP Rev•••. $28.95. With hJlndgun
scope ••• $37.50.

SEAPORT TRADERS, INC. b~~l. 't.~:ar~Avle5. Cal. :
Gentlemen: Please ship me the following: •

Quan- Cost per ..
tlty Product Item Total:,

Scope 8.95 a·
PerCUssion Muskets. etc. 45.00 •
Fllntlock Pistol 39.95.
Bazooka 19.95 II:
Antl·Tank Rlfle 99.95 11:\
Russian Mortar 19.95 ..
.303 Rlfle 22.50 If;
Swords 6.95 II>
.38 Special 16.95 a
M1 Carbine 79.87 It
.45 Webley 14.95 •
.22 Snubbie 12.95 •
.22 Western Style 12.95 •
.38 Star Bbls. 5.95':

:j~ ~o~w. ~g:~~ It
.22 Derringer 16.95.'

II::
TOTAL PRICE ~ .

Enclosed ._........................ check or _.. .,

:.OgiV<;O~~~;~t~ir~rci:ri~;Po~~i~·.)(Bi ~~der~a~ec~ft a-
items are to be shipped F.O.B .. L.A. express charges •.
collect. Calif. res. add 40/0 state tax. When ordering.

~i~:::b;I:~~~ ~~a~ ~ta:~m:n~;tizen of the U.S., and .-
that I have never been convicted in any court of"

t~: ~fS~, ~~[~~o~}e~igk.ii~:s~<;.n~~~i~t:t~~~i~~a~l~Uby•.
imprisonment for a term exceeding 1 year, nor am •
I at present under indictment or a fugitive from.
justice. I am ,of legal age and of sound mind. II:
NAME........................................ AGE........ DATE_n :
WITNESS __ _n __ n . __ n ..•

ADDRESS __ __ .

.. ~I:Y~.:.:~.~.~.~.;~.;~.~~.~~ :::E~':"~-~'~'~'J_

Send check
in full, no partial

payments accepted.

Check in full
must accompany order.

No partial payment accepted.

\
~#-"J~t~T

I'It.., ·'0
2Y2X, 4X, or 6X HUNTING SCOPES

Rugged. durable. dependable .•• and performs per.. $8 95
fectly on any rifle. Extends shooting time from dawn
to dusk. Distortion-free, color corrected. Lens hard_ •
coated to U.S. Army standards. Easy to adjust wind
age and elevation. Easy to install. Weighs less than
1.0 oz. mounted. Scope and. FREE mounts avail. for all
rlfles. (Reg. $9.95), (SpecIfY rifle make in ordering.)

50 MM

$1995

TOWER FLINTLOCK
PISTOL $39.95

An exact reproduction of the early TOWER FLINTLOCK
PISTOL complete with flint. Beautifully polished steel
barrel and lock with solid brass mountings. Well made.
Cal. 62. Shoots 575·585 lead ball. (Balls avail. 95c
box of 20.)

This qUick-draw. double ac·
tion revolver was the side·
arm of Britain's famed
Commando Raiders of World
War II. Exceedingly accu·
rate. packs a powerful
punch with light recoil.
Easy handling, thumb rest
grips. Good condition. Specs. overall length 93/4". bbl.
5", wt. 28 oz., capacity 6 rounds. A collector's find.
Snub nose $16.95. For select models add $3.•38 Cal
Ammo box of 25, $1.80. Holster. $3.95.

.22 SNUBBIr:

$12.95
New 6-shot solid frame re
volver has fixed sights and
is extremely accurate. Pre·
cision made in W. Germany.
Fires easy to get .22 short and long ammo.
Has 1%" bbl. Avail. only in deluxe blued
model. Leather holster $2.25. Only $12.95.

SPANISH OFFICER'S $6 95
SWORDS. • • •• •
Fabulous discovery. First
come, first served from this
limited collection of swords
that have cut their way
through Spanish
history•

Better buys from

SEAPORT

..,,:::::;iiiiiilll..lJI..... Freshfrom U.S.
Govt. cases

. • virtually
unfired••303

cal. U.S. ARMY model
Rifles. All milled

unfired .303
Rlfies. All mllled parts. All

N.R.A. VG OR BETTER. Only $22.50.
With 4X scope and mount $31.50.

ANCIENT PERCUSSION
MUSKETS, CARBINES & MUSKETOONS

Original genuine German Bazooka~ including pro.
tective shield. Make terrific war souvenir for club
or den. Only $19.95.

RUSSIAN MORTARS
Captured M1938 Soviet 50MM Mortars, the Red Army's standard equipment during
wwn, complete except for the indirect fire sighting equipment ••• only $19.95.
Soviet M1940 improved. lig-htweight version of the 1938 model also available.
Only $19.95. First come. first served.

Now you can get that man
eating jack rabbit with the
first shot (or even near
miss) with this
fantastically accurate
semi-automatic.
This Super
power Finnish
20MM anti·
tank rift.e is
mounted on
special sleds
so that you can
drag It ANYWHERE
in ANY weather. The ultimate
in BIG bore perfection, guaranteed
NRA very good or better. Only $99.95
complete with wooden case, tool &
repair kit, muzzle cover, 8 extra maga-
zines, 4 mag. carry cases. etc. 10 rds. 20 MM ammo ••. $9.95,
Case of 100 rds.... $84.95. Check in full must accompany
order. No partial payments accepted.

In shooting condition! Rare collection of fine old
percussion muzzleloaders will never be duplicated.
All have round barrels. Some with and some without
brass fittings. All buffed and cleaned like new. Some
long and some short. Guaranteed to us
to be over 100 years old. Condo good to $4
V.G. Since collection is one of a kind 500
first come first served. Only •.••••... :

ANTI- TANK RIFLE $9995

SEAPORT'S WAR SURPLUS BONANZA!
~~~~~~~! BAZOOKAS $1995
GERMAN

CARBINE
M-l $79.87

Semi-automatic U.S. Air Force Carbines in very good
condition. Make terrific deer rifle. Bra~d new barrels
and receivers with 5 shot magazine. Very good condition.
A real find. Only $79.87, Extra magazine ••• $1.50
25 rds. 30 cal. soft pt. ammo .•• $2.50.

Latest Webley
model adopted by British Armed
Forces. It is extremely accurate, has excep·
tional smooth action. Fires either as a
single or double action. Specs: Overall
length 11V4", barrel 6", wt. 2 Ibs. GOOD
CONDITION. ,45 Cal. $14.95. (Choice .38 En·
fields or .45 Webleys, $17.95.) Holster $3.25. Spe~lally
selected like new - $17.95..45 ammo, box of 24 -$1.50.

•303 Cal. P14 U.S. RIFLES
$22.50

. 10 rds. of .303 Soft Point Ammo $1.59

.45
REVOLVER
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a magnum 12 will make repeated kills at
55 and even 60 yards? The answer lies in
that 25 per cent increase in the number of
pellets. There are still enough pellets inside
that 30-inch circle at 60 yards to make it a
killing pattern. There would still be pellets
buzzing around from the field load also; but
they would be so widely scattered and so few
that a kill at that range would corne under
the heading of sheer luck.

On upland game, however, you are not
using a full choke barrel, and if you will
pace off your quail, pheasant and grouse

kills-not where the bird falls, hut where
you hit it-you will find that your shots are
made at something between 20 and 30 yards.
Also, you are not using number four shot on
these birds; probably you use sixes. With
sixes at 30 yards with a modified barrel, you
have a killing pattern, whether the bird is as
small as a quail or as big as a turkey. With
an open barrel, the killing pattern will hover
around 25 yards. In other words, you do
have egg with your beer.

The majority of upland shooters have a
deep-rooted aversion to lugging around a
heavy gun. They prefer to sacrifice a couple
of inches of barrel (which doesn't hurt the
pattern) and reduce the' stock weight until
they have a twelve that tips the scales at
about 6%, pounds. Some go down to 6%
pounds. With standard field loads, the recoil
will not be at all excessive. This is not, of
course, the fowling piece for a small boy,
but any adult tipping the scales at 150 or
better can take it without flinching.

Then, along comes a friend with an invita
tion to hunt ducks. The conversation may go
something like this.

"You've got a twelve, haven't you?"
"Sure, with a patent choke. I can turn it

down to full."
"That should do the trick. Just pick up

some express loads."
The man at the sportshop points out that

he is now carrying the 2%, inch magnum
loads with 4 drams of hot sauce and 1%
ounces of certain death. "Pull down a duck
as far as you can see it," he assures the
customer.

The shooter may be 6-foot-two and weigh
in at 220, but when he touches off that blast
he will have a practical demonstration of
what Newton had in mind when he said
"every action has an equal and opposite reo
action." The reaction, recoil, kick, or what-
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(Continued from page 48)
pattern at longer ranges, and it does this
only because it throws more shot. This may
sound like heresy, but it is simple, scientific
fact.

The shot pellets when they emerge from
the muzzle of a 12 gauge magnum have a
velocity of from 1315 to 1320 feet per second.
The shot backed up by a standard, low·base,
12 gauge field load leaves the muzzle at a
velocity of between 1320 and 1325 feet per
second. The velocity loss of any shot pellet
of a given size is exactly the same, whether

20

it carne from a magnum shell or one with a
low base. The magnum load, however, has
1% ounces of shot, and the field load 1:14
ounces.

For some reason that no one has ever
explained, a circle 30 inches in diameter has
been established as a shot pattern criterion,
so we might as well use this, along with
number 4 shot, which is a standard duck
load.

At 40 yards, which is a nice long shot, the
1:14 ounce field load pushed through a full
choke barrel will put from no to 120 pellets
inside that circle. Any teal that happens to
be within the confines of that circle at that
range is a dead duck. The 12 gauge, 3 inch
magnum load, with about 25 per cent more
pellets to begin with, will put the same
number inside that circle at 46 or 47 yards.
Those pellets from the magnum will not be
traveling a bit faster than those from the
field load. .

If this is the case, you ask, why is it that

DISTINCTION '-----...OF

BIPOD
$17.50

Bolt jeweling under oil $6.50
New Low bolt handles for scope use

$7.50, Both for $12.50

NEW! FREELAND
"SUPREME" BENCHREST

STAND $30.00

......-.---- GUNS

fREELAND
.30 Cal. Kit
$13.50

NEW MARK III BSA. MARTI~I INTERNATIONAL .22
Caliber Target Rille, the Supreme in Accuracy,
comtort and workmanship, tor RIGHT HAND or LEFT
HAND shooter, without sights ......•.. $2tO.00

48" RiflE
TRUNK $26.25

ALL ANGLE
TRIPOD $15.25

FREElAND LARGE LEATHER HOLSTER
RUG, FOR HAMMERLI, and 10"
barrelled hand guns $ 9.98

FREElAND B Shooting Mat. 17.50
FREElAND \4 opening Rifle Kit........ 20.00

" Foam Padded Shooting Glove..... 5.25
FREElAND .22 Caliber Cartridge

blocks, 50 hole $2.00, DeWar...... 2.30
FREElAND Sling Keeper.............. 1.25

" Mid-Century cuff Comb......... 8.50
Alum. butt plate............... 10.50
butt plate w/rubber pad 13.00
Schutzen hook for above. . . . . . . . 8.50

" OLYMPIC PALM REST from 13.50
CARBIDE LAMP..................... 3.40
Redding Scale 14.00
MITCHElL # 2 Shooting Glasses... . . .. 12.00
lOX SHOOTING COAT 20.00
REMINGTON 40X rifle .22 Cal. 139.75
Mossberg 144-LS 52.45
Sturm Ruger, Single-6...... . . . . . . . . .. 63.25
**LEE SONIC EAR STOPPLES, Pair. . . . .. 3.95
LYMAN 310 Tool, 1 Caliber 16.50
S&W Model 41 .22 Automatic 100.00
HIGH STANDARD SPORT-King 54.95
HIGH STANDARD Supermatic Citation .. 89.95
Win. 52-D Target rifle Std. or Hvy 145.00
Rem. 513TR target rifle 88.95
Colt Scout Buntline 22 Mag 59.50
Win. Model 12 Std. 12 Ga 109.15
S&W UK" Series .22 and .38 Cal. 81.00
Micro Pistol Sights $11.50 and. . . . . . .. 15.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
Jobbing all the Remington, Winchester. Marlin. S&W.

:~~.efjs~i,"~~gt:tnia:~s.C:t~~W~'I.rEo~8~r~'A~~tn~-::Sheri-

Many kinds of exotic woods for rifle stocks, Custom
rifle building, Blueing, Conversions, Checkering in
many styles, Custom carving at its best. Send $1.00 for
1962 illustrated catalog. Money refunded on first order.

FREELAND'S Scope Stands, Inc.
3737 14th Avenue Rock Island, III.
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MANUFACTURERS

ARMI GALESI '
COLLEBEATO (BRESCIA-ITALy"

MOD. 512

32 caliber
22 l. R. caliber

High quality
Beware
of counterfeits!

the famous

GALESI

1. Husk Bullet about to
exit barrel and enter
HuBARB at the muzzle.
Bullet in husk (caliber
of your choice) is not
grooved and imbalanced
by rifling in barrel bore.

p-------------------------------,HUSK BULLETS & HuBARBS* ••• for the most in I
RANGE, POWER, ACCURACY & VERSATILITYI.

HuBARB IS EASILY INSTALLED. I
When fired, Husk is squeezed tightly around its bullet, causing the bullet I
to spin with the husk as the two accelerate down the bore. THEN:

~.~1!~i~ "' '" II = .. ' I
~~~-'~ I

~~'~Ij I' ',il,,',1i I
2. Expanded Husk at start of 3. H~sk," di~engaged from bullet is corn-I
~~~tzi:~~~~e~£~~~rl'~t~ be~~~ X~~~;i~er d~g;~~r~ltg~kin~n~lllfrp:ex~~nA~~O~~~ I
steadied while in exit through from disturbing bullet. Recoil reduction is I
Accurizer bore (light press fit). about twice that of conventional muzzle
Recoil reduction and gas pressure brake. The bullet, having exited alone
are on the upturn in the Recoil through HuBARB, is stable and concentric. I
Brake Sleeve. capable of accuracy far superior to that of I

conventional bullets.

HUSK BUllETS AND HuBARBS are available for most calibers. I
FREE BROCHURE AND LIST ON REQUEST I

*HuBARB-Husk Bullet Accurizer and Recoil Brake MALTER ARMS COMPANY
PATENT PENDING DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 225 We,I 341h 51reel • New York I, N. Y. I

~------------------------------~

able to take it. Then a single came over on
his side and I happened to be watching
when he pulled the trigger.

For the first time (according to him) the
gun doubled. When the two hot ones let go
almost simultaneously, he laid right down in
the lake. He had courage enough to keep on
shooting the rest of the day, loading the gun
with only one shell, but he didn't kill an
other duck. He was flinching, and he knew
it. The black-and-blue spot disappeared in
a week or two, but I learned .later that it
was almost a year before he managed to lick
the flinching.

So what is the answer?
It isn't difficult. Suit the gun and load to

the job -it has to perform, and if the gun
doesn't fit you as it should, make sure you
fit the gun. But the best way is to make the
gun fit you. Find a gunsmith or stocker who
has a "try gun"-let him fit the "try gun" to
you and tell you what combination of stock
measurements is right for you. Then have
your gun stocked to those measurements.

It may cost you some money. But ~
you'll shoot better-and suffer less. ~

a slightly sturdier lip on the magazine would
have been desirable.

Take-down of the gun itself is very simple
and no tools are needed. Field stripping
takes but a few minutes, but it is essential
that the barrel bushing wrench be kept in
the gun box with the gun. This wrench fits
over the notches of the bushing collar, which
in turn is held tight and cannot shoot loose,

, thanks to a spring loaded lock plunger. In
reassembling the gun, it is essential to see
to it that the recoil spring guide fits into
the little half-circle cut in the barrel lu"
(see picture) for proper function. - "

Joe Merrill of Merrill's Reloading Serv
ice reloads most of the quantity wad-cutters
for me, using a H&G # 50 mould and a Star
press. Since the bullets for the Model 52
have to be seated flush, we decided to seat
them base up, and this worked out fine. Bul
lets were sized to .358", and we used 2.7
grains of Bullseye. Care, however, is needed
in selecting the cases since they cannot be
over·length. For our test loads, I trimmed
brass to measure not more than 1.141" and
experimentally tried some of the longer brass
with the result that ejection was not co~.

(Continued on page 53)

ever you want to call it, will lay him right
back in that blind. If he dropped a duck
with that shot, there is every reason to be
lieve that it will be his only duck of the day,
unless he just happens to have a few low
base loads in his gunning coat. Even then
he's going to be a bit apprehensive when he
touches the trigger.

Worse things could happen, of course, and
I was present when one did.

We were hunting sharptails in Canada and
ran into a day of wind and rain that made
this shooting impossible. A local member of
the group announced that he knew where
there was some good pass shooting on ducks
when the weather was right, so off we went. •

Three of us had brought along heavy duck
guns, just in case; but the fourth unfortu
nate had nothing but a 6%, pound twelve.
He was no midget, and announced that he
could handle the high-base express loads
without suffering too much pain.·

The shooting was as advertised, and we
were doing very well. I was next to the light
gun lad, and although he flexed his right
arm a few times after each shot, he seemed

READY FOR THE FIRING LINE
(Continued from page 33)

Over-all height is 5%, inches, and the sight
radius is a comfortable 61%6 inches. Empty,
my gun weighed a shade under 41 ounces.

The finish on the gun is the standard
bright blue and highly polished S&W finish,
excepting of course the sighting areas which
are in the customary dull finish. Construc
tion of the gun is steel throughout, and
the grips on my gun (serial number 50633)
are sharply checkered from a handsome
piece of walnut. Being endowed with rela
tively large hands, I might want to get
custom grips for the gun, but this is par
for the course; all target shooters of my
acquaintance are grip tinkerers, and we are
constantly looking for still better grips in
the misbegotten hope that new grips would
boost our scores.

The sights on the Model 52 have been
designed specifically for target shooters. The
front sight is a standard %" Patridge sight;
the rear sight is the new S&W Micrometer
click model, adjustable for windage and ele
vation. Each click of the rear sight moves
the point of impact on target about V2"
windage or I" elevation at 50 yards. The
click arrangement is positive, the slotted
screw takes a penny or a dime, and someone
at S&W used his head and put directional
arrows on the click sight so that there- is
never any question as to which way the
sights must go to get the desired result.

The trigger pull is excellent and repeated
tests produced uniform 40 ounces readings

.on my trigger pull scales. Trigger let-off is
smooth. Although tools are supplied with
each gun-a spare magazine is also included
-Smith and Wesson suggests that the trig
ger stop, set for .014" to .020" clearance,
should not be changed unless absolutely
essential. Since this gun is extremely well
tuned, I would suggest that the gun be left
well enough alone-except for the necessary
stripping to clean it.

The magazine of the Model 52 can be
taken apart for cleaning without tools. A
pencil can be used tl! depress the spring in
the magazine, and the magazine butt plate
can then be moved easily. It seems to me that
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est performance. Specifications: .22

l.A. Caliber-weight 15 oz.-overilll

length of 5JA,"-maga:ine

c:apClcity 8 rounds.

Blue finish
$27.50

Th;, am,,;".~
new gun shoots
blanks, tear as.
pellets. ffares,
smoke, insecticide
and perfume. Not legal
in California or New
York states. Shoot flares with
visibility of over 10 miles.
Complete line of speciality ammunition •••
only $8.95-

TRIPLE PROTECTION WEAPON·

A·,'..

MACHINE PISTOL .22 L.R. Calib"
Now in .22
L.R. cali·
ber..More

. fire power per ounce than "ny
other pistol. Specifications:

.22 L.R. caliber - wei.-hs 24
ounces - adjustable target sight

- 8 and 16 shot semi·auto - stand
ard barrel. 7%~. Suggested list price .... $49.95;

Accessories: 12" barrel
. •.. $12.00 only. 16 shot double over
and under magazine ... only $6.00•
Special pistol scope and mount .... $14.95 0!1ly r

Compensmor .••. $4.00 only

Superb detail and quality. Beautiful trig
ger pull and preciSion adjustable sights.
Favorite trappers gun. ideal in the .tackle-
box. Specifications: .22 S., L.. L.Ft caliber or
.22 magnum caliber-molded checkered ivory
target grips-gold, chrome or copper frame
with blue barrel all the same price-83A ~ barrel
precision rifled ordnance steel bore-weight 20 oz.
bullseye front sight and adjustable rear target sight.

.22 S.. L., L.R. caliber. . . $24.95 only

.22 Magnum caliber $27.50 only.

All steel .25 caliber automatic.
economically priced automatic in the
U. S. Specifications: weight 12 1h
ounces-overall length 4%"-tri&8er
sa'ety - .25 caliber - maga:dne capacity
8 rounds. Chrome,

Blue Chrome engraved
only $24.95 $26.95 $29.95

THE MAXIM
.SPECIAL DELUXE

.22 5 .• L_, L.R.
Double ac·
tion. Hammer·
less over and
~e7::.r dpuble bar

Specifications: .22 S., l.,
L.R. - hammerless - over
and under - weighs 12 ozs.
-length 4".

Suggested list price:
8lue only $19.95
Chrome •... only $21.95

AUTOMATIC DERRINGER

Remington .58 cal. Rifle and Carbine.

The most accurate rifle of the Civil War. Reproduced in modern metals. Beautiful
gleaming oiled walnut stock. set off with polished solid brass barrel bands and

sin. ca~Cinc;'~Caa;i~~!:bb~~.a~~~~.black powder percussion muzzle loading rifl~ and carbine. Full oriSinal

bands. walnut stock. brass fittings.

REDUCED FROM $125.00

only $84.95

.22 short
caliber

A beautiful western
style .22 with side rod

ejector-in 'amous style
of old west 6-shooters.

Means business but can't be
beat for pleasure.

Speci'ications: .22 short caliber
Single and double action-4"" bar

rel-6-shot revolver-black molded grips
Blue finish .... $18.95 only
Chrome finish .. $20.95 only.

TEXAS KID

81ue Chrome
only $26.95 $28.95

. _ . all·steel .22 Short or Long cali·
ber. Perfect companion 'or hunting
or fishing or personal protection. '"
Specifications: .22 Short or Long cali·
ber - weight 12 1h ozs. - overall length
4%" - magazine capacity 6 rounds.

THE SlUKA

.22 S.• L., L.R. caliber
and .22 Ma4num cali·
ber. This pistol com·

bines all of the features that are desir·
able in a target pistol. Target stock
Mauser lock-Helicoidal rifling-special

light trigger pull-adjustable rear target siaht and
bullseye front siRht.
Specifications: Beautiful blue finish-finest all steel
construction-.22 S., L., L.R. or .22 Magnum cali
ber-weight 27 oz.-10"" barrel-overall length IS""
-walnut target stock.
$29.95 only
.22 Magnum cal. $32.50

Fires .22 Long
Rifle! Exclusive steel
bore and steel back
plate. Specifications:
.22 S., L.• L.R. caliber
weight 3 ozs. - overall length
3 %""-barrel swings out for easy,
fast loading and cleaning. Opens
at hal' COck. Choice of gold frame with
blue barrel or chrome frame with
chrome barrel, same price.

only
Single gun cased ...•. $21.95
Two guns cased ..•... $43.90

GOLD RUSH DERRINGER OF
1873

T-62 .22 L.R. Caliber
CIVILIAN DEFENSE

WEAPON
World's most popular

caliber. famous "TOMMY
GUN" design. Specifica

tions: .22 L.R. - 8 and 16 shot semi·auto.
- G.!. Parkerized finish - 16" barrel-

weight 3 % Ibs. - adjustable peep sight. only .... $59.95
Accessories: 16 shot

double over and under magazine .. , only $6.00
Special 4X telescopic sight & mount ... onIY$12.50

Compensator ....only$4_00

•••rllro BIG BORE SUPER FRONTIER SIX SHOOTER
MAGNUM CALIBER'S ARE HERE

W''''d'',n,o,' pow",'ul handguns! Strongest revolvers ever made-all chrome-Molybdenum
steel. all milled parts-all hand honed-all 'ine custom blued. Exact weight and size of original
models with extra beef and strength to handle big cartridges. Weight 44 oz. .45 Magnum (also

fires .45 long colt) .44 Magnum.
.357 MaRnum \alsO fires all .38 special)

All calibers $69.95 only
.45 Magnum ammunition-bOx of 50 rounds. , •

$7.50 only

WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL HANDGUN AMMO.

THE MllilAR
DOUBLE ACTION

Heavy duty automatic in
ultra·modern military

style. Incredibly smooth action and
beautiful interior and exterior finish.
All steel. Available in three calibers_

.22 long Rifle-.32 and .380. Capacity of the

.22: 10 shots. Capacity of _32 and .380: 8 shots
_weight 24 ozs.-overall length 6~

OLYMPIC MODEL MauSe< Lock TARGET PISTOL

OLD RELIABLE -iiiiii!!~~iC.
.22 Short
Precision 6-shot re·
volver. All steel work·
ing P<llrts.
Specifications: Single and
double action-4" barrel-.22
short caliber_Black molded grips.

Suggested list price:
Blue _ __ only $16.95;
Chrome .•• "., ••••• ,only $18.95;

SPECIAL DELUXE
,22 Short
caliber
Twin brother
to famous 01
Reliable with spe-
cial beefed·up frame.
Defense weapon.
pocket pistol. holster
weapon or .fun" shooting.
Speci'ications: Single and
double action - 4"" barrel - black
molded grips-6·shot revolver-,22 short
caliber.
Blue $17.950nly
Chrome .•. $19.95 omy

TRAMP'S TERROR

Six·shot repeating, maga
zine·fed 6mm. blank pis·
tol. Not legal in California

or New York states. For dog'

~u~ni~~1~~~ii~~' ~:~~~inf :
movie sound effects.

$5.95 only
•. $6.95 onlyChrome •••..•

NEW LOW
.22 S., L., L.R., PRICE .38 SPEC.
.22 magnum BRAND NEW

~~G~~~I..357 .~~~~1·3i~wM~~~
,~~:e~~ :~eoonfo".~e~.Lvo":,-a-"d:-U-"-'d-.'-'F"',o:-:"7,tie,.J,
Derringer. Specifications: Coil hammer

spring - reinforced top hinge - single automatic ejection,
twin 'iring pins - finest metals.

~~~ ~:: t:: L~: ~I~~:~n~shhrome' :~~:;::g:~~
.22 Magnum standard blue o.oly $21.95
_22 Magnum delull8 chrome only $24.95
.38 Special - deluxe chrome

or blue ... only $27.50
.357 Magnum - deluxe chrome

or blue ..."only$29.95
FREE: Hardwood presentation cabinet with.deluxe chrome
.22 S.. L.. L.R.•.22 Mag. and .38 Specials. Also a complete
line of <Ilccessories 'or this gun.

Western Style Derringer Holster and Cartridge Loop
Belt. Leather $ 7.50

Detective Derringer Spring Clip Under·pant Holster,
Luther ................•...........$ 8.50 •

~:~~if~: ~~~lis~ri~:a~oB~~~r~~~~ fo~IJ~~nger
............................... $ 8.00
Buutiful PRESENTATION CASE that will fit one pistol

for the above Derringers _.$ 4.00
Frontier Derringer Manual. How to use the Derringer 'or

in-fighting, judo. and come along holds, etc. Over 100 ilIus·
Irations. Used by police agencies as a training manual.

...... $ 1.00

.22 LR. and .22 Magnum caliber
A new concept in .22's. An exact .
dupliQte of the hard hitting de
tective's revolver. Same size. weight
.and frame in popular .22 caliber.
Specifications: .22 S., L.. L.R. or .22 Magnum
caliber.-weight 20 025.-2" bbl.-overall length
6'A"'-molded checkered grips-steel bore and
working parts - 'ine blue finish - traditional
rounded grips for easy handling 'rom shoulder holster.

:~~ ft~~~'u;Rca~f~~e~.~:::::: :t~~:~~ ~~~

CHICAGO
CUB
_22 SHORT CALIBER
1890's Tiny Terror of the
Underworld with Tuck
Away folding trigger.
Specifications: .22 cali
ber short - 6 shot revol
ver - gun metal blue or
.chrome finish-weighs 9
ounces _ single and
.double action - 2" barrel - overall length 5lh'"
_ checkered, molded grips. Blue finish

only 516.95,
Chrome finish- - _. only $19.95,

HY HUNTER FIREARMS MFG. CO.
8255 SUNSET STRIP. HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIFORNIA DEPT. 334

Guarantee: All Hy Hunter firearms are 100% guaranteed. You must be satisfied. Free brochure on entire line on request.

TO ORDER: Send check. cash or mon~y order. $5 deposit brings you any gun. Balance C.O.D.-Shipped F.O.B. Ho1IYW90d.

EASY PAYMENT PLAN: $2 opens your account. One year to pay. No interest. Gun on last payment.
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Shp, Wgt. 2 lb••

in wh ite or red.
(specify). Price for any pistol
or rifle cartridge 4Z~
Shpg. Wgt. 8 oz. V-

GUARANTEED IMMEDIATE SAME DAY DELIVERY.
Write today for fint FREE reloading book
that really makes it possible for you to
reload rifle. pistol. shotshell ammo in mat~

fer of minutes by superior Europe.n method.
Send today for huge FREE catalog of re
loading tools. dies, supplies. 2AE2

Made under license.
• Guaranteed world's accurate pow...

der measure.
• Quick accurate micrometer ·setting.
• Vertical fillin9 and dumpin9 no fraver.

no powder 9rindin9.
• Automatic powder knock prevenh powder

clinging in powder chamber on static days..
• Short powder tube to prevent powder

clinging.
A07~. Table stand - you work on t.ble not
:ill~ table edge.

Shpg. Wgt. 7 lb•.

KRUPP·WORLD'S FINEST PRECISION

RELOADING DIES

$61!.
Made under licen,.. Shp9· Wgt. 4 II».
• Years .head engin..ring and accuracy.
• Two leveling screws.
• Built in eross level.
• Frame twice as latge to stop vibt,ltion. prot.ct

b•• rings.
• Built in oil dampener.
• 1/10 grain accurate. 325 grain capacity.

Stays accurate.

KRUPP - AMERICAN WORLD FAMOUS

POWDER SCALE

ORDER DIES AND TOOLS. USE FOR
SIX MONTHS. RETURN IF NOT FAt
SUPERIOR TO ANY MADE IN EUROPE

OR NORTH AMERICA.

~D",r
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AMERICA

BUY RELOADING DIES AND TOOLS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

KRUPP -AMERICAN CORPORATION
Formerly Luger American Corporation

Glenwood, Minnesota, U.S, A.

STANDARD MODEL II TYPE.
2 pc. Rifle die $5.49
3 pc. Pistol die $7.19

Standard 'l'a x 14" threads fit any tool. Die
steel, hand polished, precision machined.

STANDARD MODEL I TYPE.
2 pc. Rifle die sets $4.75
3 pc. Pistol die sets $6.49

FOR
OVER

15
AUTOS

or
RIGHT

paper-punching friends have paid twice that
price for an accurizing job.

The Model 52 is a precision piece of shoot
ing equipment, and if you don't score with
it, you cannot blame the gun for it. The gun
has been in the research and development
stage for a long time, and prototypes of the
gun were tested during matches by a few
select shooters. Enthusiasm and acceptance
of the Model 52 by these men led Smith &
Wesson into the production of the gun.
Firing the 38 Master over the course is a
highly gratifying experience. Try it, I am
sure that you .too will like this new ~
target automatic. ~

"NATIONALS"
ORIGINAL DESIGN

HERREll'S

NEW a year agol .... shot nationwide and
proved at Camp Perryl
Filler under trigger guard gives proper on target
pointing. All Herrett's stocks of SOLID WALNUT
WOOD (for firm dry hold) .... NOT walnut
colored shells. They stay locked to the gun with
out rocking when screws are set. FREE brochure.

Adiustable
HAND GUN STOCKS

~trrtftssTOCKS
BOX 741, TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

plete. When the same brass was trimmed to
1.141", function of the gun was again perfect.
Joe roll crimped the bullets and it appears
that this will be a fine load for the new .38
automatic. Since high velocity loads are not
needed, I feel that 2.7 grains of Bullseye are
adequate, and that nothing can be gained by
jacking up the load. I have not tried the CCI
Magnum primers with these loads, since I had
perfect ignition with the CCI 500 primers.

Although the price tag of $150 might ap
pear high to some shooters, it must be kept
in mind that a lot of the customizing jobs
done on target automatics often run to at
least that much money, and several of my

RELOADING IS' EASY, PART II
(Continued from page 37)

block. This is just one grain above the bot- when the drum is turned to fill, and again
tom load, but long experience, not guess- when it empties, and operate it with a uni·
work, has shown it to perform excellently in formity of motion. Once your measure is set
any .270 I've ever fired. True enough, many to conform to scales, it is well to weigh a
handloaders use more. In some rifles, de- charge occasionally to keep watch on meas·
pending on mechanical variations, more is ure performance.
OK. But always start safely, and with a When you've finished charging cases, hold
powder showing best efficiency for the bullet the loading block under a light and check
weight and caliber you are using. each case, making certain they are all

Arrive at weight of powder charge with charged. While you are at it, also see if all
good powder scales. Do not rely on a meas- cases have about the same amount of powder.
ure only, regardless of accuracy claims of an If any of them look half·empty or too full,
accompanying chart. Micrometer setting fig- dump the charge into the measure and re-do
ures on charge tubes or measures are not a these cases. Now, make a final weighing
guarantee that the measure will throw the check on the charges your measure delivers.
correct charge at this setting. These are When finished charging, immediately
reference numbers only. They have to be, empty powder back into the correct can-
due to the vast difference in powders. Depend nister. This eliminates chances of someone
on your scale. Adj ust the measure until it operating levers or measure handles and
delivers the correct charge. One particle of spilling powders. It prevents settling wor-
powder is not a grain. A grain is a unit of ries, drying out, or forgetting what number
weight. There are 7,000 grains in one pound. powder was actually left in the measure.

Powder measures speed things up tremen- Now the seating die is screwed into your
dously, but their dependability for throwing press in place of the sizer. (On many
uniform charges depends much on you. For presses it is necessary to remove the sizer
instance, on the Belding and Mull, it is before priming.) Turn the seating die down
important to operate the charging lever with to nearly touch the shell holder, set the lock
a complete and uniform stroke, going and ring against press frame. With the charged
coming. Hesitating, double stroking, etc., case in the shell holder and the press in the
disrupts accuracy. This measure, a favorite open position, place the bullet on top of
of long standing, closes off its bottom com- the case, guide it into the die as you operate
partment from the main container while the lever slowly. When you feel resistance,
the charge tube is being filled, thus assuring the bullet nose is making contact with the
identical pouring pressure into the charge seating screw in top of the die. The distance
tube each time, until its top container is that now remains between your shell holder
empty. and die bottom is approximately the amount

Many measures, such as the Lyman No. the bullet will be seated into the neck at
55, feed directly from the magazine. These completion of the press stroke.
should be kept half full or more to prevent Best procedure is to turn the seating screw
light charges. On the No. 55, use the knocker up (counter clockwise) several turns before
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tapers, and each calls for individual adjust
ment in seating depth. It is an excellent
idea to try a loaded round for chambering
in your rifle several times as you proceed
with bullet seating..

During the entire bullet seating process,
look into each case to note that it is actually
charged. This double-check could save you
from serious trouble, which on the surtace
seemed to be a harmless misfire.

If you fail to put powder in a case, seat

Smoked neck is normal, lack
of it, right, means trouble.

the bullet, and later fire the primer in this
uncharged case, the sound is so mu/lled as to
be inaudible and passed off as a misfire.
The primer force usually pushes the bullet
part way into the barrel, lodging it there
and obstructing it dangerously. If, while
hunting, the empty is ejected and the rifle
reloaded without taking your eyes off the
game, a potential bomb is created. Treat
any misfire with caution. Leave action
closed about a minute, or longer; then open,
observe the cartridge. If there is no bullet
in it, be sure to look through your barrel
and check for obstruction.

Once your ammunition is loaded, there are
still many things to watch for. Most hand
loaders will work out loads giving best ac
curacy within safe breech pressures. But
with many there is always the urge to work
up close to maximum. Not only the begin.
ner, but the advanced handloader must learn
to recogn ize danger signals.

"What's making my bolt stick shut all the
time, and my primers fall out-and the new
ones don't want to stay in my brass?" I
have been approached by many such ques·
tions and evidences of dangerous pressures
that make me shudder. When your bolt
sticks, you are overloading at least three
to five grains for that particular rifle, case,
powder, and bullet combination, regardless
of what any book or pal might say. This
statement pertains to cartridges of the .30·06
and .270 class. When your fired primers fall
out and new ones won't stay in, that is even
more evidence of overloading. If case heads
are expanded, thus enlarging the primer
pockets, you are far in excess of safe pres
sures. Such cases are ruined ·and must be
destroyed, your powder charge reduced, or
perhaps you should change to a slower·
burning powder.

If there is any question on your powder
charge, stay well below maximum loads.
Years of experience can give you much
knowledge, but they don't give you immu
nity to excessive pressures.

(Continued on page 56)

MELTING POT
Per"ect, Uniform Bullets
at 400 to 500 an Hour !

Gravity feed. Pressure cast. Slag·free flow
as molten metal is drawn from below
surface. Use on gas or gasoline stove. Holds
20 Ibs. Heats in lJ2 hr.! Shipping wt. 8 Ibs.

EYE AID for RIFLEMEN "" ""
The MER IT LE NS DISC has provision for tN "ur,
a prescription ground lens to flt your own
eye. It avoids the steaming of glasses &
gives sharp bull's eyes in all positions as
the lens is always in correct relationshi p to
your eye. Standard Lens Disc $ 8.50
Deluxe Lens Disc $10.50
Deluxe Master Lens Disc $12.00

for HUNTERS
More Game, cleaner kills with MERIT
SHUTTER Hunting Disc on the peep sight

:tick~~~j~::eOJi~epe~~~~es ~~~~~n~o~h~li::ro~i g~~ .
In any light. No.4 Hunting Disc $6.50

Get your Western Gun
Catalogue C-4

OVER 200 PAGES

seating the first bullet, allowing the full
stroke to seat it only partly. Then turn the
seating screw down (clockwise) into the die
a little more, and run the cartridge up into
the die again. Repeat this until you have the
bullet positioned at desired depth, then
tighten seating screw lock ring, and all your
bullets will seat uniformly,

Several things must be considered in ar
riving at a seating depth. Cartridge over-all
length must not be too long to work in your
action. The bullet must be seated in the
case neck sufficiently. so it will be posi
tioned no farther out than to just touch the
lands (rifling) in the barrel. throat when
the action is closed on a loaded round. After
arriving at this, it saves time later if you
now seat a bullet in an un.primed, un
charged case, to be used as a master round.
Mark this master round with bullet infor·
mation and save it, so you can duplicate
seating depth next time you make up iden
tical loads. As a matter of fact, keeping the
master rounds with the appropriate dies will
save time and aggravation next time you load
this caliber.

If your bullets are seated too far forward,
you can have a miserable field experience.
The bullet remains lodged in the barrel
throat, the extractor pulls the cartridge case
out when unloading, and the powder is
spilled into the action. Few hunters carry
cleaning rods to push out stuck bullets.
Shooting another cartridge in a barrel thus
obstructed could be suicide, so the day is
down the drain. Remember, different makes,
shapes and types of bullets have different

Lists the world's finest selections of
Guns, Ammo and components, shooting
accessories and supplies, loading tools and
accessories. Complete Gunsmithing ser
vices and poly-choke installations.
We guarantee one day service on all
orders.
Regular transportation allowance.

Send $1.00 for WESTERN'S catalogue C-4

~

Yar~(QA'H
3730 No. 56th St.~ Dept. G, Lincoln 7, Neb:

and CLEARER TARGETS

52.50
10.95
13.95
11.95

9.50
15.50

9.95
10.80

52.50
13.20
27.50
95.60

9.60
10.80
39.25
46.25
91.75

DEALERS
®w[ID~w

3516 WHITE PLAINS ROAD (Dept. G562)
NEW YORK 67, N.Y.-Phone TUlip 1-1900

LEADING DEALERS OF:

Send For Our Fully Illustrated

FREE GIANT CATALOGS
SPECIFY HUNTING, FISHING OR BOTH

WEAVER SCOPES • •• Retail ,r::~~

~ ~'!"ciiro~ -fp ~~ .O~.::: ::::::::::$~~:38 $~~:~~

~ g ~i'~r ;~tC'B 'or'TP::::::::::: ~~j8 ~~:;~
~:~t:~~~:~ ~~ ~~lt"';'.~{:;:::i~ts. . . . . .. 79.50 52.95

HehcuJe w/mounts ••••••••.•• 84.75 56.95

~YeoC!f ~W::h~!r<>t~ts.:::::::::::::: l~jg ~:~~
NOTE: Please state make and model of rifle when

ordering mounts and V -8 scopes.
Leupold Vari. :Jx9 CH only •...•••.•• 89.50 67.50

SW~Fle:~O\t~~::<;~~fetowd~1~~~.... 84.00
HEDDING ~OWdel' & Bullet Scale. • •. 14.00
ItEDDING Master Powder Measure .. IS.50
HEDDING Standard Re.loading Press.. 16.00
PACIFIC Scale ....••..... 11.90

~~8~~Ig r: .t~~S~et: : : : : : : : : :: t~:g8
PACIFIC Ie Pistol Set. • • • • . • •. 1:':1.50
IJLi;ITEME Shotshell Reloader

DLIOO ............••..••.•.. 65.50
I.YMAN 310 TOOL with dies ......• 16.50

l:~~~j:j 6~~I~glX'm~~\~a~i~ith'(iies:::lr~:g8
CH SUPER "e" PHESS ..........• 12.00

~Jicn~~i5y>r;,P~~~~~~i~gm'piete'::::::~~:~~
~libE~t1~e:e:S~n::I~~SCar~fn~~~e.t~:: : : 13~:6ij

R~l i~~~~, 1~\1~~1 i~;(r~.ip~~arM~~i~('Cr~es§e:kO~r~,:~~~~:
Stevens. Mossberg-, Rug-er, Smith & Wesson, Hi·

~~~I~&d:Sc~:}es~~~~~d?n~~:i~~i~~d\ie~llh~~~~J--;:::N~r:
I'achmayr. Bausch & 1.0mb, L('upo d. Unertl, Weather·
by, Swill & Anderson, Hodg-man. Jon·E. Storm Queen
& KillR'. Ott's SUPI'a Scopes. Stackpole Books.

ADD PDSTAGE TD ALL ITEMS
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

ORDER DIRECT WITH MONEYBACK MERIT GUNSIGHT CO. Dept. 5G, 6144 Monadnock Way,
GUARANTEE. FREE CATALOG. Oakland 5, Calif.

SHARPER SIGHTS

for PISTOL SHOOTERS
END SIGHT & TARGET BLUR WITH MERIT DP.
TICAL ATTACHMENT. Fits all glasses. Will not mar

~
__ lens. Simply open or close the iris

". Shutter for perfect definition of sight
/ ,..... & target.

" ,
' ..~ Standard Dptical Attachment........$6.50
&~ Deluxe Optical Attachment

, with new swing arm featurem .....$7.50

for TARGET SHOOTERS
The MERIT MASTER DISC with IV," flex
ible rubber light shield has the famous
.MERIT IRIS SHUTTER which gives you
instant choice of 12 different click adjusted
apertures. All in one disc. This means the
eorrect peep opening for any shooting con
dition.r: :lsJ~~ ~i:~ter"'D·isc"·"· --- :::::::1Ig:gg
.MERIT DELUXE DISCS ARE SIMILAR IN
APPEARANCE TD OUR REGULAR DISC&
HDWEVER THE CLICK SPRING IS INTERNAL
AND ALL PARTS ARE HAND FITTED TO
MINIMUM TDLERANCES.
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complete with slide &
screw .••.•.•... $3.75

FOR U.S. GARANDS

New stocks, ready to install, $6.95
stripped uf metal. n£'w handguards.
set of both complete with "metai,
$2.50-Buy a match~d set and save

_ all three pieces $8.95. Write wants for other
Garand part,;.

i(l!l~~ll@ ~@ID~nffiW ~fu@@llfiffiW !EnR
IDEAL FOR HUNTING, PLINKING,
TARGET & MATCH SHOOTING
all at lower cost than .22 L.R.

Now you can join in America's
fastest growing sport-Shoot
ing the "old smokers". Reason-

I ably priced - all American
made. Lowest cost big boreI shooting possible - less than
.22 L.R.

You Get-ready to shoot
immediately

I • The fine Hopkins & Allen
underhammer percussion rifle 'I:..·

• A .45 caliber bullet mold t

• Flask with quarter pound of I
black powder

• Box of 100 percussion caps
• Powder measure - maple

ramrod
• Illustrated instruction book

NEW OFF-HAND
MODEL )

6(Full Octagonal barrel)
Lighter weight - only 7V2 Ibs.
better for hunting and plinking
32" barrel, hunting sights. Com~
plete with all equipment as listed
above.

SPECIFICATIONS
* 45 Caliber 32" B g,oave

super accurate barrel
round or octagonal, as
shown.
* Walnut stock* Sights - open

rear, Lyman
#4 front* Brass ferrules,
cap protector

ROUND BARREL OCTG. BARREL

•

' . " ~~::~~T:v~::~CD'.,.• thing needed. •
~ I for immediate ~ I

1 1 shooting . . .
(shipped Exp.
chgs. collect)

TRADES?-SURE!
All American Made. Discounts to dealers of 3 or
more. Send long, self-addressed, stamped enve
lope for additional free information.BLOCKS

LINKS FOR '73
WINCHESTERS

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

FREE Water 1& dirt &
tobaceo) proof rubber cap
given wleL magazine.

• 5 shot capacity-required by law for hunting, fits
flush with guard-streamlines alJpearance. Solid ONLY
machined bottom-not H raw" appearing oversized 90 minutes from New York City via
fold overs that some are selling S"2.45 N.V.S. Thruway; 6 miles west of Exit

• 15 shot. in original wrap, only $1.00 ea. or 2" for $1.75 19 at Kingston. N. V.
• 30 shot. "banana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.951 StQre open daily, Tues. thru Sat.-l P.M. till 9 P.M. '.....~...

Quickly installed
sight set. Stream
lined front ramp
with sight. Rea r
sight with both
windage & elevation
built in. Both in-
stalled by simply As found on Colt
tightening Allen set Sporting Rifles
screw. Front .560
I.d•• Il'ear .775 t.d
Plen~ of wall thickness for reaming to all popu.
::~ :~:~ie:l~~~i ready to Install. ONLY $2.95

FOR U. S. ENFIELDS
The biggest improvement in 46 years!

f;tJ(;MOIfGWKINii-tMifDY

~
Simply insert in your bolt

Corrects the two serious faults of the
Enfield action-long, slow firing pin fall
and cock on closing design. Our unit re
duces lock time (the great accuracy im
prover) up to 72%, cocks rifle on the up
turn of the bolt iust as in Winchester,
Remington, Springfield, Mauser and
others. This gives far better, (and faster)
feeding, far better extraction. Regular
safety works as usual. Normally a $15
to $18 conversion. OUR UNIT, READY TO
INSTALL IN YOUR 80LT IN 2 MINUTES
AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF
$4.95 ppd. (For 1914 or 1917 Models
only-state which-not for British SMLE)

WINCHESTER MODEL 90 & 06

'.'
inner mag. tUbes, .22 cal., unused, complete, $3.45 ppd.

WINCHESTER

FIRING PINS ~~ trY? e3-
'92 Madel $2.95
'73-38 & 44/40 mdls $3.75
'73-25 & 32/20 mdls. . $3.75
Hi & Low Wall. state if rim or center fire .. $2.95

~
Brand new, eithe, right 0' left. State which.
$3.75. SPECIAL! Pair for $6.50.

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
"As recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo."

~)))J)))))))jjiijjjjj1J&oth;r J~;~::es
FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES

One piece safety firing pin. with crisp speed lock action.
Just seconds to install, no laborious taking apart of old
firin~ pin. ReaBy safe. does not depend on tiny wire
clips. True Mauser type with solid safety shoulder. Lock
time reduced by nearly 500/0' Speed mainspring ofspecial Austrian sleel $3.75

AT ABOUT 50%~ REMINGTON MODEL 24 '
SAVING· .22 Automatic Extractors-Un-:

Permits forging Mauser, '1 bl f Y $375
~gl~in~~~~1~s ~~~ ,:-r ~~~:~ I --:::_a_va_l_a__e_--:o::-r__e..,a::-r:.::s_.:.;.:.;....:....:....:..:.:...:....:.

g~~~if~:i~~;;ffii:Zi~ :6~~~~~~ER DUST COVERS
weldinQ. No need to cool

sor~ heat so bolt is Unharmed.~~~ew~:r I~~:e;;rbl:~~~r::;
of Jobs. Our own make & deSign-equal to usual $17 to
~~~s s:~sc,; :~~IY guaranteed-with instructions. ONLY $9.95

I

=

These barrels are
rifled in the same
way our now fa
mous round muzzle
loader barrels. Not
broached or "but
toned" but actually
ri fie d. Guaranteed
hard straight shoot
ers, the very best
blanks available ony
where.

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ••. beautifies & protects. Deep blue
permanent finish. actually penetrates the steel.
Used by gunsmIths and gun factories every
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.

3 GUN SIZE $2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 Pint $7.50 ppd.

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS ;:;

~
MUZZLE LOADING
BARRELS - Eight
groove rifled! One
turn in 56", .45 cali
ber . Handsome &
smooth-tight groups
assured. 15/16" across
flats. 32" long, ONLY
$14.85 + 85¢ - OR
FULL 42" long • • •
$19.50 + $1.10 ship.
ping. .

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL BLANKS
(0

Full 1 1/16" diameter, straight, rifled blank-6
groove for super accuracy. 27" lon~-large diameter
makes adaptable for most rim or center fire actions.

1 tU%~~b~;in~-fO;':22-L:a:-O~r;~ :Jd9:1~Jg~ 70¢

Gltftilf!A7g tZW@ ~(II¥,ef?~

0&8 !lJdJ!}}!J.l!i'/ID

NEW BARREL

BLANK SIZE,~S_:::::=:::::=~=;;

-- ----;:::::0-
• MUZZLE LOADING
• 45/70
• .45 AUTO

ROUND
MUZZLE LOADING BARRELS

FULL 48" long-.45 caliher, rifled 1 turn in 56"',
straight length hlanl{s. 1 14'" O.D. 'l'hese barrels
are ritled-(NO'!' buttoned or hroached) which is
the only way to obtain 'Proper grOO\'e depth. Eight
groo.es make for super accuracY.ONLY $17.95 plus
$1.50 PD. &: hdlg.
SA ME. ON LY 32" LO N6 $9.95 plus 95¢ pp.

45/70 BARREL BLANKS
straIght ritled leuJ;"ths. 32" long, 1%" o.d. 1 turn
in :!2". heautiful 4 groove rifting, used for re
barreling \Yinchesters. Marlins. \Vhitneys. Spring
fIelds etc. Unheard of price of $9.60 plus 95¢.

27" lonR' x 15/16" dia. Used for .44 Special, Mag
num, 44/40 :tt1l41 stli!el. Adaptable to Winches-

fd~al'~gr c~~t~~ p~~~~!gar~~~~c.$ls~sog~y~~e76~ftpi~si:

.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

(FULL OCTAGONAL)
45-70 BARREL BLANKS

K~fdS~se~~n~~;r~lin'~h1r~~~~:.steRem~~~~~s.~~nr!g
Blocks, Hepburns, Ballards. etc., etc.-4 groove
1 turn in 22". 15/16" across flats. Full 32" long

• ONLY 514.50 plus 8S¢.

.22 R.F. MAGNUM
· barrel blanks-22" long, 19/32" on shank, %"
, shoulder tapering to 9/16" at muzzle. Chambered,
, blued. Made by one of the World's largest barrel
'P~s~~rs, discontinued contour-only $3.95 plus 50¢

· 38 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MM
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

,Beautiful 6 groove, .357 groove dia., 1 turn in
, 16", full 26" long, .940 o.d. Used for converting
,old 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rifles (or
,.38 special), custom barrels for Colt, S&W,
, Lugers, etc. $8.50 plus 70'1 post., or 12" lengths
, 54.95 plus 40¢ post.

, :sE~al'r~~~lla~~I~~ o~ ~~~~I";'g~~J~~nsB~nR ~~;-S5oJO:er~~~
: ~~~'m~~~~d f~~/.126~' l~i~~e~r'grg~~e P~!h~~~~ t~~ ~i~i~1

trued. tested and serial numbered by Remmgton. The

: ~~~$ h~V~e~1~f~07~~ ~:~~~~eW~~~r~ouE~nl ilny~e df~t~i:
-may we SUA'gest you pick up 1 or 2 of these at this

'exceptiunal price before they are gone? High strength
,sleel. suitable for center fire calibers. fine for target

pistol barrels. Originally made for the 513 Target• rifles Special $4.95 plus 50¢ post.

~~
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AMERICA'S
FINEST GRIPS

~:;:J1eq~~fl~~~'pornu~
er Stocks are the

g~:~~~~Je~~~~Cl'n~
:~~egtr~~ ~~nry:;fe~
shooting accuracy. UN
CONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED FOR A
LIFETIME OF SERV
ICE. Will never warp.
flare-up, crack or lose
its original luster. For
sharp appearance &

~~,~~r to~ur;~r; m;:~la~Oi~~e~d~~~IyoOOY~ex~8~86';
WALNUT & EBONf. $7.50. Headquarters for genuine
PEARL, IVORY & STAG grips.

FREE' W,ite for FREE Catalog of the Wo,ld's
• largest and finest grip selection!

Southwest Cutlery & Mfg. Co., Inc.
World's Largest Selection 01 Grips

1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 3D, California

THE

~ A u.s. and Canadian Pat.

tream t
One Complete job as shown

fol" Most guns $25

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The muzzle brake de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang.ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef.. ·•
feet and praetically no jump. All but pre· •
vents jet thrust (secondary recoil). Guar· I
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis-.
counts. •

PENDLETON GUNSHOP l~~~p~n..i~io~~~'::. :
Licensed fitte.. for Canadian customers •
IAN S. DINGWALL, Custom Gunsmith I

~~::=::~~ ~::::~~~~1

Free with .
$3.500 Account
POLAROID ELECTRIC·
EYE CAMERA
The new, fully-auto
matic J66 Model.

Free with
$1.000 Account

PHILCO SLIM·LINE
CLOCK RADIO
New 1962 ModeJ. UL
approved. AC only.Some shooters panic when discovering

their case necks are smoke-stained. They are
supposed to be. This smoking should never
extend onto and beyond the case shoulder.
The neck section of your rifle chamber is
cut large enough to permit the neck brass to
expand and allow unretarded escape of the
bullet. Smoking onto or beyond the shoul
der indicates excessive headspace, either in
the gun, or caused by over-full·length sizing,
pushing the cartridge case shoulder back in
your sizing die, shortening the case body and
causing a loose fit in your rifle chamber.

Reloading ammunition is interesting, saves
you from 60 per cent to 70 per cent on
jacketed bullet ammunition cost, even more
on cast lead bullet loads, when you make
your own. Such economy permits you to do
far more shooting than you ever dreamed
possible.

And handloading means that you can
tailor-make ammunition for your guns, am
munition that is far more accurate than
factory loads can be.

Once you understand the many details of
handloading, they become second nature to
you. Handloading is far safer than many
other hobbies. It enables you to assemble
cartridges that are more accurate in many
rifles than factory ammunition, and it ren
ders that supreme satisfaction of bagging
game or punching out target centers with the
loads you built with your own tools, ~
brains, and hands. ~

Sorry
Gremlins were at work again in our

April issue. Pictures with the story by
Graham Burnside ("Big, Fat, And Rim
fire") should have been credited
"Courtesy of 'Shooting Times.'" Our
apologies to our friends in Peoria.

There is one instance when a sticking
bolt may not mean you are overloading. If
a case was insufficiently sized and forced into
the chamber, it is only logical to assume
that it may stick or extract with difficulty,
thus not necessarily indicating excessive
pressure.

In looking for overload symptoms, don't
forget to notice if your primers are exces
sively flattened. While there is much ado
about flattened primers meaning nothing
pressure-wise, they are still usually present
in violent pressure situations. Many hand
loaders may not own a micrometer, but
measuring case head expansion is still a good
way to detect excessive loading which may
not always reveal itself in the beginning.
Case head expansion means overload.

Calling All Fast Guns
A telephone call received from Arvo

Ojala just as we locked up this issue
brought this announcement: There will
be an official World's Fair Fast Draw
Championship between the dates April
21 and Oct. 21 at the World's Fair in
Seattle. First prize, a $5,000 Series E
Savings Bond; Second Prize. a $1000
bond; Third Prize. $500 bond; plus
many merchandise prizes. Best three
shot average, with blanks, including
reaction time, will win. Entry fee is
$25.00. Write Jerry Schafer, care the
Fast Draw Theatre. Seattle World
Fair. Seattle, Washington. for details.

Selling
to the
growmg

HOLSTER AND
LEG STRAP

NEW
IMPROVED

HIDE-AWAY
ANKLE

HOLSTER

This is the im
proved Hide
Away Ankle
Holster, made
of the finest
quality leather
... the leg strap
lined with soft
est kid to pre
vent rubbing
and chafing ...
hand stitched
by fine crafts
men ... snap
strap to keep gun in holster. The Hide
Away Ankle Holster solves the hidden
second gun problem for dangerous as
signments. Made to fit any gun from
derringer on up. $5.00 PP. No COD. State
make and model of gun when ordering.

P.O. DRAWER 1712
BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

WHITeo

SPORTSMAN
field?

TOtl"
AND I
If your
your ab get people to
respond, .then we can help you
sell to the growing sports-

.man market. ail: inquiry now!

COMPLE"fESERVICES FOR~

Editorial and Copy • Art and laY!lut
Printinl • Addressing • Matl/nf

r-----·......'-=·......'= ...... - --'-------,
I SPORTSMAN PRINTING DIVISION I
I Central Publishing Company, Inc. I
I 401 North College Ave. GM I
I Indianapolis 2, Ind. I
I Please send me morE!
I information on you r services. I
I NAME I
I COMPANY I
I I
I ADDRESS I
I CITY STATE__ I
L~~~~ J
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Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

2 for $74.50

ONLY $16.50
2 for $30.00
5 for $62.50

Add $1.50 post.

ht Percussion Shotguns

Handsomely blued 32" barrel.
:~~:~to~~nd-checkeredstock with

• Approximate weight, 31,1;1: lbs.
ONLY $19.50 2 for $35.00

Military Percussion Muzzle Loaderj1llFF;;#!¥,==------
• 38" barrel. with ramrod.
• Weight. approximately 4 Ibs.
• Hand finished military type stock.
ONLY $33.50 2 for $59.50

Double Barrel Percussion Shotgun

:.J '

Military Type Flintlock Musket
v

Modern versions

HISTORIC GUNS
Fomous in History!

Each ready to fire and Government
proo'.tesled, these historic eopies are
a "must" for every shooter and col·
lector. Here is your opportunity to
shoot safe, modern versions of Muzzle
Loading guns that in their day were
judged the ultimate in firearms design.

• 32" barrels, 20 gauge,
complete w/ramrod.

• Walnut.finish stock with hand
checkered grip, inlaid patchbox.

• Sling swivels.
ONLY $39.50

-

Sf. ALBANS, VERMONT•

WORLDrS FINEST STOCK ..
Iightweig~t desiqo. high Monte Carlo e.omb. cheek piece and %"
castoff. Pistol grip cap and 45° forend tIP of contrasting hardwood.
Nearly perfect inletting with outside needing only light final sanding.
ChOice of w~lnut. myrtlewood. cherry or maple. For Maulen. Spring.
fields. Enfi.lds. Sakos. Mark V. Mod. 70. HVA. 88 Win.. 721. 722.
Brevix. Mex., Swedish and Japs.
ROYAL ARMS Inc.,3274 EI CajonBlvd.,San Diego,Calif•.

~ ..!.!'
Famous Mannlicher·Schonauer rifles
and carbines. Caliber 6.5x54. 5-shot
rotary mag-azine, NRA Good or better.
Matched sets: One rifle & one carbine,

~~~~i~:ro~l':·~g9.~~I.eAO~IlUJ~T41'8~:
6.5 x 54 M·Sch. Commercial Soft
Point, non-corrosive $12.50 per $100.
$95.00 per 1,000. Military tarj:!et
:~~"i°oO~e$~J.~~Op~/1·.8(,o:N. $6.50

...•
Carbines MANNLlCHER-SCHONAUER

RIFLES & CARBINES

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates gllps for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

Full Satisfaction Guaranteed

World Famous Mannlicher-Schonauer Actions
This popular turning'-bolt action With front lug'S, utilizes the time
tested Mannllcher-SchonauCI' fully-enclosed 5-shot I·otary magazine
with time-saving- unloading- stud. With new barrels and stocks, these

Ii~~~n~a~~~: :]p ~il~b:~S~ 'Wh~e~o~ug~ii\~ r~~~ ~~:ro~wsor~~te~d~K ~~i:
$'MtF.g<b.d~:N~t~al~IJh~~~ta~~t.ion? Mauser K-98 Actions. ~16.50; 2 for

CENTU RY ARMS INC-.
54 LAKE STREET

f,anzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

Carv.d Stock $32.50
Plain _ $19.50
Recoil Pad Instld $ 7.50

P·I•••• Add $1.00 Po.tag. & Handling.

FREE
CATALOG

.30 Cal. U.S. M·l

••

For All American, Many Foreign Cuns

Non-slip ond precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable model Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn ond fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permonent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Black and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-See our complete catalogI

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

•~(~u:~~~r~~~ St~?~~e;f r.;~~ a;nG?~n~~~
tary carbine made that is a perfect
lig'htwei~ht Spol'ter just "as is"! No
expensi.ve conversion work necessary
when you can own and shoot one of
these rug-g-ed and dependable I a-shot
gf~~~feraJ~~cf:rr~-a~~~~~~cNt;,1 ~~:~
new" condition. Each unconditionally
~uaranteed. Military and sporting
ammunition available anywhere.

ONLY $69.50 Two for $134.50

FROM THE LAND OF THE MAHARAJAS
MARTINI·ENFIELD RIFLES, MARK I & II

At the time of Great Britain's withdrawal
from India and Pakistan, quantities of his

toric arms were carefully stored away and, until recently.
forgotten. Through a deal with the Pakistan government,

Century Arms are now able to offer a limited number of rare MARTINI-

~r~~~~t~ r~~e~~nL~7¥e~~ody45Jfc~l~~i~n 1~e1~~roaU;d~~;~~~lc~~oz:n:~
foreign natIOns. The British used it successfully for many years until
1885-and have always favored this action.

AVAILABLE I,.. TWO FAMOUS MODELS
1~) t~a;i~art~~~i1~~~~~~liL~DG~g~\Jv~~~) long lever for improved extraction
~;)v~~{t)er known MARTINI4ENFIELD Mark 1I-Wlth short lever. (NRA Good

rhe;ta':.~S :~~:sb:~'::PJ~~%n~~:~ciie,.n~r~ ~~~ ::~t~~in~~~~:di:h:n:,o~~ ~~~u~:::
and reliable of all military rifles.....

~~~~~i~\~3:I.~7k~~fa~df.'0~:~~II~mgtr~~~~br~mo.currently maunfactured by

For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Dreyse
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Others

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept.. CH-5, Chicago 40, III.

USSR SNIPER
(Continued from page 19)

increases, so do the distances on the range.
The final stage is the firing of the
M189111930 rifle with iron sights at 1,000
meters.

This government-sponsored training pro
gram did payoff since the Red Army was
able to call up over 20,000 Voroshilov marks·
men of first grade in September 1940. These
troops were furnished with scope·fitted
M1891/1930 rifles.

The Russian sniper was largely used as a
propaganda weapon, and many pictures were
received here, showing small-bore rifle train
ing, shooting societies, and similar shooting
activities. Other pictures showed units of
the Red Army with scoped rifles, some of the
rifle stocks showing notches accounting for
alleged sniper victims. If we were to believe
some of these notches, one might start
wondering what the soldier used to shoulder
his rifle! Publicity pictures notwithstanding,
the active Red sniper occupied a place of
high esteem and honor. However, these men
were true riflemen and not sub-machine gun
artists of the glamorous but non-shooting
variety.

Russian snipers working on the defense of
a given military object, work from well
prepared positions. In offensive battle condi
tions, the sniper's place was in the first line
of attacking infantry, or in a number of
cases, they actually led the attack. If snipers
led the attack, they were accompanied by
sappers whose sole job it was to smooth
the path for the sharpshooting riflemen.

Once the sapper had done his job, he
would return to his own lines, the sniper
being left alone and well forward. Just
before the attack, the Russian artillery would
lay down a heavy barrage and it was assumed
that in the general din the sniper fire would
draw little or no attention from the enemy
lines. The Red sniper was trained to aim
his rifle at runners, messengers, observers,
and other essential military personnel. Once
the barrage ceased, activities in the enemy
line would increase with the expected attack,
and sniper fire apparently often went un
noticed at such times.

Once the infantry attack had passed the
sniper positions, these riflemen were left in
charge of mopping up operations. Red
snipers were frequently equipped with special
protective shields, camouflage clothing, and
steel helmets.

The sniper of this school and quality was
more than a mere rifleman. He was taught
to observe, discover targets, and estimate
their value and possible significance. He
learned to evaluate a military action and was
trained to work in cooperation with tommy
gunners in moving into the retreat lines of
tlie enemy. There he and the machine gun
ners would cause havoc and confusion in the
retreating enemy lines.

In this respect, Russian sniping and sniper
training is not sniping as we know it, but
rather a somewhat specialized use of trained
riflemen whose primary job is close quarter
fighting and some sharpshooting in its not
very highly developed stages.

Good information on the equipment of
the Russian sniper is available. In the middle
of the 1930s, Russia purchased the entire
Zeiss plant and thus found herself in a

(Continued on page 60)
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GOERG ENTERPRISES
3009 S. Laurel Port Angeles, Wash.

$48.00. Scout is 20X scope with 44 mm lens
all surfaces coated. Focus by quick draw
tube plus spiral vernier fine adjustment;
Ranger 20X scope with oversize objective
lens (60mm) giving scope high light gather
ing ability. Can be used as night scope.

seOPED HANDGUN

HOLSTERS
$2500
plus $1 pstge.

Regular shoulder
holsters: $18.75
plus $1 pstge.

Goerg Hallow
Painter: $5.95

ESTABLISHED SATURN LINE spotting
scopes at new low prices announced by
Chilford Arms Mfg., 15 California St., San
Francisco 11, Calif. Drawtube Scout manu
factured since 1946, red uced from $29.95
to $26.60; 60mm prismatic Ranger, on
market since 1948, reduced from $87.00 to

THE "BUCCANEER" handsome, muzzle
loading pistol is conversation piece, yet can
be fired. 10" blued barrel, about .41 cal.
Great value at $29.95 or 2 for $54.95. Send
$10 cash, check, money order, balance COD.
RR express charges collect. From: Demain,
Dept. B-ll, Box A, East Orange, N. J.

PEN·TYPE POCKET Tear Gas Device .38
special caliber. Be on guard against robbers,
mashers, other criminals with innocent-look
ing fountain pen type Tear Gas Device_ Used
for police, civilian defense. Causes no per
manent injury. Highly polished heavy nickel
case, spring-steel clip. Available from Public
Sports Shops, Dept. G·5, 11 S, 16tl1 St.,
Philadelphia 2, Pa.

Sports Hgt

SHOPPING

HOLLYWOOD GUN SHOP
Dept. G, 6116 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Colif.

"Senior Turret Shotshell
Reloading Tool"

R;eloads 200 shotshells an Hour

Also reloads all rifle, pistol
and swages all bullets. See
Dope Bag in May Rifleman for
more details.
Combines outstanding quality
with design and workmanship.
$187.50 complete FOB Holly
wood, Calif.

Write lor Iree literature
Dealer Discounts

HOLLYWOOD

ESCAPE from the Ordinary
Send for your free copy today I
Enjoy the unusual in fine sportswear,
boots, outdoor equipment available
nowhere else. Over two hundred
items for men and women.

~;;

THE RASP with a coarse and a fine cut.
Since 1937, when I designed and

offered this rasp, it has been the favor
ite of the professiona I and amateur
gunsmiths.

For fast cutting and smooth finishing,
use this barrel inletting rasp.
Sizes V2 11

, %;11 and 3.4" diam. 211 long.
Price: as illustrated each $3.00
Set of 3 rasps and one handle. .. $8.00
MAIL 25c FOR BIG NEW 52 PG. CATALOG

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC. ~m)
"Gunsmith Supply Headquarters"

3577 E. Tremont Ave., New York 65, N. Y.

New and improved lightweight premium
grade tan beaver fur felt. Genuine "white
hunter" styling. Smart and dashing. Ex
tremely practical for hunting, fishing.
camping, leisure wear. Wide 3" brim gives
protection from srin, wind, dust, rain. Ex
clusive patented inner construction keeps
this hat comfortably on your head, even in
a wind. All sizes for men and women. We
guarantee proper fit. Order Today!
with genuine leopard band ..•. $19.00 postpaid
with buckskin band ...•.••••. $15.00 postpaid

World's Most

MARKSMAN'S BAR
ARMY - MARINE

CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

$I:::AID

SILVER FINISH
RAISED LETTERS

Expert Rifleman's
Badge

BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORIES

DALE MYRES CO.
BOX 7292-L, EL PASO, TEXAS

Eley shotgun shells, 22 rimfire high velocity
cartridges and centerfire sporting ammuni
tion are of the highest quality-for all guns,
all game. Ask your dealer now, and write
for fREE literature. Dealer inquiries invited.

S. E. LASZLO - House 01 Imports
25 LAFAYETTE STREn, BROOKLYN I, N. Y.

$3.95 ...
POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes

Leading from Forcing Cone. Cyl
inder. and Barrel. Available in 38-44-45 cal. Kit for two
calibers $7.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer InQuiries
~ Invited. Check or Money Order-No COD's.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES Colle~~ °pa~.:'~J:o,.;a
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••~;- ;;E:;:"H;O-M;G~c-o.
I G-17 Bradford. Pa.

I Name ..•....•••.••••••••••••••••.••

I ·Address ........•...•• - • • • • . . • . • . . •• I
1 ~t~_.:.: -.;.:':':'':''; ~ta~. .:.: ..:..; :.::.:..; '.:..':..1

$995
ACCU-RISER

FITZ GRIPS
ADJUSTS to SIZE!

(Right Hand Only)
HI-STAND .22 & COLT

.•45-.38 AUTO PISTOLS
8rochure 25c

Free ONLY to Dealers
See them at NSGA & NRA Shows

-Box 49702, Los Angeles 49, Calif.

BOHLIN'S
"Elmer Keith

MAGNUM
Profeclsighf Holsfers"

Specially constructed groove to
protect rib and blade of micrJ
rear sight which does not "con
tact" the leather. "Cobra
Snapaway' '@ gun hold-down

which also prevents snow. etc. ob
structing notch in the blade. Hol
ster retains its permanent shape
ulH..Ier all usual conditions and is
fast-drawing. Belt 2% inches wide
with any angle of holster desired.
Leather double and sewed. Guar
ateed flnest Quality material and
workmanship.

Gi"'e waist &; hlp measure, caliber and

~=lC::081f.1.~~d~ri~lci.~Y~~ia~3~
40/0 State Tax-350/0 deposit required
on all C.O.D. orders. .

Plain: Tan $34.50. Black $36.50. Fully
carved (shown): Tan $46.50. Blaek $48.50.
cal. loops, $2.00 extra. For Left Hand

Holster, $1.50 extra.
Maker 01 HWorld's Finest" holsters that have flO 6Q1401

for fast-drawinD.
Edward H. Bohlin 931 N. Highland Aye., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Copyrighted 1960 by E. H. Bohlin

PUBLIC SPORTS SHOPS Est. 1918

DEPT. G· 11 S. 16th ST., PHILA. 2, PA.

witlt
1 shell$.95
Express
Collect

Additional shells $.50 eaclt
You're always "on guard" against robbers, mashers
and other criminals when you carry this innocenl
looking founlain pen lype TEAR GAS Device. Used fol'
police and civilian defense. Causes no permanent
injury. Highly polished heavy nickel case! spring
steel clip. SEND CHECK DR MONEY ORDER. NO COD's

Registered Colt Distributors - Suppliers for
Official Police Equipment

This product is not intended for sale in states or
localities which have laws forbidding their sale.

He-man trophies
for Den. Rumpus
Room, Cabin, Etc.

START COLLECTING NOW
Derringer Mauser 7.6Smm Auto
Frontier Colt .44 German P-38
Italian Brevellata Colt Cobra .38
Belgium Automatic German Luger
Colt ~45 Automatic German Mauser
Czechoslavakion Pi-tol Spanish Moxley
S & W .38 Police Spec. Russian Tokarev
Iver Johnson Cadet 55S Japanese Nambu

Send cash, check or money order only.
Add 4% sales tax in California.

Add 15c far illustrated folder.

LYTLE NOVELTY COMPANY, DEPT. GS
9909 Greenleaf Avenue, PO. Box 2146, Whittier, Calif.

Authentic Rep!icas
Reproduced in
Actual Size, De
sign and Balance.
Solid Cast Alumi
num. Finished in
Gunmetal Black.

Never bC'
fore has an
achromatic te I e
scope sold for: any- .
Where near thiS 3.maztn~

low prlcel You ~el clearer
sharper pictures at all powers
because of the supel' compound
Achro Lens. No color, no fuzz. Vari·

~~~e~;ef1>~:ra<i!oU~~~lee~~erl;nt4~~ror4~et
shootin", and Wiele angle viewinJ'(. Higher powers

f~r2 19:;~sr~~gt1ea~~a:kS~~??o"6YYd~~G~~::~~e~gfJ't~lng
g~~t;;Wie °sbjg~~ns.p~~r~eme~lai~e':ieae~Cing6~r~~~~~~:,:gi~'iO~
lenses. A precision American made instrument, uncon
ditionally guaranteed. Cal'rying case included. Send only
56.98. Cash, check or money order. We pay po~ta~e.

Criterion Co., 1313 Church St., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TSA-76

RAYEX PAN-A-VUE all purpose sports and
shooting goggle. Allows full 180 degree
vision, radically new, shatterproof deep curve
green lenses. Deluxe case. Priced $4.88 ppd.
from Klein's, Dept. G-5, 227 W. Washington,
Chicago 6, Ill.

SIGHTMASTER MARK IV, I-inch Rifle·
scope. New full field riflescope, with new
9-lens computer-programmed optical system
for precision sighting, more brilliant image.
Internal adjustments, double shock mounted,
blued steel, I-inch tube. Fits any I-inch
mount. For all big game rifles. Priced: $27.50
postpaid, $5 deposit for C.O.D. Manufactured
by Pan Technics, Inc., Solana Beach, Calif.

PREDATOR CALL introduced by Lohman
Mfg. Co., Neosho, Mo. Made of fine, dense
walnut and cherry with special composition
reed. Produces high-pitched squeal of the
cotton-tail to low squall of the jack rabbit.
Black walnut. shell and insert waterproofed
with natural finish.

ORIGINAL 1902 SPRINGFIELDS, caliber
.30-06, fresh from Government cases in fine
condition. High serial numb~rs and four·
groove barrels available commercially at
$39.95. Also Lahti Anti Tank Rifle pinnacle
in big bore perfection, guaranteed in NRA
fine condition. Wooden case, repair and tool
kit, muzzle cover, eight extra magazines, four
magazine carrying cases, other extras free
with each rifle. 20MM cartridge with super
velocity 2130 grain bullet. From: Hunter's
Lodge, Inc., 200 So. Unien St., Alexandria,
Vt.
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movie star, competed in the national matches
at Camp Perry at the age of 9, and won a
prize! At the age of 15, she won the National
Junior Smallbore Championship, competing
against boys and girls to age 19, one of the
few girls to win the title, and the youngest
ever to turn the trick.

Anyone who has ever even been near a
national'shoot, whether competing or not, is
aware of the tremendous pressure and ten
sions that are built up. I asked her if the
pressure bothered her as she went down the
grueling line to this championship. She
replied that it didn't bother her "one teeny
bit." But, on the evening that I asked the
question, she was getting ready for cheer
leading at Allen Park's crucial football game
that night, and was so nervous that she
couldn't eat. She was begging daddy Marvin
for moral support so that she "could exist
until game time." (P.S.-Allen Park won,
and if you think winning a national in
dividual shooting championship is exciting,
you should be around when Candy's football
team wins!)

Perhaps some of the bruised male ego in
Michigan can be traced to Lenore's winning
of the state small-bore title in 1960, against
all comers, including some of the best male
marksmen in the game.

Lenore won the' Womens National Small·
bore Championship in both 1959 and 1960,
and lost it by a single point to another

scope. The PE scope has an effective range
of about 1,400 meters (1540 yards), the I'U
model of 1,300 meters (1420 yards).

The next sniper rifle was the Tokarev 1940,
Model 40 ZF, a semi-automatic rifle with a
10 shot clip. The sniper rifle varied from '
the standard arm only in the undercut recess
along bottom sides of the receiver for at·
taching telescope mounts. This mount was a
stamping and held the scope high above the
bore, held only at the forward end of the
scope. The short eye relief PU scope was
used on these rifles. The Tokarev sniper
model was equipped with compensators and
was sighted for 100 to 1,500 meters. Scoped,
this gun was an effective sniper weapon.
Chambered for the 7.62 mm rimmed car
tridge, the gun caused constant repair prob·
lems with rim-over-rim magazine jams and
ammunition troubles. Flimsy construction
and poor field survival finally led to the dis
continuation of the arm as sniper rifle.

Russian snipers were not issued special
ammunition. In combat, the sniper used
heavy ball loads and tracers were used to
indicate enemy positions to rearward ob
servers. Cartridges for both guns were
carried in clips of five rounds, either in a
four pouch arrangement similar to the
German method, or in two leather covered
boxes on the belt. Scopes, when not mounted
on the rifle, were carried in a canvas bag
type case, and scopes were equipped with
leather lens' covers when mounted.

Perhaps the Russian sniper was not as
effective as the Red propaganda professed
him to be. But there is no doubt about the
fact that government sponsored rifle practice
paid off for the Red Army. And government
sponsorship for rifle practice might well be
worth the effort and cost in this country
where we are supposed to be a, Nation~
of Riflemen! ~

straight-A honor student at Central Michigan
University, a Homecoming beauty queen,
and active in campus affairs. Married last
November 25, she was graduated in mid
January suma cum laude-one of only three
such honors in a graduating class of over
600. Candy is an honor student, class leader,
and cheer leader in Allen Park High School.
As this was written, the Allen Park basket
ball team was in a tie for first place in league
standings, and Candy was agog with excite
ment-quite different from the cool young
lady she is when she shoulders her rifle.

Mother and daughters are popular in all
the circles in which they move, with one
possible exception, and this is due entirely
to wounded male vanity. In 1960, the three
joined with a neighbor girl to win the
Michigan rifle team championship, ousting
the strong all-male Ford Motor Company
team. There was some grousing, it is
rumored, on the part of the Ford team, to
the effect that the rules said "four-man"
team. And anyone could plainly see that the
winning team was not made up of men!

While this story is in part about women
and girls who have won scads of state,
regional, and national shooting champion.
ships, and set records in the process, we
must observe that females, even if great
shooters, can be unpredictable, at least by
the standards of male logic.

Candy Jensen, a teen-ager as cute as any

THE SHOOTIN'EST FAMILY
(Continued from page 26)

greatly improved position as far as telescopic
sights were concerned. An early result of
this purchase was the 4X PE model, a heavy
but highly effective unit. These scopes had
large objectives and ocular lenses with short
eye relief, somewhere between 3 and 4
inches. The scope has internal windage and
elevation adjustments, and the 30 rom objec
tive lens has a field of view of approximately
8 degrees. Early during WWII, Russia
produced a 3.5X short scope with internal
adjustments and short eye relief. This model
is known as PU.

The Russian sniper rifle was the standard
M1891/1930 Mosin·Nagant. This rifle was
designed by Colonel Serge I. Mosin in
collaboration with Emile Nagant, whose feed
and clip-loading system was utilized. Very
early models of these rifles were made in
Belgium where Nagant lived and worked.
The term "3-line" is often applied to these
rifles. Russian calibers were designated in
"ligns" and one lign is equal to .10 inch.
Hence, 3-line or 3 ligns, indicates the caliber
of .30 inches or 7.62 mm. The sights of these
rifles are set for meters rather than the
heretofore used arshins, and readings go
from 100 to 2,000 meters. The rear sight is of
the tangent variety, the front sight consists
of a hooded post. Noteworthy is the sling
arrangement of these rifles: metal-lined slits
through stock and fore-end. The gun without
scope weighs about 9 pounds; with scope it
weighs somewhat over 11 pounds. The am
munition is of the rimmed variety and sniper
rifles are specially selected and star-gauged.

The scope mount used on this rifle is a
simple bracket fastened over the receiver
ring by means of a dovetail base. This places
the telescope almost 3% inches above the
bore of the rifle. The PE scope utilizes a
standard two ring mount, and the iron sights
can be used effectively without removing the

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

HQui(k-Draw" Holsters

FREE CATALOG

()RDfR BY MAIL

JULIUS REIVER CO.
4104 MARKET ST. WILMINGTON 99. DELAWARE

.Model 1016

$16.45
Gum 16" kit

REIVER GUN BOX KITS

P. O. BOX 5327
EL PASO, TEXAS

YEAR 'ROUND CAMP STOVE
FOR PATIO, CAMP OR
SUMMER PLACE .•• Use
.,harcoal, briquettes or
'Wood in this HEAT CON
,.ROLLED year 'round stove.
llas adjustable grids, open
Clr enclosed spit, built-in
irying pan. It's the warm
est portable stove ever
made for chilly mornings
in duck blinds, tents or, ~
.,abins. Wonderful emergency . MAKES
fJeater in winter - Greatest _Iy WONDERfUL:

.cook·out stove ever for summer., fiREPLACE _ SAfE

HEATER fOR HOME,
TENT, DUCK BLIND

•. , Rugged all steel
and cast iron con
struction for long
life. Cooking sur·
faces chrome plated
or aluminum for easy
cleaning, Compact,
Lightweight, Port·

able. Quick, easy, ·safe fire
starting. Adjustable heat con

trol dampers. Opetates on stand, table, bench
Clr indoors with standard 3" stove pipe connectioh.
SEND FOR FULLY ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE
Get the full facts on this surprising popular·priced
tJargain along with absolute guarantee of satisfaction.
Use coupon below for complete FREE details.

Dealers Invited

rRAEMCO-:iNC.-:----------l
I Somerville 2, N. J. II Please send me FREE details on 7 in 1 stove. ,I
I My Name I
I Street I
I I
l~ ~==~~ J
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. ONLY

S99S
each

Two for $15.00

e
No flares available.

e
All fou-r flare guns
listed above $17.50
Include $1.50 each
for parcel post pre
paid delivery.

AJVlMO SPECIAL
.22 Cal. AutoLoader-50 rds.

(Rem.) .............••... '12.00
.30 U.S. Carbine, 100 rds•.. 7.60
.30 Cal. Luger-50 rds ...... 3.60
.25/20 Cal.-50 rds.•.•..•••$3.60
.38 Spc. Handloads-

woodcutter. 100 rds.•..•..$5.00

ROLLING BLOCKS - Cal. .43

i , r

CENTURY ARMS INC. St.S:'b';'.':'~~ ~:;:':;~nt

BRITAIN'S
ORIGINAL
BAZOOKA!

A COU.ECTOR'S fIND!
CHURCHILL'S SECRET WEAPON

FAMOUS BRITISH
PlAT PANZER
BUSTERS!

DECORATORS, COLlECTORS, ACCUMULATERS
These unique pyrotechnic devices are available for a
limited time.

only $12.95
'93 MAUSER SPORTER

A sporting rifle within the reach of all. Model '93 of
the Famed Mauser system, sporterized as shown for
lightness of weight and ease in handling. This 7mm
Mauser comes ready to use. Condition re-blued and fair
-$12.95. Military ammo (cal. 7MM) that shoots. $6.50
per 100. 7M M hunting ammo that shoots. $4.25 per 20.
Bargin Barreled· Action; 7mm 93 Mauser, complete;
good condition. Only $9.25. plus $1.50 ppd.

The Famed Hi-Power

BARRELED ACTIONS
BR~~I~;~oo~O~.~~~~~~~: •~?: .I.•~~.•I~~-:- $ 8.95
MA~i~~G~~~'B~~'.~.i~~ !~i:. ~r:~l. ~~:~~ $12.95
MAsVt~~r ~~rio~.9t~r~~St:ti~~~anAC~i~;;7~: $14.95
InJ:~~eel:ft'fo' for' 'prepaid' PP ·deiiv·ei-Y· of each item.

.43 SPANISH AMMO
Reloaded-all shoots reloadable. Non-corrosive primers
40 rds. $9.50. 20 rds. $4.95.

STOCK your OWN!
R.R.B.• complete Barreled Actions. with forearm $9.95
R.R.B., complete Barreled Actions. less forearm $8.95
R.R.B., complete Actions, $5.95; Barrelsmm..nnmm$4.95
R.R.B.• Semi~finished butt stocks. mil. type. new

mfg. (Sold only with barreled actionsL....n __ ..........$5.95
Receiver, stripped, $2.50; Block, $1.00; Firing pin.
$1.75: Firing pin retainer, 50c; Hammer. $1.00; Main
spring. $2.25; Receiver pins, 50c; Trigger. 75c; Trigger
springs, 75c; Trigger guard. $1.00; Tang screw. $1.00;
Rear sight. $1.75; Swivels. each, SOc; Barrel bands. each.
SOc. Orig. .43 Spanish Ammo. (&ome misfires), $5.00
per 100; S37.50 per 1000 rds.

REMINGTON

.11 a

Select $39.95

SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT. Send $20.00 minimum
for COD's.

POTOMAC ARMS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 35 - 200 S. Strand St., Alexandria 2, Virginia

USED BY
U.S. & BRITAIN·

Light machine gun, cal. .303.
$29.95

Accessory kit $9.95

eRHOADERS e BUllET CASTERS
FO/( THAr aeAN fJVN~

o

BROWNING
British air cooled aircraft machine gun; same as U.S.
Browning except .303 British caliber.

Complete price only $59.95

LAHTI
ANTI TANK RIFLE

Caliber 20M M and gas op·
erated. Made in Finland and

used by German Army in WW II. Drastically reduced for
final offering sale. This "Monster" comes in original
heavY duty chest, with essential replacement parts and
accessories included. Shipping weight about 250 Ibs.
FOB price while they last. only $99.95. AMMO AVAIL
ABLE: 20MM armor piercing rounds. $75.00 per 100.
Minimum order. 10 rounds for $10.00.

*UNSERVICEABLE
MACHINE GUNS

Calfber .455. Original smooth
'war finish' and original 4"
barrel. Good condition.
(Ammo $8.25 per 100.)

COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER. Cal••38
Original finish & RTips. Choice of 4" or 5" barrel. Con-

g~~~gol~~~h~eA~~R~:J~XEJ'J'oJZr~nd'rt?~~~::gl:1$4~~~:
(Ammo $9.00 per 100.)

For' cast rifle and handgun bullets.
SOLID or HOLLOW Stick - SO¢

For all types lubricators and sizers.
WRAPPED DUST PROOF

AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
or send 60¢ foro'Sornple, postage prepaid

literature on Request

THE BULLET POUCH
P.O. BOX 42B5, LONG BEACH 4, CALIF.

~.;~~::,,~~~~~.~.~.~~~,~:=.•;;i~ ~~T~:::~~:::::
stand. Brass handle. steel scabbard. as iIIustrated- f' Navel Cutlass with Scabbard. Excellent
only $4.95. plus BOc ppd. condition. Crest removed. Only $7.25 plus 80c Post.

Both Swords for only $11.00 plus $1.25 ppd.

Complete

*Made unserviceable or deactivated by steel welding.
Internal parts function. Can be used for instruction
purposes. or as a prized decorator for collectors.

U. S. M-3 GREASE GUN Cal••45 ACP

HANDLOADING BENCH
(Continued from page 14)

ment of your press, dies and shell holder is
also important. One chap had primer crowns
separate when firing .222 and .38 target loads.
The trouble was a sharp, undersize primer
punch. It's hard to dig primer walls out of
the pockets.

I found a scale that registered 50 grains
for a 54 grain charge! Set at 45 grains the
charge was ·1.0 grain light. I've never found
defective scales made by Pacific, Redding,
Webster, or Ohaus. The Ohaus 505 has the
most speedy magnetic damper. It eliminates
oil seepage on vital parts, and is the best
feature. Sensitivity is a desirable 0.1 grain.

Ohaus-Lyman "505" is very accurate.

The beam is precision notched for the rider
weights. Black on white calibrations elimi
nate a major cause of errors in setting. A
large, lipped pan is handy. Distributed by
Lyman, this excellent and speedy instrument
is not the cheapest, but it's a bargain at
$19.50. I like it very much.

The new Fitz Accu-Riser grips for Hi
(Continued on page 63)

fabulous feminine shooting star, Janet Fri
dell, in 1961. The runner-up in 1960-who
else-her kid sister, Candy. Mother and both
daughters won three places on the 10-member
Wom~n's International Team.

Mrs. Driver has made the select "1600"
team three times (a perfect run of 160
bullseyes) , and Lenore has cracked this
difficult barrier. Candy has not joined the
1600 club as this is written, but don't
wager against it. I

Candy and Lenore have both achieved the
even more select "400" club (40 perfect
bulls with metallic sights). Yet their Mother
coach, in all her years of shooting and shoot
ing championships, has not made the ultra
select "400" club. Don't bet against that,
either!

And now, back to Marvin Driver, pistoleer
par excellence, NRA director, member of
the executive board of the International As
sociation of Chiefs of Police, president of
the Michigan Rifle and Pistol Association,
etcetera, etcetera. How does he react to all
this rifle-shooting fame on the part of his
wife and daughters?

He loves it! The girls go with him to pistol
matches; he goes with them to rifle matches.
At the pistol meets, the girls,are spectators,
albeit partisan ones: At the rifle matches,
the roles are reversed (including the parti
sanship). Yet here, again, don't lay any
wagers. With this family, in matters relating
to firearms, anything is possible, and it
wouldn't surprise me too much if, some day,
we'd see Marv Driver shooting a rifle and
his three girls shooting pistols! They will
hoot at the suggestion, but-if one shooting
bug can bite you, so can another! And each
and every member of. the Driver-Jensen
family has the virus in their blood. Let those
girls win a few more titles and they'll~
be looking for more world's to conquer! ~
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A
$3.00

VALUE

Here's the book gun dealers all across the country

use as a guide for buying and selling used guns. And,

this brand new, 1962 edition is bigger and better than

ever before. You'll find the latest, up-to-date price

values for over 2,000 famous firearms, according to

~xcellent, good and fair conqition. Each one is

described in detail as to type, make and model. Gun

stocks, inlay designs, barrel, size of bore, year of

make and other unique features are listed to readily

identify each weapon. Here's a gold mine of

information you can't find anywhere else in one
book-and it's yours free! .

4th COMPLETELY REVISED
REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES

GUNS Magazine
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

Send me my free copies of the 1962 Redbook of Used Gun
Values plus the 3-book Library of Gun Lore and start my
14-issues-for-the-pri ce-of-12 subscription to GUNS im
mediately. $6 enclosed to be refunded if not completely
satisfied.

rite Vl/HS MagaziHe
£ibrarll Of VI/H £{Jre

VALUE

Kent Bellah on HANDLOADING .•. Elmer Keith on HANDGUNS ••• Bert
Popowski on BIG GAME HUNTING! Never before has any firearms magazine
offered such an authoritative collection of gun information absolutely free.
Here is a veritable encyclopedia, of helpful hints and advice to make you
a better handloader, big game hunter and handgun expert-all written by the
most renowned authorities in the field. Over 96 pages, complete with dramatic
photos and illustrations to make the printed word come alive. You g.et this whole
exciting set of Redbooks free, together with the brand new 1962 Redbook of
Used Gun Values to introduce you to GUNS Magazine.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I Name _

:·Address' _

I City Zone_,__State _L _
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• Easy motion frees revolver for
instant use

• Unsnap flap with thumb and
butt of revolver is in palm of
hand

• Holster fits snug; no extra
straps

• Covered hammer prevents
snagged clothing

• Easy removal of holster from
belt

• Made of top grain oak bark
tanned leather

• Popular price, finest quality

Sold by
Sporting Goods Dealers
and Gun Shops
everywhere•.

() v ~ 'r-
\: ;;~ l-)-)

The True Western Design..

P.O. BOX 1248. DEPT. 0
STUDIO CITY, CALIF.

(Continued from page 61)

Standard target models, and all Colt .45 and
.38 target pistols, will add points to your
score. The adjustable heel·rest makes the
gun feel like part of your arm, and makes
the thumb-rest a perfect fit. With a uniform
hold from shot to shot you get less wiggle,
wobble and weave. My friends. D. L. Cooper
and R. B. Smith gave the grips their OK.
Fitz is the same firm that makes the excellent
plastic cartridge boxes, the Amm-O-Cone
powder funnel, and the neat Primer Flipper,
all fine items for hull fillers.

The strength and safety of a rifle depends
on the case. We tested excessive loads in new
Norma .243 and .357 hulls. I won't list the
cha.rges, as they were too hot, but the cases
took it. This indicates ~ large margin of
safety. I like Norma's drilled vents. The
.357's have no cannelure to pull apart or
cause excessive case stretching, an excellent
feature.

B. E. Hodgdon, "The Powder Man," is
now in Shawnee Mission, Kansas. His new
$1.00 catalog has 76 pages, listing nearly
everything for hull fillers. There are 10 pages
of loading data for his powders.

Weare working with Du Pont's new Hi·
Skor pistol powder. It isn't a simple job.
Many loads must be tested with various
charges, primers, bullets and cases, in nu
merous guns, and a varying loading tech
nique. Indications are it's good stuff, worthy
of the famous Du Pont name. But I'll have
to learn a great deal about Hi-Skor or any
other new powder, before listing loads in this
column. If it has any bad habits, is tempera
mental, or critical in loading, you'll hear
about it.

I've been accused of being "too careful."
Maybe. But the great firm of WoW recalled
their excellent 295HP Ball Powder because
the charges and technique were too critical
for a few reloaders. I spent many hours de·
tecting the behavior pattern of 295HP. The
time was well spent. My loads in this col
umn were equal or superior to the WoW
loads, and are excellent indeed. I'll spend
just as much time to learn the behavior of
Hi-Skor. You'll be assured of trustworthy
dope in GUNS Magazine, plus any tips that
will help assemble superb fodder.

The late WaIter Smith's "NRA Book of.
Pistols and Revolvers was a classic in its
field when it came out in 1946. Walter knew
more about guns than any man I ever met.
(See GUNS, September, 1960.) The First
Edition contained some errors, but very few
for a work of this type. It was my pleasure
to revise the Fourth Edition, adding a Post
War Supplement, and correcting most errors.
I agreed with General Stackpole and Genera!
Sweet that the title should be changed to
"The Book of Pistols and Revolvers." Truly,
it's the book.

The new Fifth Edition will soon be ready.
(Continued on page 65)

Finish it Yourself Revolver
All mach ine operation~ have been completed. Only assembly
and blueing remain to be done..22 Cal••22 Hornet .38 Spl.
.357 Mag..44 Spl..44 Mag..44-40 .45 Long Colt 43;4"
5V2" - 7V," Barrels.

ONLY $59.95 Kit is complete with all parts
and assembly instructions.

Dealers send for information.

SINGLE ACTION GREAT WESTERN KITS

E & M FIREARMS CO., INC.

Contains finest Pre·measured I""N
Epoxy·Glass Bedding materials. Woo ,;.
Natural or Walnut color, with _
Parting Agent & Instructions. $400
See 'NT Dell'r or order direct front

NORTHEAST ENGINEERING, INC.
3013 Dixwen Ave., Hamden 18, Conn.

i y," CAPACITY-CALIBRATED TO .00025"
~ Gunsmiths, handloaders. gun collectors. ma

chinists, model builders, hobbyists, handymen
... do ultra-precision gaging ten times faster,
no figuring, no guesswork! Big 2" dial reads to
quarter-thousandthsl Charts included on drills,
screws, wire. sheet metal, etc. In hardwood
case, only S19.9S, postpaid in U.S., or $2.00
down, bal. C.O.D., plus postage. to-day money
back guarantee!.Dealer inquiries invited I
QUADRA-CONTINENTAL, Importers, 113
Queen Anne Ave. No., Dept. G. Seattle.9. Wn.

HANDCUFFS
LEG-IRONS.
Modern & antique \'
restraints, crime .

\
••iiiIIIIl.J-.books bought, sold. \

Illus. catalog, 25<. dil....il

SIGHT
HOODS

K98K • G43 • K43

SHOOTERS and COLLECTORS
Brand new blued spring steel
sight hoods to fit your rifles.
Made to orig. Wehrmacht
spec's..98¢ ea., 2 for $1.75.

Large illus. catalogue available, Only 50,

Z. M. MILITARY RESEARCH CO. gf.~tN~~~O;"'~8~a:,~~~

SEND
ORDERS TO-

FINEST HAND. LOADING
EQUIPMENT •••

• Star Reloadi ng Tools
• Star Lubricator & Resizer

• Hulme Automatic Case Feeder
• Broadway Handgun Machine Rests

Send for Complete Brochure FREE!

KRASNE'S
531 Market st. San Diego I, Calif.

A. G. HANAK BOX 351, SUSSEX. N. J.

New WALKER :44 Percussion Revolver
$149.95
Full 4tzed repiica:! •
beauti/ulfy reprcxU.wed cWwn to the
llitedtdetid of tite CljIHtdu€!If9ravintJ

Tell us the
make and model of
your shoteun or rifle ...
type of stock or forend you wanl- ..
~f!li-finished. 90% finished, standard ~
flnlsh.ed or custom finished. We will send
you literature describina: what we offer for ~
your needs. Or, ask your dealer or eunsmith <")C'~
he also can furnish free catalDI. ' fil'6'te....

E. C. BISHOP .. Son. Inc•• Warsaw. Mo.• Dept. HOH ~~o
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Pay.
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date July 1962 issue

(on .ole May 25) i. April 10. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine.
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

BOOKS

GUERRILLA TRAINING Schedule In Colonel Ney's
book-Guerrilla Principles identified. Command Publica
tions. Box 6303 NW 8ta., Washington 15, D.C. $3.50
postpaid.

BOOKS, Sl'ORTS. hobbies. unheard of prices. (ree list.
Howard Brigham. 17 Oak Court. Clinton, Mass.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

:lIAKE .MONEY Making Leathergoods. 1148 Ideas. Free
Information. 'I'andy Leather Co. Box 791-Pl. Forth Worth,
Texas.

CAMPINC EQUIPMENT

PHIMUS CAMPING Sloves-various model single burner.
compact, dependable. high Quality brass collapsible sto\'es.
Sold the world over since 1896. Send for free catalog.
'l'herm'x Company, Dept. G5, 'Vorid Trade Center, San
Francisco.

COLLECTORS

~lILI'l'ARY COLLECTORR I Famous British Piats. I;)an
zer busters! l1ritain's predecessor to the ·'bazooka.··
t:hurchill's secret weapon. Il'ascinating addition to every
military gun collection, den or hunting camp. NItA good
Lo excellent. Only $9.95; 2 for $15.00. Century Arms Inc.,
54 Lake, .::)t. Albans. Vermont.

LAltGE ILLUS'l'HATED Catalog-Antique and modern
guns, swords. war relics. armor. militar,)' gear. Excellent
reference book-$1.00. Brick House Shop, New I'-altz 4,
N. Y.

LUGER OWNERS: Repair Parts, Holsters, Grips, Bar
rels, Magazines, etc. 4cstamp for list. G. M. Hruffett,
22 Sturlevant, Highland Park, Michigan.

MAUSER PISTOLS, Lugers and Scarce Automatic pistols
wanted for cash or will trade duplicates. James Belford,
Stuttgart. Ark.

GUN~--S\VOIl08-Knives-Daggers-Flask&.Big list
2fic l·l~ln. Ed Huwe. Cooper Mills 10. :\Iaine. .

MODERN A...~D Antique Guns. List Dime. Lyle Quist,
Crookston. 'Minnesota.

ENCRAVINC

GUN ENGll.AVING of unsurpassed qualit)'. Folder $1.00.
E. C. Prudhomme, 302 'Vard Bldg., Shreveport, La.

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32'" dia., waterproof. burns under
water; 10 ft., $1; 25 ft., $2, ppd. William Zeller. Keil
Hwy., Hudson, Mich.

CUN EQUIPMENT

~~r~;:tfrtd St::~e:lsM~~~bl~esgr~~\.~aI.N~~M $~. oo:ewE~fi~fd
Bayonets dagger type $1.00; Add l>ostage. Rifle Parts,
\Vrite Wants. Southwestern Arms. 107 Logan Street,
Brool{lyn, N. Y. .

GUNlS SCltE'VS, 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths Sot per
dozen. l'rot"essional 2 flute Taps $1.20. Special hard steel
driUl;I 45¢. All postpaid. Send for l:ata!og l6Ge on all
Buehler mounts (including !\ew Micro-Dial). Low Safetys.
Maynard Buehler Inc.. Orinda. Calif.

CUNS & AMMUNITION

U.S. 30-06 high number Springfield ritles. Yery good
$39.95. ExceJlent-$44.95. Perfect-$49.50. U.S. 30-06
Enfield rifles. Ver)' good-$2g.95. Excellent-$34.50. U.S.
M1 30-06 Garand rifles. Excellent-$89.95. U.S. Ml 30
cal. carbines. )<;xcellent-$'19.95. British Mk.5 303 Lee·
Enfield jungle carbines. Very good-$24.95. Excellent
$29.f.l5. German Kar 98 8mlll Mauser rifles. Very good
$2t1.95. German K-43 8mm Mauser semi-automatiC rifles.
Very good-$65.00. German Mod. 98 7mlll Mauser rifles.
Vcry good-$29.95. Czech VZ-24 8mm Mauser ritles. Very
good-$34.95. Persian :\lod. 98 8mm Mauser ritles. Good
-29.95. Very gcod-$-34.95. Persian Mod. 98 8rnm Mauser
carbines. Good-$B4.95. Very good-$S9.95. New-$49.95.
Swedish Mod. G33/50 6.5mm Mauser carbines. Verl' good

«~~~.9~·igr~xcc:ni~~~$~%~3:'-$~~9~~ctv~~;9·:~d~$4a4~~~~
Russian :\olod. 38 &- 40 7.62mm Tokare\' semi-automatic
rifles. Very good-$49.95. Excellent-$54.95. Guatemalan
"Mod. 98 7mm Mauser rifles. Szech made. Good-$34.95.
Very good-$3fUJ5. 30-06. 8mm Mauser. 7mm Mauser.
6.5mm Swedish, 7.62mm Russian. 6.5mm Italian, 7.35mm
Italian & 7.65mm Mauser military ammunition at $7.50
per 100 rds. Free gun list. Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park
How. New York 38. N. Y.

FAST DRAW
"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTIER REPLICA for
collectors. Quick draw practice.
Weslern TV fans. Looks and
feels like real 2"un.

Blue finish 54.00. Deluxe polished
$6.00. Add-SOc shlppln!:!.

VALLEY GUN. SHOP f~r:"o::'°J=m:

.577/.450 (.45 caliber) Martini-Enfield rifles Mark I and
II. Famous Martini lever action (long and short lever
models). Complete with ram rod. Used in India. Modern
smokeless ammunition currently manufactured by Kynoch.
nare collector's item. Excellent shooter. NRA good or
better. Only $19.50", 2 for $35.00. Century Arms Inc., 54
Lake. St. Albans. Vermont.

HARD CAST .Mullets: .38 Spec.. .351 Magnum. sized
,358. 158 gr. Thompson gas check-$2.25; 175 gr. Keilb
$2.00. .44 Spec., .44 Magnum. sized .429. 215 gr. Thomp
son gas check-$2.50; 250 gr. Thompson gas check-$2.75:
250 gr. KEITH-$2.25. Prices per hundred. minimum
order 200. ReI McPherson, 7035 17th N. 'V., Seattle 7.
Wash. SUnset 2-7516.

)fAN TLICH'ER-SCHOENAUER service rifles and car
bines. famous 5-shot rotary magazine. Identical in design
to world-famous sporting Mannlicher-Schoenauer arms
manufactured today. Rifle $24.50. carbine $29.50. Order
)'ours today. Century Arms Inc.. 54 Lake, St. Albans,
Vermont.

GL"NS, SCOPES, reloading equipment. ammunition, shoot
ing supplies. Become a dealer full or part time. All
merchandise at direct dealer cost. Ko innstment needed.
tremendous opportunit)' to increase your income. For com
plete information write to Gunning li'irearms. P. O. Box
2286. 'Wilmington, Delaware. Dept. FD-4.

MAl'\NLICHER-SCHOENAUElt Actions with famous
built-in, 5-shot, rotary magazine, will make into highest
quality sporters in a wide variety of calibers. $16.50. 2
for $30.00. add $1.50 postage. Century Arms Inc., 54 Lake,
St. Albans. Vermont.

~E'V FIREAR~IS-Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acccs
sories. QUick Sen'ice-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
Walter Oliver, Box 55. Auburn, Indiana.

RIFLES. MODERN 'Military Surplus $5.95. New re
,'oIvers $9.95. Wholesale Catalog $1.00. Refundable. Mail
:\fart, Box 191 GM-5, Sebastopol, Calif.

BEAT THIS, 10 M.l. carbine magazines 15-shot $2.95.
Big value. Howard Brigham, 17 Oak Court. Clinton,
)fass.

GUNS. ALL Kinds. none over $20.00. Bargain Catalog
25c. Annsco, Box 286 GM-5. Santa Rosa. Calif.

GrNS. BUY 'Vholesale. Become a dealer. Complete in
structions $1.00. Gunsco. Box 34 OM-5. Fulton, Calif.

U.S. )U 30-06 GARAND riftes. Perrect-$S9.95. Free
list. Freedland Arms Co.. 34 Park Row, New York, N. Y.

NEW M-I CARBINES $69.95. Dealers Inquire. S.
Sloper. Westwood. California.

CARTRIDGE COLLECTOR Catalog. 25c. Retting. 11029
'Yashington, Culver City, California.

CUNSMITHINC

BLU-BLAK BLUING. sropes and sights mounted,
barrels, barreled actions, chambering for popular standard
and improved cartridges. Model 92 'Vinchester conversions
including 22 Jet and 256 Magnum. Send for new price
sheet on complete gunsmithing services. Don Mott. Here·
ford. Arizona.

LEARN GUNS)UTHING. America's oldest, most com
plete, 2-yr. course. Earn AAs Degree. Recommended by
leading Firearms Companies. Modern Equipment. Com
petent Instructors. NA Approved. Trinidad State Junior
College, Dept. GS, Trinidad, Colorado.

BLU-BLAK Blueing, Bolts .Teweled Restocking. Sights.
Scopes ');lount.ed. All 'Vork Guaranteed. Send Parcel
Post. Art Cumins Enterprises, Greenville. Calif.

GENERAL GUN~MJTHING-RE"palring. rebll1lng, con
"erliion work. parts made. InQuiries inrited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. Calif.

CUSTO:\{ .22 TARGET Pistol built in your home shop.
Send 4c stamp tor illustrated information. Guns, Box
362G. Terre Haute, Indiana.

SHOTGUX SPECIAl.IST: refinishing. rebhling. restock
ing, rehoring, repair 'all makes. Frank LeFever & Sons.
Inc.. Box 151. Custom Gunsmiths. Frankfort. New York.

LEATHERCRAFT

FREE uDO-It·Yourself" Leathercratt CataloK. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-K42, Fort Worth. Texas.

SELL OR TRADE

UNIMAT MINIATURE Lathe, draftsmens' drawing in
struments, both $175.00. Wanted, .22 caliber target rifle.
excellent shooter, Schuetzen, Hammerli or Martini. Bow
ard Brigham, 17 Oak Court. Clinton, Mass.

~PrM.·-:-.~W::-::O:-::O=-D-:--LO-NG-AR-IN-I-II
Finest Gun Stocks & Blanks DEPT. G
FREE Facfs &Price list g~~fo~.:i~t,

The FIREARMS HANDBOOK
New Illustrated Reference Book for hard-to-find
gun parts which we can supply by return mail.
The FIREARMS HANDBOOK is $4.00 postpaid.
SHELLEY BRAVERMAN. ATHENS 12. NEW YORK

SICHTS & SCOPES

ZUlHO RIFLE Scopes 4x $2i.50. 6. $29.50. 3.-9. $35.50.
write for catalogue to "WEICO". 2118 North Boulevard.
Houston 6. Texas. Dealers' Inquiries Invited.

WANTED

AUTOMATIC PISTOLS - Rare. Unusual, Odd. Par
tlcuJarJY Walthers, Mausers. W & S. Japs, etc. Sidney
Aberm.ao. 1210 Beechwood Boulenrd, Pittsburgh 6. l'enn
syJvama.

W.A.NTEl? BUS with home built on it or straight bus.
preter DIesel Moor. Hoy Pence. Sidney, Ohio. H. 2.
l'hone: HY 2-3526.

WANTED. goid. silver, platinum. scrap (aoy form). In
formaLion free. Wilmot's, 1061-G~1 Bridge St.. Grand
Uapids 4. Michigan.

MISCELLANEOUS

FO~EIGN .EMPLO YMENT Information. Europe. Alaska.

~~~~~iy.ASI~on~~~~a~'n '~~g~~~rs~dVt~~~kre.dr~grs~o ~J~'r~~~
teachers, profeSSIOnals, etc. ::iensational oPPorLunities 
most complete inlormation, appJication form sent immedi-
~t:~'O~1e~;ui~~~\~ia~:.nd $2.00 to: Jobs, :Box 51~-EE,

EMBHOIDERED EMBLEMS-Send 10c for this full
color booklet telling the whole swry of embroidered em
blems. We do not stock emblems-All are custom made to
)'our specifications-Prices clearly shown in Quantities of
g~ITf.1 to 1000. Ken Nolan, Inc., Dept. G, San Clemente,

DEALJ<;US S.h:1\D Hceuse !\o. lor large price Jist New
Firearms-Scupes-Mounts-Heloading 'l'ooJs-CompunelltB
-Leather (luods-Hiuoculars-::ihop '1'ools. 3821 l.11trerent
items lin hand for immediate dcli"ery. Hoagland Hardware
l:Joag!and. Indiana. '

BUY WHOLESALE:-GuDs. Long or Short. Scope's
Mounts. All other Sporting Goods. liecome Dealer. In
structions $1.(;0. Dt:posit Refundable. Weaver's Below
~irco~r::~~' Berkshire Wholesale Sparting Goods, Six Lakes,

U.S. GOVERNAIENT Surplus - Jeeps. $264.00' radios
'2.53; Guns, tYpewriters; cameras; tools; thousands of
Items. FabulOUSlY low surplus pnces. Complete infOnJl3
tion sent immediately. Send $1.00 to: Surplus. HOI
512-EE, New Orleans 1. LouisIana.

,!ROPHIES-SEND 50c for this handsome catalog list
mg over 200 trophies .ranging in price from $3.00 to over
$200.00. Thirty pages of illustrations showing Our com
g~Nt selection. Ken Xolan, Inc., Dept. G, San Clemente,

SEND FOn our Used Hand Guns Bargain LIst New List
Published .Monthly.. Send $1.00 Check, Money order
StampR for 12 Month Subscription. Four SeaS(lIlS 1717
Campbell. Arlington Heights, Illinois. '

FmERGLASS REPAIR Kit for campers, boats, etc.
Complete supplies for sereral jobs. Glass, Hesin. etc.
$5.00 postpaid. Chapman-Shearer, Box 2115. Dept. D,
Newport Beach, California.

"HO~lEllHI::\VED WH'ES. Beers"-Highest I)owered In
structlOns-$l.OO. Testers (Hydrometersl-$3.95. Dean's
109-GNS West 42n<.1. New York 36. N. Y.

LEG IRONS, $7.95; Handcuffs. $7.95; Thumbcutfs, $!U.l5.
Leather Uestraints. Collector's specialties. Catalog Me.
Thomas Ferrick. Box 12-G. Newburyport, Mass.

DESK PLATES-Send 10e for this fully illustrated book
let showing (by photo) ten models to select from. Ken
NoJan, Inc., Dept. G.. San Clemente. Calif.

FORMULA FOR combination cleaning soh'cnt and oil for
firearms. $1.00. Claude Deayer. 40 Rivington Avenue.
'Vest Long Branch, N. J.

"HOMEBREWING! . . BEERS . . . 'Vines." Instruc
tion Book $1 (guaranteed!). CryStal's 28·BGM5, Mill.
burn. New Jerser.

CIVIL 'VAR Buffs: Harper's "'eekly, July to December
1861. $2.50 each. E. Vollmayer, 110 Oxford St.. Cam~
bridge, Mass.

RUANA HUNTING and Bowie Kniyes. Send stamp for
illustrated price lists. Ruana Knife Works. Box 574, Bon
ner. Mont.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold. orig. only. 1 piece or col
lection: "lists 25c": Lenkel. 812 AndE':rson, Palisades. N. J.

CROSSBOWS! HUNTL1G Bows! Factory-Dnl:ct-PricesJ
Jay Co.. Box 1355. 'Vichita. Kansas.

NAZI SOUVENIRS. ]\·Iedals. Daggers, Flags. Unitonns.
etc. Send 25c for large list. Pat May RD #3. DuBois, Pa.

PRIMERI POCKET CLEANER
only$1·~. ., :;~:::. ~~~~~ ~i~~, ~~~~ 0':
Pa. Res. Aad hand-driven chuck. Or can be
'0/0 Sales Tax manually operated. Fine steel

DEALERS & Wire brush, with metal sleeve.
JOBBERS Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether

INQUIRIES for large or small primers.
INVITED, KUHARSKY BROS.

2425 W. 12th St., Erie. Penna.

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send SOc for year around barRain mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Dept. G, 6844 Gorste nSt..Phiiadelphial9, Pa
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(Continued from page 63)
It has my new supplement on Handguns
Since 1959, a new section on Ammunition
Notes, and one on Reloading Notes. Without
bragging on my own material too much (I
don't receive any royalty!) it's the finest
book of its type ever published. The Fifth
Edition is the largest and best of all. No
other book, or set of books, lists so many
specifications of internal and external di
meFisions, manufacturing tolerances for so
many handguns, with manufacturing dates
and serial numbers.

Handloaders can solve many accuracy
problems by looking up the groove diameter
of their guns, or the chamber dimensions,
chamfer, twjst, throat, and other vital figures.
Stripping directions are included. You'll
learn more than you ever expected to know
about handgun history, construction, ballis·
tics, performance, identification, and other

worthwhile features, with many guns evalu
ated. All gun lovers will value the new edi·
tion. Dealers who do not have it in stock
can obtain it quickly from The Stackpole
Co., Harrisburg, Pa., or you can order di
rect. The old price was $10, but this larger
edition may be a bit higher.

Bullets recovered from game tell an inter
esting story. You'll see the advantage of a
large wound channel made by fast expand
ing pills. Slower expanding types at slower
velocity make a smaller wound channel, but
give great penetration. You can get a fairly
good comparison of bullet expansion by sev
eral types at different velocity in moist sand.
Shooters who do not reload can learn more
about factory bullet performance with differ
ent types of loads than they can from bal
listic charts. Handgunners, especially, will
learn to appreciate the soft, fast ~
expanding jacketed bullets. ~

~:=~:::,~~~:s,~~~,
the field all year on large pri-~\
vale tract on wild birds in middle Tennes- f
see quail country by one of the best vet
eran shooting dog trainers in the south. If your
dog will work we can train him to do it all in
the field. 2 months $70 - 3 months $100.
Wire or write now.

Lawrence Kennels & Game Farm
ROUTE #6 LAWRENCEBURG, TENNESSEE

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS her.', a top QualIty orlg.
G.I. 'SNIPER SCOPE lor ,ptg. or military rlfie. 2'hX
coated optics, 5%" eye relief post & cross-hairs. nitrogen
filled, 3ll' tube.-. _ $22.50 ppd.

SANTA ANA CUNROOM
P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana. Calif.

G-STHE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCU N
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $2 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

Name.......nh..~.....h __u ... n ..__...__ ••••h __.....__........__......_.

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS

Addre.s _ : .

Free trial offerl
Money Back Guarantee•

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub·

Iished twice each month. It's the leading

. publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod·

ern and antique - rifles; shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mou nts ••• all at money·

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. Yau can't afford to be

without this· unique publication.

Cily & 51018 .

-----------~-----~

DEALERS-GUNSMITHS
FIREARMS - ALL MODELS

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, Bullets, Loading Tools, etc.
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI-STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
• S&W • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • WEAVER
• CH

REMINGTON - NORMA
Same Day Delivery

~IIJIlI..ePl-:. BAD;R J11
.., BOLt HANDLES

Unpolished-$1.25 Polished-$2.50
Polished and Knurled, Double Border-$3.00
(Our shop can weld to your bolt body-polished
total $8.00. Knurled $10.00.l Your bolt handles
altered for low scopes $6.50. One Day Service!.

FREE CATALOG-Discount sheet ONLY to es
tablished dealers and sporting goods stores-we
will not honor post card or rubber stamp
requests! Phone CAstle 9-2101.

99% Orders Shipped Same Day Received.

BADGER SHOOTERS SUPPLY
Lew Bulgrin, Owner. OWEN, WIS.

Serving Sportsmen 26 Years

Ammunition

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 72 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all diller
ent each issue. Widest se
lection available anywhere!

~£ ... Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send now to:

NORM FLAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam, Dept. G-S

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

21
We are happy to report that we have found
such an instrument, thus doing away with
our very own hunter's yard, which measured
36 inches, give or take a couple of yards.

The Hunting Rangefinder, made by the
Federal Instrument Corp., Rego Park 74,
N. Y., works on the same split·image prin
ciple that is familiar to users of the 35 mm
cameras. Available in different models, with
a~d without leather holster and telescopic
eyepiece, the model that was tested on our

Range Finder
The hunter's yard, as was recently pointed

out in GUNS, is a highly flexible measure.
For some time we had .been looking for a
range finder that would be highly portable,
yet would be accurate and within reason.

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 12)

with wide field, sharp focus, good light- rifle range carne up with the correct answer
gathering characteristics. As with any lOX within one yard after three readings were
glass or glasses, you need a steady hold. made and the results averaged. Below ten
Balscope is as easy to "aim" from a rest as yards, accur~cy of the instrument falls off
any rifle. Hung on the back of the hip the rapidly; but out to a very long 500 yards-
way you wear your hunting knife, its weight distance recently surveyed and chained-the
is lost and it is out of the way for walking, rangefinder was right on the button. For
climbing, or brush-busting. (Saddle men will accurate readings and aligning the split
need to position it differently, but this images, we found that leaning across the
shouldn't cause them any problem.) To us, hood of our car gave us the support needed.
Balscope looks like a neat addition to any This is a precision instrument and not a
hunter's gear. child's toy. Best of all, the price is within

reason, starting at slightly less than $20. A
smaller model, with a limited range from 13
to 250 yards, sells for under $10.
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High Veloci'ty Trajectory Chart
These data were compiled over the years

by Homer S. Powley, 17623 Winslow Road,
Cleveland 20, Ohio, and are now avaj,lable in
chart form (36"x24" horizontal). Despite
the fact that the chart costs $18, it is most
definitely a worthwhile investment. Since
many shooters do not have the facilities for
drop tests, and don't have all of the ballistics
data required to calculate drop, trajectory,
and so on, this chart should become a real
boon.

If the MV or the Ballistics Coefficient
(Ingalls) is known, you can use the chart.
If neither MV or CI is known, you can,
with some test shooting and the Powley
chart, determine these two factors. We have
checked the chart with a number of chrono
graphed and drop-tested loads, and found
it to be a great help in tackling some of the
routine ballistics work.

OLD GUNS &SWORDS
Don't miss this fascinating 125 page,
1498 photo Catalog. Fill in Coupon,
(please print), mail entire ad.

ROBERT ABElS, Inc., 8J~;Uy~~~i~,~O~~V:
Send me your Catalog # 31 with backgrounds,'.
1498 photos of old guns, daggers, swords, ar· :
mor. I enclose $1 to cover handling and post· •
~L •
NAME ..•.•..•..••.•••....•.•..•.... :
ADDRESS :

CITY: lONE STATE :

.----------~-------------_.

Shotshell Wads
Sullivan Arms Corporation, 4030 North

Webster, Indianapolis 24, Indiana, produces
some fine shotshell wads. We have been using
them in our Hollywood Automatic Shotshell
loader as well as in the MEC and C-H tools.
Their Sacork wads are lubricated cork wads,
available in a wide variety of thicknesses and
have performed very well in a number of
function tests. The plastic Sacdome wads
are similar to others available now, but are
somewhat less expensive than others. By
using the plastic over powder Sacdome wads
and the Sacork filler wads, the customary
cardboard wads can be ommitted. The plastic
and cork wads feed smoothly through the
automatic loader and through the wad guide
feeder fingers of the other tools.

Sullivan Arms Corporation, through their
dealers, offers a novel way of promoting trap
shooting and, of course, the use of their
wads. If a shooter breaks a registered number
of targets with his reloads, using Sacork and
Sacdrome wads, he reports this fact to the
club secretary. With the pertinent informa
tion passed on to Sullivan Arms, they will
send him a medal, two bags of wads, and
the appropriate insignia. If the shooters wins
a state championship this way, he is re-

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business and I make
the finest. Brilliant co}orS

ibeautiful designs, hand ell
_ by precision machinery. Send

for latest list.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS.

For information on the full line of the famous
target pistols and rifle~ write to:

H--' W·HEINRICH F. GRIEDER
P. O. Box 487,ilmmer Knoxville, Illinois

warded with more wads, another pin, and
a Life Membership in ATA. Anyone for a
round of trap?

Nylon Bolt Action Rifle
A relative of the Remington Nylon 66

recently came in for tests. This is a bolt
action rifle, nylon-stocked, and shows all of
the usual Remington features. Chambered
for the .22 rimfire, the clip holds six rounds,
and takes the three rimfire sizes without
magazine alteration. Accuracy of the test
gun was good though not anywhere near
target class, but the trigger pull was creepy
and repeated measurements gave readings
from 5%-7% pounds. Trigger and Mann
licher-copied bolt are chrome plated, the
safety is positive, and the open sights are
adjustable for windage and elevation. The
Remington Model 11 is scope-grooved for
tip-off mount glassware and is sched- .~
uled to sell for under 40 dollars. ~

VACATION-FISHING-HUNTING
K·Z Ranch in Wyoming-'s Sunlight Basin. Modern cab
ins, family-style meals, family recreation. Lake and
stream trout fiShini' Season from June 20 to Sept. 10.

~~r.spes<g:~~.e ~~tel~pe~un~~fe_e~:dal~~e~Ul~bu~3~~t:
Season from Sept. 10 to Nov, 15. Write to:

BUCK ALLEMAND
Licensed and Bonded-Oulfilter and Guides.

BOX B, K-Z RANCH • MIDWEST, WYOMING
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